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I’m still deciding which conspiracy theory I like the best. Undoubtedly some stressful things were happening in the repo market last fall while Trump was still nailing the Chinese with trade tariffs and trying to repatriate industry to the United States as the stock market bubble grew ever larger. The narrative spun was that America was
becoming great again and that the economy hadn’t been so good for decades. In the meantime the deep state and their substantial propaganda arm were trying desperately to rid themselves of Trump who was overtly foiling the deep state’s globalized, one-world banking system aspirations. Economic warfare was already being waged
before the coronavirus got its start. The mayhem resulting from a novel coronavirus release could set the stage for worldwide monetary reform with China benefiting greatly from the dethroning of the U.S. dollar and adoption of an alternative international currency. It used to be that wars ushered in new hegemons in the world but
perhaps in the age of Crispr it is pandemics that set the stage for change.

Perhaps the new globalized world order is taking shape and President Trump with his ultra-nationalism/tribalism is in the way.

This Russian military figure seems to largely concur:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2vqjBtnltI&feature=emb_logo

and then there was this link I provided earlier:

A new international currency or SDR will diminish the value of the dollar at the same time there is less and less energy to back the new currency. Good news for China. Not so good news for the U.S.A.

Human RNA or the “workforce” will continue to be kept dumb, numb and in fear so as to be malleable. Perhaps it won’t matter in the longer run since the technological environments we have rapidly evolved to inhabit, in a functional capacity (RNA), are too toxic for organic cells and the ecosystem in general.

P.S. Some people find conspiracy theory distasteful and in reality the number of comments in the last post got too long. Feel free to discuss or comment on anything.
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845 thoughts on “Conspiracy Theory”

1.  Lidia17 said:

April 22, 2020 at 4:25 pm

James, a great opportunity for me to re-iterate my appreciation for your keeping the joint open!! Thank you for hosting us in your virtual living room (or kitchen, or bee hive, or opium den, or bounce house, however you might imagine it).

At the end of the last thread, Rob M. linked to this film about the fiction of “renewable” energy: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zk11vI-7czE 
I watched it last night and thought it was very good, indeed.

I have to say that a few choice CTs I scoffed at and derided have held up to scrutiny when I chose to revisit them, so I really don’t rule anything out these days, except maybe aliens.

When I think back on most of the public events in my life, I find the gov. has lied about all of them (so why wouldn’t they be lying about the pandemic?). Just stands to reason, is all.

Reply

 james said:

April 22, 2020 at 8:49 pm

Thanks Lidia and thanks to Rob for the link. I just finished watching it and it captured our dilemma very well. There’s really nothing not to like about being a cancer, it just feels good enriching oneself without boundaries within a system that can’t fight back. The ecosystem can’t fight back, but as in the case in human
terminal cancer, it certainly can die.

Reply

2.  james said:

April 22, 2020 at 9:03 pm

Here’s the link that Apneaman provided from the last post:

https://youtu.be/GoW8Tf7hTGA

Pretty cool. I was just thinking about stars and elements for the past couple of days and this chart:

https://blog.sdss.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/periodic_table.png

Thought I might pick-up some Hafnium just to haf on hand.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 23, 2020 at 12:11 am

Screw all the conventional religions that the monkeys worship.

There’s something honestly spiritual about the elements combining into a self-replicating configuration that evolved to figure out the origin of the elements, and why the configuration had to deny unpleasant realities, like it’s own mortality, before it could do so.

Reply

 james said:

April 23, 2020 at 8:55 am

Yea, it’s like an “Oh shit” moment. If a human or anthropomorphic God had designed this place they would have given it more order and symmetry to reflect their own brain wiring which has a bi-lateral symmetry bias. But the Universe is really pretty messy, like the aftermath of an explosion or inflation and the
elements are decaying and throwing neutrons and electrons bouncing into other orbitals and radiations spreading out. I’m afraid that if it could express emotions, the whole Big Bang event would be a little disappointed in our material existence. But then again, if it could think, it would have to be composed of matter
and would also be disappointed in its own existence. But I guess we play by the Big Bang we’re given.

I wonder if the human brain’s tendency for yes/no, either/or dichotomous thinking comes from the bilateral human brain and body plan which is itself pretty messy (by aesthetic standards). Maybe it relates to movement, moving from one side to the other to facilitate progress. The only iron law seems to be the
thermodynamic one where any movement must be accompanied by overall energetic degradation.

Before they die, most humans have done a pretty good job of releasing energy from gradients, most of which was captured from the sun by plants. Break a few covalent bonds and get on with life. Generally a rewarding experience unless someone wants to make you their gradient. The technological experience into
which we have evolved is likely a one-off to get rid of the fossil fuels and whatever else our tools can access. Too bad it will destroy a lot or most of the long-evolved organic bond-breaking network.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 23, 2020 at 10:24 am

We’re privileged to bear witness to a rare event in the universe.

Reply

3.  Cynic said:

April 23, 2020 at 9:53 am

The phrase in the Koran: ‘I was a hidden Treasure, seeking to be known’ -which is regarded as one of the most important mystical texts – perhaps expresses a certain frustration on the part of the ‘Divine’ being, a desire to expand experience.

Reply

 james said:

April 23, 2020 at 11:08 am

I haven’t found anything truly divine yet, but I’m still looking around. I suppose you could fight the second law and MPP, sit like the Buddha and watch the energy rushing by you out into space as all the dissipatives spin about competing for energy and mates. Know thyself.

Reply

4.  Cynic said:

April 23, 2020 at 9:55 am

Yes, thank you James.

It’s a virtual opium den, in which we see terrifying visions. 🙂

Reply

5.  james said:

April 23, 2020 at 11:09 am

The SDR is the next logical step but Trump the nationalist says “No.”

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/trump-says-no-world-money

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 23, 2020 at 11:32 am

No, the next logical step is to live within our means. Printing more money makes our destination worse.

Reply

 james said:

April 23, 2020 at 12:00 pm

Yea, that means about 50 million people living an agrarian lifestyle. The billionaire tech giants and financial gurus that are at the top of the fossil fuel wealth wave cannot even imagine how vulnerable they are.

Reply

6.  james said:

April 23, 2020 at 4:57 pm

Russian microbiologist says they “were doing crazy things” with coronavirus at Wuhan lab to further vaccine research (HIV) and COV-2 got loose.

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/renowned-microbiologist-claims-wuhan-lab-did-absolutely-crazy-things-coronavirus

If this is true we’ll have to abandon all of the intriguing conspiracy theories and wait for the next mishap to fire our imaginations.

Reply

7.  Apneaman said:

April 23, 2020 at 9:02 pm

How does coronavirus kill? Clinicians trace a ferocious rampage through the body, from brain to toes

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/04/how-does-coronavirus-kill-clinicians-trace-ferocious-rampage-through-body-brain-toes

Reply

 james said:

April 23, 2020 at 10:54 pm

Good article and it led me to this:

“Why so stormy? What lies behind cytokine storm syndrome?

Why does the immune system overreact in cytokine storm syndrome? One clue came in a “really lovely paper” by Australian researchers in 2015, Cron said. They took normal natural killer cells and CD8 cytotoxic T-cells, along with version of these cells that were perforin deficient. Then “they did time-lapse photography
at the cellular level” as these cells engaged with infected cells, Cron explained. The cells with perforin deficiencies “spent five times longer engaged” and released a flurry of cytokines, even though their lack of perforin made them incapable of destroying their target cell. One hypothesis is that these signals could spark the
intense inflammatory response seen in cytokine storm syndrome.”

“Cron’s research has shown that cytokine storm syndrome is much more common than previously thought — as is the number of people at risk. Scientists seeking the cause of cytokine storm syndrome have focused their attention on the perforin pathway, the series of proteins that work together to deliver perforin. Perforin
is a key weapon of the immune system’s cytotoxic T-cells and natural killer cells. They use it to punch holes in the walls of infected, cancerous or otherwise undesirable cells. Then they use these perforin channels to pour in toxic granzyme B, which induces the cells to self-destruct. Mutations in the genes responsible for
“any one of the 10-plus proteins that get perforin to do what it does” are linked to a higher risk of cytokine storm syndrome, Cron said.

Some 10% to 15% of the population may carry these mutations, according to Cron’s calculations. Unlike infants, who tend to have two bad copies of one of the 10+ perforin-associated genes, these people have one mutated copy and one normal copy. “Generally, that’s enough to produce all the killing you need,” Cron said.
“But if you get the wrong organism or the wrong inflammatory state it may push you over the edge.”

https://www.uab.edu/reporter/know-more/publications/item/8909-here-s-a-playbook-for-stopping-deadly-cytokine-storm-syndrome

Apparently having one defective and one normal allele for a protein(s) in the perforin complex means the killer cells are active 5x longer producing an exaggerated cytokine storm to punch holes in infected cells.

https://www.debbieschulte.com/surviving-the-cytokine-storm-why-healthy-people-die-from-the-flu/

Reply

8.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 1:37 am

J.C. on why people with a clue know that we should not be basing our recovery plans on a vaccine for the Wuhan virus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcMPzatObYA

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 24, 2020 at 10:21 am

I kinda like listening to that guy. the guy on the bike.

he also makes me want to go out more on my own bike. but winter will not leave CT this year.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 1:01 pm

I’ve also grown to really like and respect him. I also think it’s kind of cool that only a handful of monkeys on this planet know about him. Most monkeys are not interested in understanding reality.

Reply

9.  james said:

April 24, 2020 at 7:42 am

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-what-did-us-intel-really-know-about-chinese-virus

Perhaps they allowed it to spread in the U.S. so they could use it to advance their geo-strategic plans and goals. Like the 9/11 attack.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 24, 2020 at 11:06 am

To believe that, first you need to believe that the US actually has the capabilities (functioning public & private institutions, leadership, cooperative citizens, etc) to control the spread. I think not. I think that’s been broken beyond repair for quite some time.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 1:03 pm

WTF are you talking about? MAGA is mission accomplished.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 24, 2020 at 2:13 pm

It’s got to be frustrating as hell for the American people who do take the virus seriously & are partaking in the few measures, social distancing, masks, gloves, cleaning, grocery & med shopping only, that they are asked to while so many others are not & are doing the exact opposite as an, “in your face protest”.
My “rights”. All rights, no responsibilities. As bad as the official response has been by many US authorities (not all) if a significant percent of the population is not onboard then it’s pointless. I LMAO listening to angry Americans suggesting the US should adopt Sweden’s strategy. Ha! The Swedes are so
orderly & conformist they make Canadians look chaotic & rebellious. Not in a thousand years could the US people follow Swedish rules – it’s a deeply embedded cultural norm, not a switch to be flicked on & off. Further, it’s understandable that American citizens would be highly suspicious of their gov – just
comparing their per capita covid infection & death numbers to other western countries & even developing nations has to bring up a bunch of questions. Canada & the US seem to be as culturally close as any western nations, so how do you explain the disparities in their Covid numbers? IMO, it’s more than just
the poor official response. Probably the best way to get the US masses on board is to reframe the problem as something they know & love. WAR ON COVID!!! That ought to do it;)

Reply

 james said:

April 24, 2020 at 3:30 pm

It’s going to be interesting to watch the complexion of things if a second wave comes back double-strength and the young begin to succumb. I think they’ll change their tune when its not just the defenseless old and infirm being killed.

Reply

 Cynic said:

April 25, 2020 at 5:08 am

Watching 2 British doctors talking it over, they have been stuck by two things they hadn’t expected: tendency towards blood clotting in the serious cases they see, and also many more younger (ie than 60yrs old) people dying than the Italian data had led them to expect -ie 10x the reported Italian
rate.

I suspect no one under 30 will take it seriously unti a friend or relation of the same age dies.

Reply

 Cynic said:

April 25, 2020 at 5:12 am

I forgot a 3rd aspect that was puzzling them: the cytokine storm in frail elderly people, to which they attribute deaths. 
They had expected this in younger patients, but not in the old.

The general tone of their musings was ‘This is a strange beats, and not at all what we had been led to believe by earlier reports in medical journals’.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 4:03 pm

The Canadians around me are calmly respectful of the rules and many are wearing masks in the stores despite what our idiot leaders say.

Reply

 james said:

April 24, 2020 at 3:24 pm

I suppose the lab accident still has first place, but I don’t think sacrificing a few hundred-thousand people is beyond their purview. They’re equally compassionate towards the natural world which exists to be converted into stock certificates.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 24, 2020 at 5:23 pm

1st place, but open to adjustment if/when more info becomes available. I’m not ruling out anything, but ‘on purpose’ would require some serious evidence. Like Sagan said, “extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence”. We may never learn the unvarnished truth. Make it happen, let it happen or some
major screw up, it’s all the same as far as power is concerned. They’ll take advantage & their plans were in the works for a long time. They have all sorts of contingency plans – gov, corps, oligarchs chomping at the bit.

Reply

10.  Apneaman said:

April 24, 2020 at 10:14 pm

I have not been able to find zinc supplements for weeks of looking, but today I was at a grocery store pharmacy & they had a batch from a local compounding pharmacy. I forgot what kind was recommended, but I went ahead & bought a bottle anyway – 60 count of Compounded zinc 25mg capsules as zinc picolinate 125mg. $18
with tax.

It’s ok if I got the wrong kind. I still have a bottle of Lysol & a few IV needles for backup, so I’m covered no matter what.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 10:42 pm

Thanks, which store had zinc?

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 24, 2020 at 11:56 pm

Save-On-Foods.

The Compounding pharmacy that produced them is, Pure Compounding Lab Inc – Pure Integrative Pharmacy #20.

https://purepharmacylab.com/

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 25, 2020 at 12:42 am

Thanks Apneaman.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:42 pm

We don’t have Save-On in my town but I did find Jamieson Zinc 50mg x 90 tablets for $13 at Superstore.

Reply

 james said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:02 am

If you want to forego the Lysol, the ARED-2 eye vitamins are loaded with zinc and Vit.C but are a little more expensive than you average vitamin.

Reply

11.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 24, 2020 at 10:47 pm

Martenson’s on to a conspiracy theory today that may be costing many lives about the reluctance to use hydroxychloroquine because it was suggested by someone they hate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rN_YpFhdii4

Reply

 james said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:16 am

Deep State = No Hydroxychloroquine, your cure will be our new RNA management and suppression system. Trump= this stuff can cure you, MAGA, we don’t need the deep state.

Reply

12.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 25, 2020 at 12:05 am

I already provided a link to this video by J.C. on a bike.

It’s worth going back to read an intelligent debate underway in the comments section.

I don’t know what’s true. I do know it’s complicated.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcMPzatObYA

Reply

13.  Apneaman said:

April 25, 2020 at 1:59 am

Our �?Greatest Generation’ Men Weaponized Viruses, Too

How often the sword of righteousness was used to justify dark ops and human experimentation.

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/state-of-the-union/our-greatest-generation-men-weaponized-deadly-viruses-too/

Reply

 james said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:33 am

“The sword of righteousness” is an excuse to grab power.

I like this comment:

“A buddy of mine did his military stint at Ft Detrick in the 60s. His specialty…attacking grain with bio-weapons. He claims the grain damage in the USSR during the 70s, and 80s, were exactly what was expected from bio attacks.”

And in a related story from the same page:

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/duncan-lemps-parents-threatened-with-jail-for-protesting-his-killing/

The deep state doesn’t like guns except for the ones they kill you with.

Reply

14.  Apneaman said:

April 25, 2020 at 2:13 am

Incompetence, lying & withholding information.

Canada cut number of stockpile storage locations for critical medical supplies by one third in past two years

“The Public Health Agency of Canada has not said how many warehouses it has now.”

“The agency has not said how many prepositioned sites it still operates today.”

“Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his ministers have conceded that Ottawa didn’t stockpile enough equipment, but just how short the stockpiles were hasn’t been disclosed.”

“Ms. Thornton told the committee a “minimum level” of personal protective equipment was stockpiled, but she said she couldn’t disclose what the minimum standard was and didn’t know the number of masks the stockpile had before the pandemic hit.”

“The agency has not said whether it replaced the expired protective gear.”

“The specific budget for the stockpile is not publicly available and Ms. Thornton was not able to provide the information when asked by NDP MP Don Davies.”

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-canada-cut-number-of-stockpile-storage-locations-for-critical-medical/

Ya we screwed up, but we’re not going to tell you how much. Now shut up & pay your taxes.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 25, 2020 at 12:22 pm

I have tiny bit of understanding in my heart. If I was in charge I’d be looking for everything and anything I could cut because I know running large deficits in both good and bad years, as we’ve done, will end badly. So if given the choice between cutting pensions or cutting things needed for a possible rainy day I can see the
temptation.

Reply

15.  dave lysak said:

April 25, 2020 at 8:23 am

lotsa trillions.

https://usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR2lnmaOVA6a08B5YNzb75JC7Bey7xNn6vbJ0mUxHNBR4H9ukZiR-UpQ8zE

Reply

 james said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:34 am

Keep making and spending them, while they’re still worth something.

Reply

16.  dave lysak said:

April 25, 2020 at 8:36 am

but hey. no worries, just so as long a we stay 6 feet apart from each other and wear our face masks.

Reply

17.  james said:

April 25, 2020 at 9:42 am

This is an interesting rant/interview regarding the plandemic:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7mVKynK034

At about 8:35 he seems confused by the “increasing poverty” language. People don’t realize that the party’s over and we’re entering what Kunstler called the “Long Emergency.”

The large technological corporations want to turn the event into a profitable one by rolling out new technologies of surveillance and control while throwing a wet blanket (with smallpox) over the former middle-class that will be sinking further and further into poverty and despair.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 25, 2020 at 1:22 pm

He loses me here:

02:44 
okay I’ll read a little bit of it in 
02:46 
2012 the pandemic that the world had 
02:49 
been anticipating for years 
02:51 
nobody was anticipating a pandemic

“nobody was anticipating a pandemic”

Seriously?

Yes, germs & infectious disease never existed until the deep state invented them. Nature itself is a hoax. Microbes are not the oldest & most dominate life form on this planet. There is no evolutionary arms race – the true ‘forever war’. Humans are supreme. We have not been in a permanent state of anticipation of the next
pandemic since we discovered germ theory. All the precautions we have taken are just a ‘disinfectant industrial complex’ scam. Every virologist & biology professional with expertise in infectious disease who have been claiming for decades that the next pandemic is a when, not an if (then the next & next & next….) is
lying. There has been more pandemics than wars & they have impacted human societies just as much or more than war. If you count all the pandemics that have attacked all the species on earth you could rightly call it pandemic planet.

There is a certain subset of people for whom everything is a grand conspiracy (like my buddy). It would save a whole lot of time if they just told me the 5-6 things in this world that are not a hoax. It’s the height of self flattery. I can’t listen to them once they utter something so dumb & I don’t get how anyone else can.

Reply

 james said:

April 25, 2020 at 2:19 pm

There are bacteria, viruses, pandemics and plandemics. The information I fear most is not packed in a virion, but is inside the cranium of an even more devious and greedy entity – Homo sapiens.

Reply

18.  james said:

April 25, 2020 at 10:21 am

Low tech organic virus nails high tech RNA conventioneers.

https://www.pri.org/stories/2020-04-24/ces-convention-may-have-spread-coronavirus-throughout-us-and-world

Reply

19.  james said:

April 25, 2020 at 11:07 am

James Taylor presentation on Galaxy genomic analysis system:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBYhmq-CJuE&list=PLL7gJJ36lpVIVbI-LCV8RHWAqt8AZOF09&index=4&t=0s

In addition here is some info. from the Galaxy Cov-2 analysis:

“The bottom line

New datasets released on Feb 21, 2020 do not contain meaningful COVID-19 sequence data. In addition, the metadata describing samples is highly questionable. For example, look at the description of another (this time non-human) dataset SRR11085740 
generated by the same group (WUHAN INSTITUTE OF VIROLOGY, CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES):

galaxy

Note that while the description of the dataset lists “RNA-Seq of Miniopterus pusillus: Anal swab” the design field contains the following description:

Total RNA was extracted from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit following the manufacturers instructions. An RNA library was then constructed using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, USA). Paired-end (150 bp) sequencing of the RNA library was performed on
the HiSeq 3000 platform (Illumina).

This leaves the question of whether the sample is derived from a bat anal swab of (or) human bronchoalveolar lavage fluid.

Was someone trying to cover something up? Oh well, James Taylor died Apr. 2nd.

This is the first of several pages of the galaxy cov19 analysis:

https://covid19.galaxyproject.org/genomics/

Reply

20.  james said:

April 25, 2020 at 1:06 pm

Everything must be consumed, or so says the Dissipative in Chief.

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/trump-to-open-more-wildlife-refuge-land-to-hunting-fishing

Reply

21.  dave lysak said:

April 26, 2020 at 8:47 am

I guess that the greta thornberg crowd is getting just what it wants.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-26/the-next-chapter-of-the-oil-crisis-the-industry-shuts-down?fbclid=IwAR19XlUBsNXuZTS3wrrm_U1_Lma0YubLhwZZYrrGvRwHE3A2DxhCAYsGkRQ

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 26, 2020 at 10:48 am

Kinda reminds me of what my grandma used to say: be careful of what you wish for. something like that.

Reply

 james said:

April 26, 2020 at 12:50 pm

Won’t be much moving after that. Maybe a fly or two buzzing through the kitchen looking for a fill-up. Sometimes it pays to be a fly rather than a 4,000 pound vehicle.

Reply

22.  gwb said:

April 26, 2020 at 11:41 am

We’re going back to the 1930s, the days before trans-Atlantic airmail:

https://esellercafe.com/us-postal-service-shifting-international-air-mail-sea-transport-during-covid-19/

Reply

 james said:

April 26, 2020 at 12:55 pm

It seems like there should be plenty of empty jets and the fuel is cheap. I remember all of the old airmail stamps in my Dad’s collection. I wonder if we can get a boat mail series to commemorate the first stages in the collapse of civilization.

Reply

23.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 26, 2020 at 1:47 pm

So here’s a serious question.

How can the wealthiest most powerful country in the world with 300 million literate well educated people have as their elected leader a lying moron?

Seriously, how is this possible?

Is it possible that Varki’s denial theory is more powerful than even zeolots like myself can imagine?

http://www.doomsteaddiner.net/blog/2020/04/26/the-week-in-doom-dont-drink-the-bleach/

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 26, 2020 at 2:10 pm

stupid thing to say, use bleach and such internally. why would he even find that to be an interesting idea? don’t know.

but, how stupid would one have to be to go out a drink bleach and such, based on such remarks? i’d probably have to say, anybody so stupid, would probably be doing us all (including themselves’) a favor, by actually doing so.

I guess.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

April 26, 2020 at 4:06 pm

He did not say bleach.

Reply

 james said:

April 26, 2020 at 2:15 pm

Building an analog mind takes time and energy without any immediate reward. How many times have we heard, “Why do I have to study this, I’ll never use it.” Add to that the social acceptance of being stupid and the anti-intellectual sentiment and you end-up with people that believe injecting clorox and lysol is a
reasonable means to combat coronavirus. Denial is strong but ignorance/stupidity is supreme.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 26, 2020 at 3:19 pm

Granted most leaders in most countries are not rocket scientists but the US leader is completely off the scale in stupidity and dishonesty.

I find it remarkable that 90% of US population is not mortified.

How is this possible is still an open question for me.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

April 26, 2020 at 4:05 pm

This is what Trump actually said: 
“Question that probably some of you are thinking of if you’re totally into that world, which I find to be very interesting. So supposing we hit the body with a tremendous, whether it’s ultraviolet or just very powerful light. And I think you said that hasn’t been checked but you’re going to test it,” Trump said, looking over to
Bryan.

“And then I said, supposing you brought the light inside the body, which you can do either through the skin or in some other way. And I think you said you’re gonna test that, too. Sounds interesting, right?”

He continued: “And then I see the disinfectant where it knocks it out in a minute. One minute. And is there a way we can do something like that by injection inside or, or almost a cleaning? Because you see it gets on the lungs and it does a tremendous number, so it will be interesting to check that. So that you’re going to
have to use medical doctors. But it sounds, it sounds interesting to me. So we’ll see.

“But the whole concept of the light, the way it kills it in one minute, that’s, that’s pretty powerful.”

These are both things that serious researchers really are testing, which he has heard about. He’s not just some insane Dr. Mengele like the press is making out.

UV light: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-21058-w 
https://news.columbia.edu/ultraviolet-technology-virus-covid-19-UV-light

Injections and cleansings: what are IV antibiotics if not “injection of a disinfectant”? People currently take “cleaning” doses of medication through nebulizers. It’s just the 6 media companies and their late-night celebs choose to make out like he was encouraging people to home-inject off-the-shelf Lysol.

———
NYT:” Trump Muses About Light as Remedy, but Also Disinfectant, Which Is Dangerous. At a briefing, the president promoted unproven treatments and asked Dr. Deborah Birx if she had heard of the success of sunlight as a tool against viruses.”

He did not “promote” them.. he just said they would be “interesting to check” into!

Look at the language here, which is fascinating: Scary Trump talks about “UNPROVEN TREATMENTS” What a monster! Unproven treatments could be dangerous! We should never use any treatment that has not already been proven! Just shut down all medical research as of today, please, so as not to scare us!

Pre-“gaffe”, here’s MSN talking about treating people’s lungs with HYDROGEN PEROXIDE: 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/hydrogen-peroxide-a-potential-treatment-for-coronavirus-infection/ar-BB12qktc

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE is a very cheap and common DISINFECTANT. 
(Somehow, that is not “dangerous”, though, because Trump was not connected with it…)

God, people are stupid..

——- 
I can’t see anywhere that Trump said anything about bleach.. yet a good number of the FAKE NEWS headlines regarding this matter talk about bleach:

LA Times: Trump Wonders if Injecting Bleach Kills Coronavirus..

Rolling Stone: Trump Promotes injecting Bleach

WaPo: Trump’s bad ideas, like ingesting bleach to fight covid-19…

TMZ: President Trump Suggests UV Rays and Bleach..

HE DID NOT SAY BLEACH!!

——–
The media want Trump to lose, and they want the public to hate him with the same burning fire with which they hate him.

I think if you look into some of the Trump comments that have been portrayed as “crazy”, you will find they have a rational basis. Whether you disagree or don’t like his style, he is by no means a stupid person.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 26, 2020 at 7:42 pm

I agree. there’s a large contingent out there who want to do nothing but make trump look bad.

but, he did allude to injecting “disinfectant”. which sounds silly, at best.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 26, 2020 at 8:00 pm

This is not about left vs. right for me. I can’t tell what Trump’s saying because he can’t form a coherent sentence. Biden seems to have early Alzheimer’s. Why can’t 300 million people find a competent leader?

Reply

 james said:

April 26, 2020 at 10:02 pm

“It’s the economy stupid.” is what we always hear. The dissipatives want more and will elect any buffoon that promises to give it to them. Trump is yanking jobs from overseas and opening the wildlife refuges so that he can put some candy in their plastic pumpkins when they say “trick or treat”. If he doesn’t
produce he gets the trick, no re-election.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 27, 2020 at 1:18 am

I get all that. But being able to form a complete sentence seems to be a reasonable prerequisite for the most powerful position in the world. It’s the over the top unprecedented moronness that shocks me.

Reply

 james said:

April 27, 2020 at 7:49 am

It doesn’t bode well.

Reply

 Teague said:

May 5, 2020 at 5:14 am

Well you keep believe he is a smart person sweetheart, at least someone does.

Reply

24.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 26, 2020 at 1:55 pm

New video from the brilliant Steve Cutts…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaFRheiGED0

Reply

25.  Diarm said:

April 27, 2020 at 7:24 am

Well said lydia 
I’ve been feeling a bit sorry for him lately. I see him as just another human being trying to do his best.

Diluted hydrogen peroxide has been used internally for years. 
Ionic silver stimulates myeloperoxidase which gets the neutrophils to spray hypochlorite (bleach) on invaders.

Trump is surrounded by the medical industrial complex. 
I wonder if he’s up to speed on the CDC guidelines on filling out death certificates regarding covid? I think he might fire the lot of them..

High levels of reduced glutathione intracellular allow macrophages to attack viruses successfully (Th1 response-innate immunity ). Low reduced glutathione causes the immune response to revert to a defensive posture (Th2 response -acquired immunity- antibodies etc..) – with this comes the inflammation and pro inflammatory
cytokines IL-6 etc.. 
Restoring glutathione will 
1) switch to TH1 
2) quench inflammation 
3) bind free iron

A simple herb such as Iceland moss can treat respiratory symptoms while one is restoring glutathione. It’s not rocket science. 
But there is so much vested interest and money tied up in pharmaceutical medicine and vaccines

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 27, 2020 at 2:38 pm

Today’s essay by Tim Watkins is excellent and supports Trump’s promotion of finding an inexpensive anti-viral treatment.

https://consciousnessofsheep.co.uk/2020/04/27/lockdown-its-the-mood-swings-that-bother-me-most/

Reply

26.  Apneaman said:

April 27, 2020 at 7:27 pm

Bleach? I thought it was Lysol. I love the new Lysol with the lemony fresh scent. Trump is not needed. For sometime now great numbers of the dumbest plebs have been participating in & watching something they call “challenges” which is a new sport where stupid humans do stupid dangerous things. Last year it was ingesting
laundry soap. No Trump needed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumption_of_Tide_Pods

Trump is a career white collar criminal who has not stopped scamming since he became POTUS. I would never defend an indefensible human scum like him for any reason. All his little pot shots at the deep state are feeble gestures that give his fanboys & girls daily emotional bumps. He’s not your friend. Trump could never
become POTUS without the deep state, et al dragging the country down to the level of corruption & incompetence it’s at. Words don’t mean shit. Nothing changes if nothing changes & it’s been BAU since Trump took office. The decline for the 80% has continued & it’s not going to stop. The real war is a class war but most of
the plebs have been brain washed to fight other plebs in a largely made up ideological war – Dupes. Tools. Useful idiots – & nothing will convince them otherwise. The latest dupes are the proud boys & other assorted right wing nuts with their “grass roots” ‘end the lock down’ protesting. Astroturffing from all the usual right
wing spin tanks – Heritage foundation leading the charge as per usual. Dupes. Tools. Useful idiots. For a laugh from the American left check out the raging hysterics towards the Michael Moore endorsed Doc that squashes their alt energy fantasy. Something everyone here has known for years. All these hyper ideological people
are dangerous & getting more so as decline-collapse drags on. They all want to blame & punish & never stop trying to recruit. Steer clear of them in the real world as best you can.

Reply

27.  Apneaman said:

April 27, 2020 at 10:23 pm

Why stick with just one when it’s so much more fun combining conspiracy theories (mix-n-match)

#COVID19 is caused by vaccines | Dr Judy Mikovits, PhD

https://robinwestenra.blogspot.com/2020/04/meet-judy-mikovits.html#comment-form

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 27, 2020 at 11:32 pm

J.C. seems to have a new conspiracy theory today. I watched it and don’t have a clue what he’s worried about. I get that the US medical industry may be trying to profit from the trillions of printed money but I don’t understand how this possible fraud translates to say India or dozens of other countries with the same
lockdown laws.

If any of you understand and agree with J.C. please enlighten me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w62lhZjyRv0&t=0s

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 28, 2020 at 1:32 am

My heart’s not in it anymore. I seem to have lost most of my desire to know who did what anymore. I did that for decades since I was a teenager & have not so much as spat on the guilty & it’s unlikely I ever will. Wanting to know is instinctual. Fight or flight. Not choosing. It’s a cruel trick of evolution. We still react
to threats, real or perceived, as if we are living on the savanna except now the lion is in a corporate boardroom & I can’t throw my spear at him through the countless layers of security. They’re like lions with kevlar skin & security details.

Protecting myself from getting infected or lessening the damage if I do is all I can do. Out of the cavalcade of threat information, the stuff on masks, supplements, meds, cleaning, etc is the only actionable intel. The rest is trivial. We literally have thousands of names of the guilty & mountains of evidence of their
crimes & we don’t do shit, yet every time something goes down we go mental furiously trying to get as many others as we can to look at the evidence & concur with our guilty verdict. Why? In the deluded hope they will do something we won’t? Drag em down to a basement & put them against a wall like the
Romanov family? Remember the Panama papers? What did anyone do about that list of criminals & crimes? Did someone throw a pie at a banker weasel & I missed it? 
I doubt we will see any revolution until it’s 59 minutes too late & for the same reason we won’t see nuclear war until it’s too late. Too much to lose still. Too much hope still.

I can kinda see the appeal of being a dedicated conspiracy tard. Nothing is more exciting than slipping on your Alex Jones ‘Deep State Decoder Ring’ & hitting the protest circuit. Don’t forget to wear your Cammo socks & tactical shoelaces kids ($18.99 @ Alex Jones.com/store).

Reply

 james said:

April 28, 2020 at 2:13 pm

It’s been going on for millions of years and nothing much has changed, especially the brain (except for language ability and a more elaborate analog mind). It even gets boring during a single lifetime.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLn9GwHoUy0

What color decoder ring did you get? 🙂

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 28, 2020 at 4:05 pm

Agree. Something in me permanently broke when not one person was prosecuted for the numerous blatant frauds of 2008.

Reply

 xabier said:

April 28, 2020 at 4:29 pm

I read a fascinating books about hunter gatherers.

They seemed to spend an awful lot of time just talking – all crap that went nowhere, because their lives just didn’t really change much, except – occasionally for location…..

I did approve of the way they would give anti-social and violent trouble-makes a few chances and then just murder them.

We on the other hand, can’t get anywhere near our arch-criminals.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:57 am

don’t exactly know what he’s on about. but, I think that he’s a proponent of “herd immunity”, as am I. so he’s frustrated.

I think the Swedish response to the virus was crafted by an epidemiologist. he (JC) can’t understand why the rest of the world, can’t or won’t follow a similar model.

My answer to that is “herd panic”. The herd has been spooked. when that energy dissipates, “herd immunity” will be widely accepted and adopted. of course, there will also be very little choice in matter.

so, i’ll leave the frustration to JC, and go for a bike ride myself.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 29, 2020 at 12:50 pm

I thought it was an open question whether people that have recovered are immune from repeat infection? Is this now a settled issue?

Reply

 dave lysak said:

April 29, 2020 at 1:50 pm

“Is this now a settled issue?”

I don’t know. (one of the big problems with the herd, in general, is that it’s afraid of such words. “I don’t know.”)

But, if repeat infections are possible, then the efficacy of a future vaccine, if one becomes available sometime soon, which JC seems to doubt, becomes questionable, at best. So you’re kinda back to square one, ie, herd immunity.

so there ya go. I guess.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 29, 2020 at 4:14 pm

I also don’t know.

Reply

 james said:

April 28, 2020 at 7:51 am

I think she is trying to say that humans are becoming transfected with other viruses grown in various cell lines for vaccines. Supposedly these viruses are waiting to be activated or transcribed when an infection like Cov-2 occurs.

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/biologics-research-projects/investigating-viruses-cells-used-make-vaccines-and-evaluating-potential-threat-posed-transmission

Reply

28.  Apneaman said:

April 29, 2020 at 8:28 pm

My new hero

Conspiracy Theory Carl: Youtube Conspiracy Videos. And the TRUTH!

https://youtu.be/E-n1KwR5aAw

Reply

 james said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:35 pm

That was the wrong kind of hat. He needs to solder an electrical cord to it and plug it in. He’ll get a real message from God or aliens or something like that. Don’t try that at home kids.

Reply

29.  gwb said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:24 pm

Seems that the truth is starting to percolate up to the surface, and that Paul Cottrell, J.C. on a Bike, George Webb and Harvard to the Big House were on the mark. The mainstream-media outlet Newsweek is now reporting that the Wuhan virology lab could have been the likely source of SARS-CoV-2. The U.S. Defense
Intelligence Agency says so.

https://www.newsweek.com/controversial-wuhan-lab-experiments-that-may-have-started-coronavirus-pandemic  

Reply

 james said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:27 pm

“Page Can’t Be Found”. That seems to be happening a lot these days. Can’t trust the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency either. If they say it came from Wuhan it probably means it came from Ft. Detrick.

Reply

 gwb said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:39 pm

Oops, sorry – dunno what happened – try this.

https://www.newsweek.com/controversial-wuhan-lab-experiments-that-may-have-started-coronavirus-pandemic-1500503

Reply

 james said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:56 pm

Thanks. I think they could have released the virus purposefully to distract the Chinese population from the economic chaos Trump was causing and to put a stop to Hong Kong protests. Economic warfare began prior to the escape of the virus.

Reply

30.  Apneaman said:

April 29, 2020 at 9:43 pm

“In 2015, American researchers and Chinese Wuhan Institute of Virology researchers collaborated to transform an animal coronavirus into one that can attack humans. Scientists from prestigious American universities and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) worked directly with the two coauthor researchers from
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Xing-Yi Ge and Zhengli-Li Shi. Funding was provided by the Chinese and US governments. The team succeeded in modifying a bat coronavirus to make it capable of infecting humans.”

https://breggin.com/us-chinese-scientists-collaborate-on-coronavirus/

Reply

 james said:

April 29, 2020 at 10:23 pm

Great find. I think we can remove our tin foil hats. His presentation parallels that of Dr. Francis Boyle. Now I’ll put my tin foil hat back on. Only the globalist deep staters would have helped China develop something like this because they have no fidelity to the United States.

Reply

 gwb said:

April 29, 2020 at 10:59 pm

Yeah. This correlates with the timeline that the independent bloggers have been hammering away at, with no help from the mainstream media. The U.S. researchers involved in this have been trying to keep it out of the news, because there will be some ‘splainin’ to do.

Reply

31.  james said:

April 29, 2020 at 10:28 pm

There have been reports in Britain of an abnormally large number of kids having Kawasaki disease, attacking especially the large blood vessels of the heart.

In 2005 these researchers also found a link between a novel coronavirus and Kawasaki disease in children.

https://academic.oup.com/jid/article/191/4/499/937208

This virus also does a job on adult blood vessels which may account for so many strokes and heart attacks, even though Kawasaki disease is limited to children.

Reply

32.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 29, 2020 at 11:26 pm

I watched the 2006 Modern Marvels episode on tractor pulling competitions tonight. They get 20 feet per gallon of fuel.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

April 29, 2020 at 11:38 pm

If you subtract the cheer leading, Modern Marvels makes for a good primer on some of the complexity of industrial civ.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 30, 2020 at 1:29 am

I’ve notice more recently produced engineering related documentaries are significantly dumbed down. Ditto on university engineering curricula.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 1, 2020 at 2:30 pm

The more elaborate the superstructure, the less any one individual in it needs brain-power. Human intelligence and brain size has been decreasing for a while.

Reply

 james said:

April 29, 2020 at 11:50 pm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbkvtMSIlJA

It’s good that most people are satisfied with spectacle while the government and banks are picking their pockets. Twenty feet per gallon? I would rather see the kinetic energy released in a massive explosion with silly parts flying everywhere. The crowd would love it.

Reply

33.  Rob Mielcarski said:

April 30, 2020 at 6:32 pm

Trump confirms the virus originated from the Wuhan lab.

https://youtu.be/0aqMpfUtJfw?t=6095

Reply

 Ken Barrows said:

April 30, 2020 at 6:44 pm

Well, he wouldn’t lie, would he?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

April 30, 2020 at 7:03 pm

I don’t know. He didn’t say it was deliberate.

Reply

 james said:

May 1, 2020 at 7:13 am

He might say that it came from the Wuhan lab, but he won’t say that we helped fund its creation.

Reply

34.  gwb said:

April 30, 2020 at 10:42 pm

Maryland Governor Hogan had to bring out the Md. National Guard and the State Police to prevent the feds from trying to seize the shipment of COVID-19 tests flown in from South Korea:

https://talkingpointsmemo.com/muckraker/maryland-guv-using-national-guard-to-keep-feds-from-seizing-covid-19-tests

I’m a Dem and Hogan is a Republican, but hey, he has my full support — he’s looking out for his tribe…

The scholars of federalism will have stellar careers studying the drama of the past four years — that is, if the Republic survives

Reply

35.  Peter said:

May 1, 2020 at 11:46 am

Saw this on Reddit this morning (r/medicine), in a thread about FL repressing Covid death stats. I’ll have to tell him about our group:

“There is a great quote in John M. Barry’s biography of Roger Williams, I am beginning to realize that we can substitute any topic for ‘religion’ in that quote.

I have spent almost my entire life-literally-in trying to understand why humanity has such an amazing capacity for logic, but will block that capacity so readily. We defer in response to two considerations: authority, and self-service….if we have a vested interest in some policy or practice, we will insist it is true, even in the face of
evidence otherwise.

When we dispense with our logic, frightening things happen. In this case, the argument is that visitors to FL shouldn’t be counted as deaths. But if they aren’t reported in Florida, they won’t be reported at all.”

I’m going to make this person aware of Megacancer, think he’d enjoy the conversation here.

Reply

 Peter said:

May 1, 2020 at 11:49 am

Something got cut out of that post: the phrase after Roger Williams: ” when one mixes religion and politics, one gets politics” then the rest is from the reddit quote….

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 1, 2020 at 3:33 pm

“….if we have a vested interest in some policy or practice, we will insist it is true, even in the face of evidence otherwise.”

the universe, mainly in the form of the MPP, of which we are a product, has it’s own logic. if one starts to examine this logic, with even the smallest amount of rigor, things start to make sense.

i’d say.

Reply

 james said:

May 1, 2020 at 7:12 pm

The development of the analog mind goes along with technology. To be effective RNA we must have a good model of the world in our heads. You would think that the better the model the more effective the RNA but in the case of humans that isn’t the case since we are emotional, fearful beings. The mirror test is often
held up as a test of consciousness, but a more accurate test of consciousness would be “knowing” that you’re going to die. Humans have taken the technological benefits of a working in an analog world while avoiding the natural, logical conclusion of death. We can take the benefits of being RNA in a technological system
and at the same time shove death under the rug with religions and other mystical, magical beliefs. I’m not sure any other animals are aware of their impending deaths. Probably none other than humans. It’s a side-effect of brain development they don’t share with us.

It may be that humans would continue to advance technologically even without religion, but they would be less human and more mechanistic, cogs in the machine. In the meantime, as we work upon achieving our own extinction, we will continue to make substitutions or deny reality when that reality is too unsavory.

“.if we have a vested interest in some policy or practice, we will insist it is true, even in the face of evidence otherwise.”

Obtaining energy/rewards is job number one. It is the logic of the MPP. All of the other logic and evidence doesn’t count for much. That’s why we will eliminate every useful gradient on earth and destroy ourselves in the process. We are a cancer.

Reply

36.  Apneaman said:

May 1, 2020 at 6:44 pm

We Are Not Going Back to Normal. Because Normal Isn’t There Anymore

https://www.dailyimpact.net/2020/05/01/we-are-not-going-back-to-normal-because-normal-isnt-there-anymore/

Reply

37.  james said:

May 1, 2020 at 8:43 pm

Thumbs up for Tom Lewis. What is normal anyhow? A slowly evolving biosphere that can last a million years or so without appreciable extinction events? Well, we left normal a long time ago. All of this is truly Abby Normal.

“Are you telling me that you put gain of function in a coronavirus so that it could kill millions of people.”

Fauci”s answer: “Yes”.

Neck ringing commences.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9Pw0xX4DXI

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 2, 2020 at 12:34 am

Talk about fox in the hen house. You couldn’t make this shit up.

Reply

38.  james said:

May 1, 2020 at 11:40 pm

Good interview with Rob Kirby:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2N31G42Qh4Q

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 2, 2020 at 1:29 am

“The globalists created the virus because they have a dying money system and needed an excuse to print trillions of dollars.”

The only thing that kills a debt backed fractional reserve monetary system (that every country in the world uses) is insufficient growth. Why in the world would globalists, assuming they exist, do something to stop economic growth. It doesn’t pass the smell test.

The problem with being aware but not bright enough to understand the relationship between depleting net energy and declining real economic growth is that you know something is wrong and then have to make stuff up to explain it.

He’s right that money printing is a big problem and that bad pigs are at the trough, but everything else is fantasy.

Reply

 james said:

May 2, 2020 at 8:19 am

We really did need a few more earths to feed the expanding debt. How do you tell a bunch of honest, God fearin’ humans that the debt and the investments that they’ve spent their entire lives accumulating, have become or soon will be worthless? How do you tell them that they’ve been a part of a cancer that has
depleted all of the gradients and polluted the biosphere to the point where life is failing? The stupid humans will say, “why didn’t anyone tell us.” It wouldn’t have made any difference if you told them or not.

“We will curse the day there was born fractional reserve banking.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zw5pmDgWMaU

But can’t you see, it was a virus and it was “natural”. Nothing anyone could do about that – really. Everyone take some Remdesivir (and we’ll screw you again by charging $1,000 a pill) and everything will be better in the morning.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 2, 2020 at 1:55 pm

young Frankenstein, good stuff.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 2, 2020 at 10:49 am

If his conspiracy theory was that the military industrial complex had started a war then it might pass the smell test because a war would temporarily increase economic growth AND provide cover for printing money. This of course has actually happened in recent history.

Reply

39.  Apneaman said:

May 2, 2020 at 9:27 pm

Remdesivir in adults with severe COVID-19: a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre trial

Published:April 29, 2020

Discussion

“Our trial found that intravenous remdesivir did not significantly improve the time to clinical improvement, mortality, or time to clearance of virus in patients with serious COVID-19 compared with placebo.”

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)31022-9/fulltext

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 3, 2020 at 1:17 am

Must not be a remdesivir investor.

Does anyone know if Fauci has financial interests? That would turn up fox in the hen house to eleven.

Reply

40.  dave lysak said:

May 3, 2020 at 10:57 am

it’s long been my opinion that the universe is a horrible thing. because it is horrible, and people are part of the horror show, they have to spend a lot of time and effort trying to convince themselves otherwise.

https://aeon.co/videos/the-whole-thing-is-a-monstrosity-how-a-symmetry-heretic-sees-the-universe

Reply

 james said:

May 3, 2020 at 2:06 pm

As you work you way down the taxa it’s probably less and less horrible. The fright, fear and suffering are there but at least you don’t have to think about dying. As a dissipative with a survival bias you don’t want to end-up on the table at the Wuhan meat market. I know we have a symmetry bias but I don’t think the
Universe overall does. Even atoms are fighting over electrons and would likely quench themselves if they could, but they’re stuck in some kind of temporary corporeal jail, incarcerated hydrogens. The tempestuous Universe doesn’t compare much to the orderly dopamine delivery systems like Disney World or a fine
restaurant, but there it is, something to try and plug into the analog mind if you get a charge doing it.

As the two quasi-species, China and the U.S., begin to hit each other with tariffs and viruses to hobble each other in the eternal quest for growth, we should not be surprised that they will go down fighting like a couple of mold colonies struggling to metabolize the last sugars in the depleted medium of a finite petri dish.
Plenty of horror yet to come on the downside of the Limits to Growth standard run.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 3, 2020 at 4:50 pm

Two competing mould colonies – quite hilarious analogy, love it!

Human ‘greatness’, where is it? Would someone show me sometime?

Reply

41.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 3, 2020 at 4:38 pm

Kurt Cobb compares the current economic downturn with the 2008 financial crisis.

In 2008 oil consumption dropped by 1.5%. over a 24 month period.

Today oil consumption has dropped by 20% in only a few weeks.

Given that GDP is proportional to energy consumption, I suspect this means we can expect problems an order of magnitude larger than 2008. Or worse given there is now more much more debt at risk of defaulting which may amplify the problems.

You can see why central banks have panicked and why they’re pretending not to be panicked.

https://www.resilience.org/stories/2020-05-03/oil-flows-spell-deep-depression/

Reply

 james said:

May 3, 2020 at 5:17 pm

I have a hard time seeing a recovery. Can the shale oil be underwritten again while at the same time the entire economy is being kept afloat with conjured dollars and debt? 
How much can we dilute the dollar before all dollars seek conversion into dollar denominated real assets? When all of the dollars come home and start buying things and creating inflation then will it be time for a gold-backed currency?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 3, 2020 at 11:04 pm

When I was 15 years younger I thought gold was the end game. Now I’m older and I don’t know how this will play out. The only things I’m sure of is that we will be poorer and some items we take for granted today will not be available to buy.

Reply

42.  dave lysak said:

May 3, 2020 at 6:27 pm

“As you work you way down the taxa it’s probably less and less horrible.”

I don’t know. expressing the horror and living the horror are two different things. but both are still horrible. i’d say.

what is that thing that flat worms have? some kind of rudimentary brain stem? anyway, if you lack a nervous system of any sort, then you probably escape the worst of it. I guess.

but even in the world of Brownian motion, one thing takes from another, unavoidably.

so there ya go.

Reply

 james said:

May 3, 2020 at 7:16 pm

The whole universe should be stuffed back into Pandora’s Big Bang Box – and remain there. But as a dissipative that attitude won’t get you very far in the survival competition to reduce lumps of energy on behalf of the universe.

Reply

43.  dolph said:

May 3, 2020 at 6:43 pm

Those of you who wonder about Trump miss a basic point. Trump is not a king. He did not inherit the position. Nor was he appointed.

Trump was elected. In an election, there are contestants. In 2016, he beat the Republican contestants in primaries, and then beat Hillary Clinton, the Democratic candidate.

Now he will face a centrist career politician geezer, Joe Biden.

So ask not why do Americans support Trump. Ask…what is happening in America that people like Trump better than anything else the Republicans or Democrats have on offer.

Could it be that…America can’t offer anything better than Trump? No, that couldn’t be. You people refuse to believe that. But that’s precisely what I’m telling you now. Your opinion of America was previously too high. That explains your cognitive dissonance. America is great! Hillary Clinton is great! Joe Biden is great!

No, Hillary Clinton is not great. And no, Joe Biden is not great. And no, America is not really great anymore. So if Trump comes along and says “Make America great again” that is going to resonate with alot of people.

That is the key point.

Reply

 james said:

May 3, 2020 at 7:37 pm

An intelligent leader wanting to do the “right thing” would be steamrolled by the “pursuit of happiness” crowd and their enabling financial system. Trump has been chosen by the universe to eliminate gradient and in the process make America great again. It’s going to be a real tough job, but Trump’s a billionaire and should
know how to get things done. Bring forth the barbecues and big bottles of propane. It’s time to get the party started again. The only great thing will be the few that survive this cancerous feast.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 4, 2020 at 12:16 am

In my opinion, America has had only one great leader, Jimmy Carter, and he was tossed out after one term.

https://un-denial.com/2016/04/26/book-review-a-full-life-reflections-at-ninety-by-jimmy-carter/

Reply

 james said:

May 4, 2020 at 8:20 am

Billy Carter had the right idea. Should have been president.

billy

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 4, 2020 at 12:29 pm

Carter Doctrine. Our oil under their soil…

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 4, 2020 at 1:29 pm

Yes he was honest about US intentions while at the same time encouraging conservation.

Reply

44.  james said:

May 4, 2020 at 9:10 am

Collapse was on its way. How convenient that at viral pandemic occurred which various leaders seemed to encourage by hesitating at recognizing it until it could do the necessary damage.

https://news.bitcoin.com/data-shows-the-us-economy-was-collapsing-5-months-before-the-coronavirus-outbreak/

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 4, 2020 at 5:48 pm

Tis true that collapse was on its way & a viral pandemic appears to be a convenient scapegoat for the rulers & upper management too. On the other hand, I can’t suddenly discount the ever growing level if incompetence from these people over the last 30 years min. In addition to the wide spread dumbing down of society &
old fashioned greed, promoting dumb people, sycophants & rabid true believers to positions of authority is standard fare to corrupt & gain power or more power. Of course it’s a recipe for collapse because within a generation or two you end up with incompetent morons running dysfunctional institutions. Sure the MPP is at
the root of human overshoot, but if that was the only factor in decline then every society would be equally dysfunctional & that’s not the case. Some are more corrupt & dysfunctional.

I would not be the least bit surprised if irrefutable evidence came to light & proved beyond any doubt that some did conspire & intentionally released the virus.

Get back to basics – motive, means, opportunity.

Motive? Scapegoating (multiple suspects) their malfeasance that lead to collapse.

Means? Novel virus.

Opportunity? I’m far from expert, but doesn’t a planet of 8 billion hyper connected chimps with the majority crammed in ever growing mega cities provide a near infinity of opportunity to spread a novel virus?

How many people would that take to pull off? Isn’t it possible that 1 person could do it? 1 person with access? A lab scientist or technician who was a disgruntled human. A hardcore misanthrope or wannabe savior of humanity who thought the only way to save the environment & thus the humans was to crash the system
ASAP. If that’s possible then it’s also possible that one or more nefarious high ranking actors conspired to make it happen. I don’t see why it has to be all of them or even a majority – like they took a vote on it at the last Bilderburg meeting. I can imagine many different scenarios of actors from different countries or
different cabals attempting this without asking for permission from any heads of state. Have POTUS’s been privy of every nefarious move the CIA has made? No & the CIA is not the only agency known to go off the reservation in the US. Then there’s the rest of the agencies, players & agendas in all the other countries.

I’m not decided (like it matters), except I’m not buying the virus “is natural” claims.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 5, 2020 at 12:18 am

I’m not saying it was aliens, but it was aliens.

Reply

45.  james said:

May 4, 2020 at 12:26 pm

It’s a good thing Trump is opening those wildlife refuges. Eat every animal, burn every tree.

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/were-all-born-hunters-americans-turn-hunting-during-pandemic-meat-shortages-develop

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 4, 2020 at 4:30 pm

Meat shortage? I guess it’s relative depending where you’re at. If you live in a 3rd world country & normally eat 3-4 ounces of meat once or twice a week & now only eat 2 ounces, then there’s a meat shortage. If you live in a 1st world country & normally eat 4-12 ounces of meat 3-4 times a day & now only eat 2-8 ounces,
2-3 times a day then there’s a meat shortage.

For chimps in a MPP universe there’s always a shortage of everything except for anticipatory dopamine squirts.

Reply

 james said:

May 5, 2020 at 11:15 am

That’s true, when you’re in a social competition there can never be enough for anyone.

Reply

46.  Apneaman said:

May 4, 2020 at 6:38 pm

Man Just Buying One Of Every Cleaning Product In Case Trump Announces It’s Coronavirus Cure

“EVANSTON, WY—Throwing bottles of bleach, ammonia, and Drano into a cart at his local grocery store, area man Troy Mitchell was reportedly stocking up on one of every cleaning product he could find Wednesday in case President Donald Trump announces it is a coronavirus cure. “I got toilet bowl cleaner, carpet cleaner,
Swiffer WetJet refills—you name it—just so me and my family will be ready if the president announces one of these things can treat Chinese virus,” said Mitchell, indiscriminately throwing containers of laundry detergent, Scrubbing Bubbles, grout whitener, steel wool, Febreze, Tilex mold and mildew remover, and laptop screen
wipes into the cart, the contents of which rang up to $2,513.67 at checkout. “I’m not getting caught without some oven degreaser should Trump say it’s going to save us, so I better go ahead and grab me a bottle. After this, I’m hitting the hardware store to pick up a 5-gallon bucket of roof sealant to make sure I’m prepared in the
event that turns out to be what gets rid of the Wuhan. Could just be 10 or 20 squirts of Windex into each nostril. You never know what might work in a pinch!” At press time, neighbors confirmed Mitchell had been found unresponsive on the floor of his bathroom with several empty aerosol cans of Rust-Oleum wax-and-tar-
removing solvent by his head.”

https://local.theonion.com/man-just-buying-one-of-every-cleaning-product-in-case-t-1842493766

Reply

47.  james said:

May 4, 2020 at 7:54 pm

There seems to be an effort to suppress any but the officially sanctioned cures or treatments for Cov-2. First it was Hydroxychloroquine and then Vitamin C and most recently nano-silver. Dr. Gordon Pederson who has appeared regularly on Dr. Paul Cottrell’s Youtube channel has been raided and shut-down. I’ll have to admit that
Dr. Pederson is a natural born salesman, but the science behind the silver is pretty solid. The government’s attitude is “You shall take what we decide you shall take.” This coming from the same people that said it was a “hoax” and don’t wear a mask.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8weOIhcLl0

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21812950

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3993170/

It was even studied in use against a coronavirus and was found effective.

“4. Conclusion

In the present study, four different types of Ag NMs were used to study the antiviral activity of silver against coronaviruses. Among these Ag NMs, Ag NPs and two types of silver nanowires could significantly cause an inhibitory effect on TGEV (a type of coronavirus)-induced host cell infection and TGEV multiplication.
Moreover, these three Ag NMs decreased cell apoptosis which was caused by TGEV infection through activation of p38/mitochondria-caspase-3 signaling in ST cells. However, silver colloids, which are well coated and dispersed by PVP, caused no inhibitory effect on TGEV infection and multiplication. The antiviral use of
metal nanomaterials had been developed by interfering with viral infection during attachment and entry. A direct interaction between the nanomaterials and the virus surface proteins could be demonstrated as the antiviral mechanism of Ag NMs. Our findings shed new light on the potential antiviral activity of Ag NMs against
coronaviruses and provide new insights into the mechanisms by which Ag NMs inhibit cell apoptosis induced by TGEV infection.”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0142961214000842

Hydroxychloroquine:

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/pseudo-science-behind-mysterious-assault-hydroxychloroquine

Reply

48.  Apneaman said:

May 4, 2020 at 7:58 pm

Animals Are Pointless, And We Should Be Too

“Emanuel is arguing, and I do not think I am misstating him, that life becomes less worth living to the extent one engages in “play” rather than “meaningful work,” and to the extent one’s “contributions” are outpaced by one’s “consumption.” He seems to have a little equation in his head where as soon as your consumption
exceeds your production you become a “net minus” on society and you are therefore fit for death.”

“I am not surprised that this guy is Joe Biden’s healthcare policy adviser. (Though it’s a little ironic that a guy who thinks people are generally feeble and useless after 75 supports a 78-year-old presidential candidate.)”

https://www.currentaffairs.org/2020/04/animals-are-pointless-and-we-should-be-too

Reply

 gwb said:

May 4, 2020 at 8:55 pm

A case of “neoliberal brain worms” — I love it. Emanuel is part of the same bunch that thinks of the natural world only in terms of monetary value — e.g., the value of honeybees is to be endlessly trucked around the country to pollinate crops to feed the Wall Street money machine, only to die off from colony collapse
disorder. Sounds like the fate of Wal-Mart greeters, Amazon warehouse runners and Dollar General store clerks. Forget that — what did Kurt Vonnegut say? “We are here on Earth to fart around”…

Reply

 james said:

May 4, 2020 at 9:28 pm

Most of government and the financial industry have found meaningful lives by parasitizing the citizens which they encourage to work harder to achieve a meaningful life.

Any gradient consumption, movement and time is as meaningful as any other. But be wary of nasty chimp dissipatives, they’ll find some reason to eliminate your gradient consumption in order to increase their own.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 5, 2020 at 4:14 am

To do so, they exploit our inner self-image mechanism, by persuading us that the role they wish us to fulfill accords with our real purpose in life:

‘Be a real man, kill yourself in my factories and mines!’; ‘Sacrifice yourself to build the perfect Socialist paradise!’ etc.

But while you do that, I’ll keep my hands nice and clean, thank you.’

Reply

 james said:

May 5, 2020 at 11:17 am

Brandy and cigars for everyone, the slaves are in the field.

Reply

49.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 6, 2020 at 12:33 am

Another strange death of a Wuhan virus researcher. Have not verified this but looks legit.

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/researcher-cusp-covid-19-breakthrough-killed-bizarre-murder-suicide

Reply

 Diarm said:

May 6, 2020 at 7:23 am

Very bizarre.. Working in a similar field to James Taylor the computational biologist who also mysteriously died recently..

Reply

 james said:

May 6, 2020 at 7:30 am

Why don’t they kill all of the computational biologists and then we’ll know for sure that it came from the specialty meat section of the Wuhan market.

A little propaganda to go with the murder. The deep state is in control.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDIKexhUr3U

In other words they don’t want anyone to find-out where the virus came from because it could result in war. Everyone says Wuhan, but maybe it originated in the U.S.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 6, 2020 at 11:07 am

I believe it is an agreed fact that the US funded research at the Wuhan lab so the virus did originate from the US.

Reply

50.  dolph said:

May 6, 2020 at 7:18 am

It’s not a question of whether coronavirus was random or planned, anymore than 9/11. What matters it the response.

And the response is always the same: those that matter (government and corporations) bail themselves out with debt, at the expense of all future generations, while using up resources in the present to consolidate their power.

Life is a power play in the here and now. Always and forever. There is no future. There is only the eternal present that you are living. You and I are as mortal as anybody who came before us, and anybody who will come after us.

Now go out there and have as much sex as you can, throw away all your condoms, make as much money as you can, buy and drive hard as many cars as you can and don’t maintain them, go into debt to buy a mcmansion, a yacht, if you can’t make the payments let them take it away, dominate as many people as you can, eat as
much food as you want, smoke tobacco, drink, watch tv, watch movies, play games. Work out, box, fight. Pump your chest and yell. Throw away your calendar. Walk and flex around like you are bigger and badder than any other man alive.

Do not be reasonable, do not be thrifty, do not be economical. Do not be nice, do not be safe, do not care about anything or anybody. Life your like you are a 22 year old testosterone fueled playboy with no knowledge of old age or death, whose daddy had 100 million dollars, and you are going to outdo him and make a billion
dollars. Eat, drink, hunt, dance, be merry, and live life to the fullest. When death comes, laugh in its face.

Reply

 james said:

May 6, 2020 at 7:39 am

I approve of most of that, but not when it destroys the stage upon which the actors perform. People are too busy acting like chimps to know that they’re destroying the stage. The trap door awaits before the final curtain.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 6, 2020 at 3:45 pm

Or maybe they’ll go up in flames when their gaudy stage costumes catch the footlights….

Last scene of The Tempest: the magical island realm is over, the magician breaks his staff.

Reply

 james said:

May 6, 2020 at 11:37 pm

What if we were non-cancerous snails instead of devious, malignant chimps? As a snail what would Shakespeare have written? Nothing but a slime trail across a blank page. Snails are hermaphrodites, their sex organs are on their heads and they mate for twelve long hours. Snaylio and Slimeyette. Evolution has
been kind to them and they will most definitely outlast the ape explosion without ever having read a word of Shakespeare. “To be or not to be” is never a question for them but for the poorly ape the question has already been answered.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AILp5cQmC2M

Reply

51.  dave lysak said:

May 6, 2020 at 7:33 pm

virus or no, somethings never change.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=sv8Mvr0eLRM&feature=emb_logo

Reply

52.  james said:

May 6, 2020 at 10:59 pm

You mean we’re going to have another chimp fight? “Sir, yes sir!” So that we can show-off our new multi-trillion dollar technology and bask in the glory of our tribal superiority? “Sir, yes sir!” So that we can maintain control of energy gradients and turn them into even more awesome weapons systems? “Sir, yes sir!”

Reply

53.  james said:

May 7, 2020 at 12:09 am

https://www.newsweek.com/coronavirus-survivors-permanently-disqualified-joining-us-military-1502445

“You’re spoiled meat – lucky boy.”

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 7, 2020 at 12:55 am

Permanently? Armies throughout history have been known to change their qualification tune when the circumstances changed.

Fear not young cannon fodder. The “Proud Boys” will take anyone no matter how addicted, obese or diseased. In fact, suffering from diseased mind syndrome (triballitis) is their official prerequisite.

https://cdn.images.express.co.uk/img/dynamic/78/590x/secondary/146165.jpg

Reply

54.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 7, 2020 at 12:44 am

A key point to observe is that debt was exploding before the virus. I respect the author Wolf Richter but he has a very shallow understanding of our predicament. Debt is a symptom of us denying the reality of limits to growth. Debt is now a proxy for human overshoot because it’s growing faster than the real economy. When the
debt falls, so too will our population, but neither voluntarily.

https://wolfstreet.com/2020/05/06/us-national-debt-spiked-by-1-5-trillion-in-6-weeks-to-25-trillion-fed-monetized-90/

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 7, 2020 at 4:21 pm

“debt out the wazoo”, chuckling. kinda funny.

somebody, maybe Kunstler(?) said something like, all this money is disappearing as fast as it’s being created. not sure what that means. other than maybe deflation is the rule from here on out? not sure.

the only “asset category” that I see dropping is “energy”. I still think that there is at least one more reversal, maybe 2, in that category, until everything goes to shit. I think that when oil hits $200 in 2024, then we’ll all realize that we can’t live without this stuff, but we can’t afford to buy it either.

then what? fucked if I know. well, actually, I do know.

Reply

55.  james said:

May 7, 2020 at 8:39 am

Tim Garrett pre-lockdown:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Efba4t2tF-g

“How will this happen?”

Tim Garrett in lockdown:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTyZH0VwxGE

“Somethings got to give.”

This virus is a cake walk. At some point in the near future, taking into consideration climate change and rapidly falling net energy, we should experience a net decrease in population of perhaps 25 million a year instead of the current increase of 83 million per year. So far coronavirus has killed around 260,000 people. Most
recently the earth’s human population has been growing at a rate of 223,000 per day. You may be able to get a reduction of 50 million people per year with an effective virus but make sure that citizens mingle liberally, don’t wear masks, forget to take their vitamin D, C and zinc and avoid proven treatments like
hydroxychloroquine. The virus has only succeeded in eliminating one days worth of population GROWTH and that was by eliminating mostly the old and infirm.

But when the decline begins it may be St. Matthews Island reindeer style.

deer crash

Positive sum: Everyone wins and everyone grows.

Zero sum: There are winners and losers. Some grow while others shrink to the same extent that others grow.

Negative sum: Nations compete for remaining energy sources that can potentially fuel growth and in the process disrupt complex supply chains and production thereby making matters worse.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 7, 2020 at 11:25 am

Jack Alpert calls negative sum the “scarcity-conflict death spiral”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00S6kVx1EHI

Reply

 james said:

May 7, 2020 at 5:25 pm

And look what happened to Somali population. I think they’ll have to use monoculture crop bioweapons to really have a lasting effect or let the uranium cooling ponds dry-up.

somali population

Reply

56.  james said:

May 7, 2020 at 9:29 am

These people really need to be working on their FICO and social credit scores so they can borrow some money for a house and a car and then start to pay it back.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OH7_0pLzirw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pza8cBiLDY

Reply

57.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 7, 2020 at 11:17 am

BenjaminTheDonkey with more sharp wit on Michael Moore’s documentary….

http://benjaminthedonkey-limericksofdoom.blogspot.com/2020/05/planet-of-humans.html

Planet of the Humans

They claim that some cherries were plucked 
Or it’s not the best way to instruct, 
Which serves to distract 
From one troublesome fact: 
The fact that we’re fatally fucked.

Reply

58.  Apneaman said:

May 7, 2020 at 4:57 pm

Global Boom, Pandemic, Crash: Is History Just Repeating Itself?

“Cycles of global expansion also tend to be humbled by incompetent leaders, climate change (always a factor in decline), food shortages and forced migrations of people, which in turn add more fuel to pandemic fires.”

“At the time of the SARS outbreak, China had about 233 international airline routes. But 16 years later it offered COVID-19 nearly 800 routes. During that same period the number of Chinese travellers jumped from three million to 53 million a year.

It is unlikely a computer could have designed a better network for rapid diffusion of a novel pathogen.”

https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/05/06/Boom-Pandemic-Crash-History-Repeat/

Reply

59.  Apneaman said:

May 7, 2020 at 6:25 pm

3 reasons the COVID-19 death rate is higher in U.S. than Canada

Politics, health care and the Big Apple contributed to early gap, but it’s narrowing – May 06, 2020

“I think per capita deaths are a proxy for the extent of disease activity,” said Ashleigh Tuite, an epidemiologist at the University of Toronto.

It’s important to see the U.S.-Canada disparity in a global context, she said: U.S. death rates are still far lower than those in Spain, Italy and Belgium.”

https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/covid-19-us-canada-death-rates-1.5553168

Goes to show US authorities can still respond to a health crisis, albeit in slow motion, if need be & also that the majority of the public obviously made some effort to play by the new pandemic measures even though most of team left’s media/propaganda featured endless hysterical rants & video of COVidiot protests (especially
the gun toters). The Canadian authorities didn’t exactly break any land speed records in their response time either, nor the Brits, nor the……….

It’s all good now kids. Big round of applause for all our disposable essential workers.

Reply

 james said:

May 7, 2020 at 6:34 pm

If we all went shopping like Shrimp Zoo we would have this virus whipped.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1d-QJbne28&t=395s

Reply

60.  dolph9 said:

May 8, 2020 at 7:18 am

Here is a list of notable covid deaths:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_deaths_due_to_coronavirus_disease_2019

I must admit that I recognize none of the names. But perhaps that is due to my “young” age of 39.

Still waiting for the big cahuna, the oracle, the sage. The granddaddy, the great one, the most successful. You know of whom I speak. His first name begins with W, his last name with B, and he devoted his life to turning federal reserve notes into more federal reserve notes, to infinity.

When he goes, we’ll finally know the system has turned a corner.

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 10:45 am

Warren Buffet? He’s a gold-plated, hall of fame dissipative. God forbid. Themodynamics favors him.

Reply

61.  dave lysak said:

May 8, 2020 at 10:18 am

of course i agree with Houellebecq. Any thought of redemption, of any sort, in the middle of this shit show that we call the world, is completely ridiculous

https://news.yahoo.com/world-same-worse-banal-virus-says-houellebecq-114817968.html?
guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly90LmNvL3R3Tm5JUVB2T28_YW1wPTE&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAICxiTDFqHCbI3mYOK6AuiJimJmjeCYLe10wlViyuBFvgBd06OLeskOIsBXH94_cUrbjNzNrtgZ6QVqwCURLo2Yslpd3i1AcxZ8zL8ohg_1tz1VS0Tja9YKdWPdrVgQIgnDDBjaBKnL_fEXVXziqCViv8i391bRj7zYZYsz0oc0t

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 10:24 am

Our behaviors and forms are shaped by thermodynamics which has all to do with getting energy and turning it into activity which for the most part gets more energy. We’ll be very focused on that until there is no energy and when the energy/money runs low we’ll look for someone to take it from. Why not the elderly that
are no longer “productive members of society”. Of course the old farts will be eliminated before they get to eliminating kitties and doggies. We can also take it from billionaires, the tribe across the ocean, brown-skin people that cost more than they’re worth in picking our fruit, the poor assholes that have very little but
deserve even less, and we can even abort a few tens of millions that otherwise would have been looking for a place at the table.

“Never has it been so blithely explained that not everyone’s life has the same value. That from a certain age — 70, 75, 80 years? — it is as if we are already dead.”

Reply

62.  Apneaman said:

May 8, 2020 at 3:40 pm

For chimps filled with fear & anger in troubled times, any pretext to clobber the other will do.

The �?Shadow Pandemic’ of Anti-Asian Racism

Stoked by divisive politics preying on ignorance, the threat grows and victims mount.

“Since the start of the pandemic, there has been a disturbing pattern of anti-Asian violence around the globe.”

“At a press briefing last Friday, the Vancouver Police announced that hate crimes against people of East Asian descent in Vancouver doubled last month, from five in March to 11 in April, totaling 20 so far this year, a dramatic increase from the 12 registered reports in all of 2019.”

“On the morning of April 26, a young visible minority woman who had boarded the SkyTrain at Waterfront Station downtown noticed a man staring at her. When she asked him if something was wrong, he screamed “You people are why my daughter is sick!,” punched her in the face multiple times, grabbed her hair and the back
of her head in order to slam her face repeatedly into the seats, and then pushed her out of the train when it arrived at Burrard Station.”

“Another violent assault occurred on April 12 when a young white male suddenly approached a 22-year-old woman of Asian descent who was standing at a bus stop on Granville and West Pender Street. He punched her in the face, then walked away grinning as she fell to the ground before he boarded the number 4 bus heading
toward UBC.”

“An earlier assault transpired on March 13. A burly Caucasian man entered a 7-Eleven store at First Avenue and Commercial Drive, shouted racist slurs about COVID-19 at a 92-year-old great-grandfather suffering from dementia, then forcibly grabbed him by the shoulder and pushed him out the door. When the Chinese-
Canadian senior tried to grasp the doorframe to regain his balance, the assailant shoved him hard, causing him to fall backwards and he hit his head on the pavement.”

“Also in March, Jeongock Choe, a 26-weeks pregnant Korean Canadian, was shopping for mushrooms in a West End Vancouver grocery store when she was told by a stranger to “go back to China.”

“There also have been numerous incidents of intimidation and xenophobia against Montrealers of Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese descent. A man of Korean descent was stabbed outside a store. An Asian-Canadian teen was punched in the face on the bus by two men. Racist attackers have apparently even mistaken Inuit people
as being Asian, telling them “to go back to your own country,” oblivious to the absurdity and irony of their words.”

“One of the consistent and disturbing patterns with the anti-Asian attacks is the belief by assailants that those of Asian descent are physical embodiments of contagion…”

https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/05/07/Shadow-Pandemic-Anti-Asian-Racism/

When they were running for the highest office in their respective lands, Trump said,

“When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.”

Justin Trudeau said

“Diversity is Canada’s Strength”

In the end, primitive, base nature will out. What’s it look like when conditions get really bad?

https://viefag.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/2001_space_odyssey.jpg

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 8, 2020 at 5:49 pm

I say close the borders now. Not because I’m a racist but because I want the population in my country to go down quickly. In addition, when scarcity hits hard, having fewer newcomers should reduce social unrest which means we’ll have a better chance of avoiding total chaos as we collapse into a local only economy.

Reply

63.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 8, 2020 at 11:57 pm

For a good preview of what collapse looks like I recommend this recent episode of BBC Our World on life today in Venezuela.

https://thepiratebay10.org/torrent/36166016/BBC_Venezuela_Falling_Backwards_1080p_HDTV_x265-MVGroup

Previously well off middle class people now: 
– buy food every day with cash whose value declines rapidly due to inflation 
– grow food in their backyards 
– have intermittent electricity and cannot rely on refrigeration 
– burn diesel in oil lamps because kerosene is scarce 
– use motorcycles for transportation because they burn less gasoline which is scarce 
– no longer have access to drugs or health care

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 7:54 am

As soon as General Butt Naked shows-up you know you’re on your way.

It’s all an energy grab to maintain structure, metabolism and behavior. There is little free will to alter course. Acquiring energy to keep going and fight entropy (a losing battle for the individual), takes precedence over everything else. Anyone that devotes energy to preserving other life forms will find themselves extinct as
others put their energy into eating and/or stepping-on those same life forms and making copies of themselves. A typical human gives more consideration to their personal appearance than the obliteration of life on the planet.

If we truly have free will then why is everyone obsessed with making money, building pensions, accumulating stuff, winning and consumption? There is no “free will” to keep us from our destination. The electromagnetic radiation arrives from the sun daily, is captured by the plants, and an ecosystem with all of its queer
forms and behaviors, takes form to release it. In comparison to what is coming these are still good times for Venezuela.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 9, 2020 at 12:26 pm

James, your comment made me think of the Chicago mayor who needed to get her hair done while everyone else was in lockdown.. also the politician (can’t remember her title) who had to get her nails done. Hair/nails are status markers in some circles.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 9, 2020 at 1:56 pm

“SACRAMENTO —

The first person in California to contract the coronavirus through community spread caught the virus in a nail salon, Gov. Gavin Newsom said Thursday.”

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-07/first-californian-to-get-coronavirus-in-community-spread-was-infected-at-a-nail-salon-newsom-says

Reply

64.  james said:

May 9, 2020 at 12:25 pm

Last paper of murdered Univ. of Pittsburgh researcher Bing Liu submitted March 20th, 2020. Sorry, different Bing Lui based in Chicago, but interesting paper.

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2003/2003.05580.pdf

“We also found strong similarities between TG13 and RaTG13(rhinolophinehost) and COVID-19 (human host), reaching 0.959925/0.958431(LCS/LD) and 0.959992/0.958498 (LCS/LD), respectively. But the average similarities between COVID-19 with human host and the other COVID-19 virus strains with rhinolophine host
are not very high,0.741621/0.663063, lower than the similarity with the COVID-19 virus strains (pangolin host), 0.874151/0.860406, by 13% and 20%(LCS/LD).”

I think I’ve seen recently where RaTG13 is a faked sequence (Chris Martenson).

So remember all of you computational biologists out there, if you want to continue breathing, the SARS-COV2 came from the Wuhan fish market. Don’t look any further without body guard and bullet-proof vest.

Reply

65.  Lidia17 said:

May 9, 2020 at 12:44 pm

Found this quote from Shakespeare, I think it was at OFW late last night. I forgot to note the commenter.

Gardener

Go, bind thou up yon dangling apricocks, 
Which, like unruly children, make their sire 
Stoop with oppression of their prodigal weight: 
Give some supportance to the bending twigs. 
Go thou, and like an executioner, 
Cut off the heads of too fast growing sprays, 
That look too lofty in our commonwealth: 
All must be even in our government. 
You thus employ’d, I will go root away 
The noisome weeds, which without profit suck 
The soil’s fertility from wholesome flowers.

Servant

Why should we in the compass of a pale 
Keep law and form and due proportion, 
Showing, as in a model, our firm estate, 
When our sea-walled garden, the whole land, 
Is full of weeds, her fairest flowers choked up, 
Her fruit-trees all upturned, her hedges ruin’d, 
Her knots disorder’d and her wholesome herbs 
Swarming with caterpillars?

Gardener

Hold thy peace: 
He that hath suffer’d this disorder’d spring 
Hath now himself met with the fall of leaf…

Richard II, Act 3, Scene 4

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 6:24 pm

“Hath now himself met with the fall of leaf…..” Entropy, nothing lasts forever.

’Tis thought the king is dead; we will not stay. 
The bay-trees in our country are all wither’d 
And meteors fright the fixed stars of heaven; 
The pale-faced moon looks bloody on the earth 
And lean-look’d prophets whisper fearful change; 
Rich men look sad and ruffians dance and leap, 
The one in fear to lose what they enjoy, 
The other to enjoy by rage and war: 
These signs forerun the death or fall of kings. 
Farewell: our countrymen are gone and fled, 
As well assured Richard their king is dead’

Sounds like a Covid pandemic.

Reply

66.  Apneaman said:

May 9, 2020 at 2:41 pm

Published: 06 May 2020

Deforestation and world population sustainability: a quantitative analysis

Abstract

In this paper we afford a quantitative analysis of the sustainability of current world population growth in relation to the parallel deforestation process adopting a statistical point of view. We consider a simplified model based on a stochastic growth process driven by a continuous time random walk, which depicts the technological
evolution of human kind, in conjunction with a deterministic generalised logistic model for humans-forest interaction and we evaluate the probability of avoiding the self-destruction of our civilisation. Based on the current resource consumption rates and best estimate of technological rate growth our study shows that we have
very low probability, less than 10% in most optimistic estimate, to survive without facing a catastrophic collapse.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-63657-6

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 7:04 pm

I will go with the Easter Island model and a 100% chance of collapse although we’ll believe that God is going to save us right to the very end.

Reply

 gwb said:

May 9, 2020 at 10:12 pm

I need to pull out my chainsaw and cut down a few trees – it hasn’t gotten enough exercise lately.

Reply

67.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 9, 2020 at 3:56 pm

I’ve never understood the evolutionary fitness advantage of painting nails. Men don’t care about nails.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 9, 2020 at 5:37 pm

You’ve said before. Many men like it (painted finger & toe nails), but, except for those with a true sexual fetish, I doubt it’s going to be a deal breaker. The advantages are not so much “fitness”, but rather the appearance of fitness to attract a better mate. There is also a status signalling element in painted & professionally
groomed nails, albeit less pronounced than it once was. In the first half of my life, I can only recall, 1 female family member (wealthy) who had her nails done at a nail salon, which were few & far between compared to today. All the other women & girls I knew did it themselves or did each others.

Painted nails go back thousands of years & show up in many different cultures & signaled many different things. In some, the men partook as well. Painted nails go in the same category as the other bodily modifications & accouterments – head, facial & body hair, clothing, tattoos, piercings, lip plates, branding, makeup,
jewelry, etc. They’re all signalling something to the other social chimps & nothing is more important to most chimps than how they think the other chimps perceive them. That’s what their self perception/esteem is based on.

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 7:12 pm

Ya gotta be beautiful.

a looker

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 9, 2020 at 9:34 pm

It signals not having to do the slightest bit of manual labor that would ruin the nails (like the Chinese mandarins of old). It also signals having the disposable income for such frippery.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 9, 2020 at 10:16 pm

Sorry I repeated myself.

I get what you’re saying about nails but I still do not understand tattoos. Why would anyone want to signal that they are a moron?

Reply

 james said:

May 9, 2020 at 10:32 pm

Some tattoos are works of art.

eyeball

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 10, 2020 at 5:58 am

Signals to other morons and freaks that they can be moronic and freaky together.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 10, 2020 at 4:14 pm

Everyone seeks a like- (non)minded soul mate? Perfect signalling to find true love…..

Reply

 JMS said:

May 9, 2020 at 5:57 pm

Right. Not even professionally, since 97,68 % of manicurists are female. Mistery.

Reply

68.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 10, 2020 at 12:31 am

J.C reviews a new paper on the Wuhan virus that posits the only way out is through herd immunity, because a vaccine is fantasy, and if we were to do everything right, which we are not, the best we can hope to achieve is to mitigate 10% of the deaths. “It’s biologically certain we’re going to lose people”.

What we should have done is isolate the old people and kept the schools open to spread the virus, sacrificing a few school teachers in the process for the greater good.

I’m thinking we could optimize the common good by substituting teachers with economists.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXuLepZmc90

Reply

 james said:

May 10, 2020 at 1:02 am

And politicians. Our civilization really is quite a joke, with all of the money and research and stories of the 1918 Flu Pandemic and the ongoing destruction of the ecosystem to fuel our activity – for what? So that in the end we can rely on herd immunity.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 10, 2020 at 3:47 pm

March2020

Longer-run economic consequences of pandemics

Abstract

“How do major pandemics affect economic activity in the medium to longer term?Is it consistent with what economic theory prescribes? Since these are rare events, historical evidence over many centuries is required. We study rates of return on assets using a data set stretching back to the14th century, focusing on 15 major
pandemics where more than100,000people died. In addition, we include major armed conflicts resulting in a similarly large death toll. Significant macroeconomic after-effects of the pandemics persist for about40years, with real rates of return substantially depressed.In contrast, we find that wars have no such effect, indeed
the opposite. This is consistent with the destruction of capital that happens in wars, but not in pandemics. Using more sparse data, we find real wages somewhat elevated following pandemics. The findings are consistent with pandemics inducing labor scarcity and/or a shift to greater precautionary savings.”

https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/files/wp2020-09.pdf

Yabut, this time it’ll be different/better cuz of 
computers-N-stuff.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 10, 2020 at 4:11 pm

Add epidemiologists on a power-trip to the economists and it could all turn out rather well.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 11, 2020 at 9:05 am

to me, it makes no different weather this virus came from a bat, a dog or a ferret in a lab cage. herd immunity remains the only realistic approach. I only the herd would listen…

Reply

69.  james said:

May 10, 2020 at 12:42 pm

The net energy freely provided by the sun can be intercepted by water/gas molecules and be transported to polar or atmospheric heat sinks through currents (flow) or it can be similarly captured by biological molecules and be funneled through a metabolism that results in behavior (similar to flow of fluids in the atmosphere). In
order to elicit behavior or move, the complex biological entity must operate at a temperature above that of its surroundings so that waste heat can flow to the ambient heat sink (air/water) which then moves that heat towards the poles and eventually into space.

The energy flowing through fluid currents is relatively linear and simple but the energy flow through biological organisms is cyclical and complex. The complexity stems from the fact that biological organisms use a substantial amount of the free energy to build structure (including metabolism) and reproducible information or
blueprints (DNA).

The energy that is dedicated to structure in the biological realm is dedicated to additional vibrational and kinetic energy in the fluid realm of the biosphere. But the biological organism doesn’t only use its free energy to build structure, it also “flows” like its fluid counterparts but in a more compact and coordinated manner. Instead
of many billions of water/air molecules colliding in a mostly random way, the molecules of life discipline and combine what could have been random molecular collisions into the movement of a large mass through space.

The warm wind or sea current can lose its energy in the polar or cool atmospheric regions and that’s the end, and it would be the end for an organism too if it simply moved about for a short while in its ambient cold sink. But unlike the movement of a fluid current which finds some circuitous route to its cold sink and really
doesn’t mind dying in the end, the organism must flow in a more directed way, specifically it must use its complex, evolved behaviors to get to more energy, at least until reproduction is successfully done.

Human behavior or movement is similar to a fluid current except that due to information and complexity a complex mass of matter can evolve that seeks energy instead of petering out in the cold at the end of a winding or relatively linear trajectory. The universe won’t tolerate any complex organism unwilling to seek energy and
reproduce itself. No wonder humans are generally greedy, seek money and energy, are always eating and copulating and so on. Their only freewill is in how to accomplish what the universe demands of them and the universe provides plenty of guidance in inheritable structures of their brains.

We’re basically complex currents of air/water that have a great fear of petering out in the cold and losing our structures/behaviors. But as long as there are a few kids around it’s to be expected that the decrepit adults will spin-out in the cold somewhere and dissolve from existence completely.

Moving mass in the technological realm using net energy from fossil fuels is no different than what is accomplished in the biological system. We humans have somewhat demeaned our lives by becoming the RNA in that system. The technological system feeds itself from the fossil fuel net energy and applies some of that net
energy to the biological substrate of earth to feed us, the technological RNA. As the net energy of fossil fuel declines it will be unable to maintain its own metabolism and will be unable to feed its human RNA. The amount of solar net energy collectable on a day-to-day basis isn’t adequate to maintain the technological structure
and metabolism as it stands. It is already showing many signs of inadequacy.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 10, 2020 at 6:46 pm

good stuff.

we resist the mandate, everything goes from warm to cool, the gradient is a one way affair, eventually to zero. we can only do so for so long and within some tightly constrained boundaries. but everything goes to zero.

within our realm, we look for calories, to raise our temperature above the ambient, in order to produce waste heat, so the universe can go to zero. so there ya go. I guess.

Reply

 james said:

May 11, 2020 at 8:33 am

Yea, we can’t move without having some place to dump the heat. Time, movement, gradient reduction is all part and parcel of the same thing. Our forms can only exist in this shallow layer of fluids on earth’s surface, which we are in the process of destroying to see who can be the King Chimp and tribe. Long live
Ozymandias.

Reply

70.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 10, 2020 at 1:36 pm

Nice summary.

My friends are all installing solar panels and buying electric cars and think they’re saving the planet and themselves. I shake my head in wonder at the magnitude of the denial on display.

Their solar panels are grid connected meaning they only work when the grid is up. So their $30,000 investment will do nothing to improve their resilience when the grid become intermittent.

The real reason for installing solar panels is to save a little money, which will of course be spent on some other CO2 emitting item, at the expense of all the other grid customers who now must pay for their share of the infrastructure that they still rely on in the night and winter.

Reply

 james said:

May 11, 2020 at 8:28 am

I think a simple wood/book/trash/bodies burning stove and a patch of earth with really great soil would hold more long-lasting promise. The real disappointment will come when people adapt in this way and then have to bug-out due to radiation contamination. But they’ll be given a return ticket, “Good for admittance of
one – ten-thousand years hence.” I wonder if the FEMA camps will last that long.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 11, 2020 at 5:12 pm

Plenty of BTU’s in a human body. Plenty of ways to utilize them.

Siege of Kuju

“To take Kuju, Saritai used a full array of siege weapons to bring down the city’s defenses. Lines of catapults launched both boulders and molten metals at the city’s walls. The Mongols deployed special assault teams who manned siege towers and scaling ladders. Other tactics used were pushing flaming carts against
the city’s wooden gates and tunneling under the walls. The most grisly weapon used during the siege were fire-bombs which contained boiled down, liquefied human fat.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Kuju

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 12, 2020 at 3:46 am

Human fat bombs! Prisoners of war, just so useful…… even when dead.

It’s entertaining to note down all the vile things human beings did when they lived in non-FF societies, ‘at one with Nature and her cycles, dressed organically, etc ‘.

Tends to knock on the head the current trendy idea that ‘De-growth’ will bring a new paradise for all living beings and untold opportunities to be ‘better’, somehow.

The Mongols really did take the prize for sheer dedication to destruction and gratuitous cruelty, though.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 8:15 pm

The Mongols for sure, but don’t leave out the Assyrians.

The story of the Mongols has only ever been half told by the West, ME, Russia & China, who were all victims of their conquests & hated them.

The Mongols did many things building their empire the modern West covets & later adopted, like religious freedom, great effort to stimulate trade, the pony express & much more. Good ole Genghis. They also were very pragmatic & consistent in keeping their word too.

When it comes to official torture the worst one I’ve ever read about was from the Persians called, scaphism, or “the boats”.

https://culturacolectiva.com/history/scaphism-ancient-persian-torture-method-with-milk-and-honey

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 12, 2020 at 3:48 am

Of course for them the notion that the The Holy Grid itself might cease to function doesn’t occur at all. Just’saving money’, oh dear…..

Reply

71.  dave lysak said:

May 11, 2020 at 8:12 am

a little urban ecology lesson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35qF2hEefXg&feature=youtu.be

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 11, 2020 at 3:08 pm

What a character!

Da Bears!

Reply

72.  james said:

May 11, 2020 at 6:37 pm

Over at http://www.peakoilbarrel.com many of the boys there were talking about solar and planting trees. I liked this comment from Iron Mike.

Iron Mike 
Ignored 
says:
05/10/2020 at 3:59 pm

“Hickory,

It is to make ourselves feel better that “we did something”. The good old psychological glitches that all non-aware humans suffer from.

Human beings are hedonists by nature. Industrial civilization has exponentially grown the different avenues to endless pleasure/experiences. BAU is a key element to our pleasure, our dopamine, sertonin and endorphin levels are completely dependent on it like a fucking drug.

Just look at what has happened in the covid-19 lockdowns. Domestic violence and child abuse have gone up. Depression levels have gone up. Wait till we get the statistics for these things few years down the line. Even though a majority of us still had access to food, clothing, shelter, health and our family through technology.

And alot of you won’t probably be alive to witness the end of BAU and god knows wtf will occur afterwards. 
Some of you elders here suffer from what i believe is a guilt complex. You have grand children and the knowledge you have makes you fear the kind of future they might have. So your optimistic bias overrides your logical brain and touts renewables or whatever fuck else to continue BAU. That is the same as flying and planting
a fucking tree to compensate. It only gives you a sense of comfort and completely ends your responsibility. The human brain is heavily glitched.

Truth is we are all fucking responsible for fucking this planet. Anyone and everyone depending on the global capitalistic economy and large scale farming for survival is part of the problem (INCLUDING ME). But i admit it. Who else is going to admit they are part of the problem. Or you going to draw some projected charts and
go on a flight of fancy for a rosey future for your kids and grandkids.

I don’t normally rant on this forum and try to be reasonably level headed. But some of you suffer highly of optimism bias/cognitive dissonance which i believe stems from a guilt complex of what your generation has done for the future generation of your immediate family. Since that is an unpleasant state, the knee jerk reaction of
your brain is that you create a hopeful technologically advanced scenario which projects BAU will continue and your kids and grandkids will live relatively comfortable lives like yourself and will not hugely suffer.

For a young person like me who will live through a lot of these things probably (who knows i might die tomorrow). Your views are beyond absurd with respect. An in depth study of the human condition and evolutionary behaviour will reveal where we are headed. Just like 99.999% of all the species that have came and gone. The
laws of nature guarantee we will be extinct. And with the exponential growth of our population. That same or a steeper exponential curve will decline it.”

http://peakoilbarrel.com/open-thread-non-petroleum-may-10-2020/#comments

Reply

 David said:

May 11, 2020 at 9:55 pm

It’s fascinating to me how humans can accept some things, but not others – inconsistent / partial denial. Sometimes I visit Peak Oil Barrel and just search for posts by ‘Watcher’. Reading the other posts is usually a waste of time. Good for Iron Mike to call them out on their bullshit. Not that it will help them, though…

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 11, 2020 at 10:41 pm

Fuckin’ ay man.

Followed by a lame response that completely ignored (i.e. denied) everything of substance that Iron Mike said.

We swim is a sea of denial. It’s amazing when you see it.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 12, 2020 at 12:34 am

Well, there you go.. peakoilbarrel.com seems no more. You broke it!

I’m sure I have poked around there in the past—will try the wayback machine.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 12, 2020 at 12:42 am

5/3 is the latest I come up with. Last snapshot 5/8.

Reply

 james said:

May 12, 2020 at 1:04 pm

Try again, “Open Thread”.

Gonefishing replies:

“Basically, electro-mechanical extractive industrial civilization is incompatible with life on this planet.”

I’m glad some people are taking notice – way too late.

Reply

73.  dave lysak said:

May 11, 2020 at 6:44 pm

not spam, not in the traditional sense.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/05/11/shiny-happy-people/?frame-nonce=b8ed448fc5&preview=true&iframe=true&revision=5

Reply

 james said:

May 12, 2020 at 7:09 am

That was a good commentary. Some people think that “shiny-happy” should be a permanent state of brain and when considering the reality of things, which sometimes creeps in edgewise, they jump to the next thing that may give them relief. Everyone wants to stay on the happy channel but the dopamine/opioids wear-off
and a new belief, religion, event, hobby, show or other “happy” distraction” must be found. And if they don’t have enough money to purchase all of that “happy”, some cocaine, meth., heroine or fentanyl may do the trick, or some anti-depressants at least. The current Cov-2, destruction of the environment and now
destruction of the economy must bring out absolute denial for some and rabid happy searching for others.

Reply

74.  dave lysak said:

May 11, 2020 at 8:07 pm

just remember, mathematical modeling is basically bullshit. there is no way to input real world details into a math model. but, with that being said, what else is there?

https://cassandralegacy.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-downfall-of-professor-lockdown.html?fbclid=IwAR340_STS1Ek6JJPpwM0oy_HXSW_g1CvF7v3RCdVcasKCSFaXUMuGxwwBUQ

Reply

75.  Apneaman said:

May 12, 2020 at 12:02 am

Desperate & incompetent dying empire

US Wants Release of Two Special Forces Veterans Who Led Failed Coup Invasion of Venezuela

“Imperial overreach was on full display this week as the US government demanded that a pair of US citizens — former Special Forces soldiers leading a 60-man invasion of Venezuela with the goal of fomenting a coup and/or capturing or killing that country’s elected president — be released from arrest and returned to the US.”

https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/05/08/us-wants-release-of-two-special-forces-veterans-who-led-failed-coup-invasion-of-venezuela/

Perhaps they should offshore all future coup attempts to China – cheaper & done right.

Reply

 james said:

May 12, 2020 at 1:19 pm

They shouldn’t have put Gomer in charge – Shazam.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSpBwt4hFN8

Reply

76.  Apneaman said:

May 12, 2020 at 12:23 pm

Rat Park Addiction: The View from Rat Park (2010)

“…in both cases, the drug only becomes irresistible when the opportunity for normal social existence is destroyed.”

“Maybe our fragmented, mobile, ever-changing modern society has produced social and cultural isolation in very large numbers of people, even though their cages are invisible!

The view of addiction from Rat Park is that today’s flood of addiction is occurring because our hyperindividualistic, hypercompetitive, frantic, crisis-ridden society makes most people feel social and culturally isolated. Chronic isolation causes people to look for relief. They find temporary relief in addiction to drugs or any of a
thousand other habits and pursuits because addiction allows them to escape from their feelings, to deaden their senses, and to experience an addictive lifestyle as a substitute for a full life.”

https://www.brucekalexander.com/articles-speeches/rat-park/148-addiction-the-view-from-rat-park

Reply

 james said:

May 12, 2020 at 1:37 pm

And in the case of humans it can’t be helpful to find out that you’re somehow inferior and living in sin. You heathens and savages must learn to read and write so that yee may appreciate the word of the Lord as written in the Bible. (Actually it was all about becoming functional RNA so that they could commit the MegaSin
of the Megacancer and destroy the biosphere.) As it turns out the natives were much more adapted to the biosphere than any of the “special” RNA people. And if you round them up and teach them a few things, you can then exploit them too. Those missionaries, on a mission from God. (In a sense it was a thermodynamic
mission, the natives weren’t doing their share in the gradient destruction.) And look what they did to the poor rats, turned them all white. Should have taught them to read and write so they could participate in the destruction more fully.

Sulawesi kids

All right children of Sulawesi let’s sing the A,B,C song. Slackers will be whipped.

Reply

 gwb said:

May 12, 2020 at 4:20 pm

Those kids don’t look too happy about the prospect of becoming RNA. The girl in the center back is making quite a scowl at the camera.

Reply

77.  james said:

May 12, 2020 at 1:51 pm

Another substance to foil the virus – NAC. N-Acetyl-Cysteine. Inexpensive and widely available. Get some before it’s taken off the shelves.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dr_6w-WPr0w

Reply

78.  james said:

May 12, 2020 at 9:09 pm

Homo deus? How about Homo dumbass. I’ll settle for Homo RNA subsp. dumbasseus. Yuval really needs to get a clue, but it would be too soul-crushing for his audiences. I’m just going to sit back and watch the methane bubble out like the carbonation from a well shaken can of pop. Pop goes the methane.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJ1yS9JIJKs

bubbles

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 12, 2020 at 11:30 pm

I read his book. He missed everything that is important about our species. We are the fire ape that denies reality.

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 12:40 am

All dissipatives love fire, but only one learned the combination to the fossil fuel safe.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 13, 2020 at 5:52 am

Juval the Deluded and Deluding came to town to give a lecture. I considered going for a few seconds, but took a nice walk instead.

Reply

79.  james said:

May 13, 2020 at 12:40 am

Wow. This virus happened at just the right time. Who would have thunk it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDZQoQ61RrY

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 13, 2020 at 2:04 am

The people I follow have been calling for the next financial crisis every month since the 2008 crisis so the virus happened right on time, plus or minus 10 years.

I think we had a complex unstable bubble that could have popped any time, or could even have grown another few years.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 13, 2020 at 5:46 am

Many called it far too soon,although the end-game was undeniable and inevitable.

I anticipated stagnation, more or less, for about 5-10 years more, barring something dramatic and destabilising like an eco-catastrophe or pandemic.

After which I fully expected to starve to death, be murdered by hordes, etc.

Given what has happened recently, starving locked inside one’s apartment or house looks to be the most likely end. Martial law, then too weak to venture out or find food even if it exists.

Pretty inglorious, but then so is the death of every animal.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 13, 2020 at 5:50 am

Still, I’m doing a lot of home-decorating during lock-down: if this is to be my tomb, I’ll go down like a Pharoah!

Just have to get on with modelling all those little statuettes of slaves to work for me in the next world -there’s a wonderful set in the local museum……..

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:02 am

Perhaps you can find some plastic or lead soldiers, if the museum maintains their collection.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:26 am

I’m building a stone wall for a neighbor so that I leave something that will last few hundred years.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 14, 2020 at 8:13 am

Planted some trees which usually live to about 400 years -but even that is but a pinprick in the enveloping gloom of total Oblivion….

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:04 am

This is definitely a punctuation mark. In the near future people will be saying, “Things never were the same after the virus.”

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:31 am

Yes, and we will never acknowledge that overshoot was at the core of our unraveling. Without the virus it would have been clear skies and economic growth forever.

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 2:56 pm

How can things go so wrong for such dedicated dissipatives?

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:00 am

Rob, you’re in denial. 🙂

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 13, 2020 at 11:28 am

The press secretary in my brain says I’m not, but I’m worried he might be in denial.

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 7:48 pm

What about the other voices?

Reply

80.  Apneaman said:

May 13, 2020 at 5:53 pm

Sooner or later we all face death. Will a sense of meaning help us?

“�?Despite all our medical advances,’ my friend Jason used to quip, �?the mortality rate has remained constant – one per person.’”

“Jason’s oft-repeated observation reminded me that death (and disease) are unavoidable aspects of life. It sometimes seems, though, that we’ve developed a delusional denial of this in the West. We pour billions into prolonging life with increasingly expensive medical and surgical interventions, most of them employed in our
final, decrepit years. From a big-picture perspective, this seems a futile waste of our precious health-dollars.”

https://aeon.co/ideas/sooner-or-later-we-all-face-death-will-a-sense-of-meaning-help-us

Reply

 james said:

May 13, 2020 at 8:00 pm

It’s most definitely futile, but we have to burn the fossil fuels somehow. I sort of like the idea that once you’re gone it’s as if you never existed except for the energy you liberated into space, a few furrows you may have left in the mud and maybe some progeny that will have their turn seeking rewards and enduring
hardships.

I only have the potential for one regret of the five listed – not keeping up old friendships. But I don’t regret that.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 13, 2020 at 10:47 pm

Definitely something wrong with me. I don’t understand the big deal about death. When I go to sleep every night I’m effectively dead. If I never woke up I’d never know the difference. It would be nice not to go drowning on a ventilator.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 14, 2020 at 8:11 am

Moreover, a traditional spiritual Path generally requires at least 7 ‘deaths’: so much better to build death that way into the desirable pattern of life than seek to push it to the fringes – futilely and at great expense.

We have developed the most immature of cultures.

Reply

81.  Apneaman said:

May 13, 2020 at 6:12 pm

In Barbra Ehrenreich’s latest book “NATURAL CAUSES: An Epidemic of Wellness, the Certainty of Dying, and Killing Ourselves to Live Longer” she skews the hell out of our medical systems & great expectations from them, like only she can.

How �?Wellness’ Culture Creates an Illusion of Control Over Death

“Ehrenreich cuts straight to the chase in her first chapter, in which she compares the usual medical procedures, from annual physicals to a breast-tissue biopsy, to the rituals of ancient civilizations, concluding that both mainly exist for show. (Think of it as a performative placebo effect.)”

“In the most fascinating section of the book, Ehrenreich (who has a Ph.D. in cellular immunology) sheds light on the new, little-known research that shows how our immune systems may actually aid and abet cancer development and metastasis. (You’ll want to lay off those immune-boosting chaga tea lattes once you learn just
how enthusiastically certain immune cells try to screw you over.) ”

https://www.thecut.com/2018/04/book-review-barbara-ehrenreichs-natural-causes.html

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 14, 2020 at 8:07 am

Great: I’ll pig out on those immune-destroying steroids.

One has to live to see The End after all.

Reply

82.  dave lysak said:

May 13, 2020 at 8:51 pm

1. I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of me;

I lived a life.

2. I wish I hadn’t worked so hard;

I didn’t work too hard at it.

3. I wish I’d had the courage to express my feelings;

I had to teach myself that no one cares how I might feel, or they use my feelings hurt me in some way. in most cases, keep your feelings to yourself and go about your business. no one cares.

4.I wish I had stayed in touch with my friends; and

Nah, not really. those few that I want to stay in touch with, I do.

3. I wish that I had let myself be happier.

I’m just as happy or sad as I happen to be. in general, i’m not happy. but i’m ok with that.

I guess.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 14, 2020 at 8:05 am

I wish that……sex in the Age of COVID wasn’t even more bloody dangerous than AIDS.

Most perplexing.

Reply

83.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 14, 2020 at 2:43 am

As mainstream discussions on the economy go, this one’s excellent. They have no understanding of the role energy is playing in this story, or the role climate will play in the future, which means they do not understand that this downturn is a permanent trend. Nevertheless it’s very good.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqKi7zL0-SA

Reply

 james said:

May 14, 2020 at 8:08 pm

This is how they’re going to “play it” after the investment casino goes belly-up.

potato

Reply

84.  james said:

May 14, 2020 at 7:12 pm

Brought to you by the same president that opens wildlife refuges to hunters.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ud7wgbBBnY

“Some people look to the stars and ask, What if? Our job is to have an answer.”

“Maybe your purpose on this planet – isn’t on this planet.”

Preserving the livability of the planet isn’t very profitable, but burning fossil fuels and building a bunch of high-tech bullshit is very profitable (not for the grunts, but for the mega-corporations). Guess which one we’re going to do? We can’t even stockpile enough masks and PPE to save our lowly asses from a viral pandemic.
“Yo, mama, I’m goin’ into space.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfnvFnzs91s

Reply

85.  james said:

May 14, 2020 at 10:39 pm

You have to love these little nano-capsules, tiny like a virus but better. Comes in powder form also. Will snip your DNA with the greatest of ease.

https://directorsblog.nih.gov/tag/somatic-cell-genome-editing/

Harari again: “We are going to become hackable animals.” The system is going to improve its own RNA so they can be more productive and burn fossil fuels faster. An obvious step forward.

Reply

86.  Apneaman said:

May 14, 2020 at 11:31 pm

The airborne lifetime of small speech droplets and their potential importance in SARS-CoV-2 transmission

Abstract

Speech droplets generated by asymptomatic carriers of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) are increasingly considered to be a likely mode of disease transmission. Highly sensitive laser light scattering observations have revealed that loud speech can emit thousands of oral fluid droplets per second.
In a closed, stagnant air environment, they disappear from the window of view with time constants in the range of 8 to 14 min, which corresponds to droplet nuclei of ca. 4 μm diameter, or 12- to 21-μm droplets prior to dehydration. These observations confirm that there is a substantial probability that normal speaking causes
airborne virus transmission in confined environments.

https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/05/12/2006874117

..

Sufferin Succotash!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GF7UEeHawZM

Reply

 james said:

May 14, 2020 at 11:51 pm

I watched three sufferin succotashes and then decided it was time for bed.

Reply

87.  Apneaman said:

May 15, 2020 at 1:04 am

Abstract

Science tells us that humans are merely animals that evolved to survive long enough to reproduce and care for offspring before dying. Yet, people want to view life as something more and accomplish something more: to have lives that are meaningful and significant. According to terror management theory, these desires spring
from the human awareness of our own vulnerability and mortality. This awareness creates a unique ever present potential for experiencing terror. To manage this potential, cultural worldviews have been constructed to imbue life with meaning and with possibilities for individuals to attain enduring significance (self-esteem).
Humans function relatively securely as long as they sustain faith in such a worldview and their value within it because it provides them with the sense that they are not just transient animals fated only to obliteration; rather they will in some way transcend their own death. The theory has been supported by over 500 studies,
clarifying how we humans manage this potential terror. We briefly summarize the roots and core of the theory and evidence, and branches of research pertinent to politics, religion, love, family, health, and neuroscience. We conclude by considering how death relates to other threats, and positive forms of terror management.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290485363_Terror_management_theory_and_research_How_the_desire_for_death_transcendence_drives_our_strivings_for_meaning_and_significance

Does “MPP Doomer” count as an official worldview?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 15, 2020 at 2:31 am

TMT has too much complexity for natural selection to have evolved in the short period a hundred thousand years ago that behaviorally modern humans emerged. Varki’s MORT is a much simpler explanation for the same behaviors that evolution could have implemented with a simple mutation to the fear suppression
module thus causing humans to deny all unpleasant realities, including their own death.

Reply

 james said:

May 15, 2020 at 7:27 am

They’re probably trying to tweak that in the lab to create a fearless soldier. The base material for study will come from those people that fearlessly climb cliffs without equipment or safety harnesses. Find the right sequence, load it into a nano-capsule and put it in their Wheaties.

Humans sure are attaining “enduring significance” in a cancer/end-of-life sort of way for the entire planet. See, we are “special”.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 15, 2020 at 8:47 am

“TMT has too much complexity for natural selection to have evolved in the short period a hundred thousand years ago that behaviorally modern humans emerged.”

well, I don’t know about that.

human civilization went from nothing to overkill in less than 10,000 years.

Also, TMT is an attempt to describe and maybe mitigate some of the worst manifestations of MORT. i’d say. not that I’ve read Varki’s book. maybe I should.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 15, 2020 at 10:59 am

I’m referring to the one small tribe in Africa that we all descended from. Something happened to that tribe that enabled it to wipe out all the other hominids and to take over and destroy the planet. Varki and I think a genetic mutation for reality denial occurred.

“Also, TMT is an attempt to describe and maybe mitigate some of the worst manifestations of MORT.” That’s a new and interesting idea. I do not understand, can you please elaborate?

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 15, 2020 at 1:07 pm

“TMT has too much complexity for natural selection to have evolved in the short period a hundred thousand years ago that behaviorally modern humans emerged.”

The matter of dating behaviorally modern humans is far from settled & I don’t know where you get the idea that 100,000 years is a short period of time for natural selection or how you differentiate complex human behaviour from non complex human behaviour.

There is no terror management without culture since cultural beliefs are the shield. Is culture a product of natural selection?

Was my ability to comfortably digest large amounts of lactose until my late 20’s a product of natural selection? Strictly mutation? Can any part of it be attributed to my ancestors ingenuity of animal husbandry & creation of dairy products from the milk they obtained? Is that not a cultural invention? Natural selection,
mutation or culture – which gets the credit? I’m not certain, but It seems to be a combination, since without the clever extraction animal milk the mutation can’t change anything.

“The theory has been supported by over 500 studies clarifying how we humans manage this 
potential terror. ”

How many studies does MORT have backing it?

The problem of being wedded to any one theory, hypothesis or dating in the matter of human evolution is ones bubble can get popped in a instant with one new discovery.

I can think of 4 examples off the top of my head just within this century.

1) Homo sapiens mated with Neanderthals & those outside of Sub-Saharan Africa carry 1-4% of Neanderthal DNA in their genomes. (Homo sapiens having sex with Neanderthals & possibly producing offspring was hypothesized by a number experts & vehemently shot down by many more & with great offense by
some. Preposterous!)

2) The discovery, in 2010, of a previously unknown sub species of archaic humans, Denisovans, & that homo sapiens mated with them too. 3–6% of Melanesians and Aboriginal Australians genomes are comprised of Denisovan dna.

3) The discovery of Homo floresiensis (Hobbit), another sub specie of archaic humans, in 2003.

4) The 2017 discovery of a group of skeletal remains of early (almost?) atomically modern homo sapiens in Morocco dated at 300,000 years old. 100,000 years older than the previously atomically modern homo sapiens remains.

In all cases there were plenty of academic cat fights & many more on social media & blogs that follow such topics & the next round of text books were revised. Many people who were previously certain in their version of the story of humans were humbled.

What else is not known about the human story? What new evidence is still out there buried in the ground or in our DNA? Methinks there will be plenty of revisions & rewrites to come, even in a world of declining net energy & decline, because from the initial discovery of human remains & artifacts to the published
results of the findings can take many years. There’s currently much research underway on newer discoveries & much of the recent technological tools are being applied to previously studied remains. There are museum & institutional warehouses & basements full of all sorts of remains & artifacts that are candidates
for re-examination with the new tools & methods. This is much cheaper than starting from scratch.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 15, 2020 at 10:29 pm

Many facts could kill MORT in a heartbeat. My favorite is that we find one religion out of the thousands that have existed that does not believe in life after death. There are many sound evolutionary reasons for religion, but life after death is not one of them, unless we evolved a need to deny death.

The facts you listed do no damage to MORT. The discovery that we bred with Neanderthals and Denisovans actually strengthens the case for MORT because no true hybrids of these species exist.

https://un-denial.com/2018/03/26/by-ajit-varki-why-are-there-no-persisting-hybrids-of-humans-with-denisovans-neanderthals-or-anyone-else/

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 6:49 am

Religions primarily deal with death. Individually we can’t decide not to do death or avoid it. That’s why there is such a huge investment in religion and commitment in belief – to make death go away. Even many scientists are searching for something miraculous to short-change death. Others want to plant
400 year-old trees and build long-lasting rock walls to shortchange death and entropy. Or collect fifty billion dollars. Or have their body pumped full of formaldehyde and put in a concrete and metal box. Surely entropy can’t deal with that. But, so sorry, it all eventually goes back into the melting pot.

Reply

88.  dave lysak said:

May 15, 2020 at 11:49 am

“Also, TMT is an attempt to describe and maybe mitigate some of the worst manifestations of MORT.” That’s a new and interesting idea. I do not understand, can you please elaborate?

well, The way I understand MORT, is that it leads to the denial of basic reality, death, in particular. Humans, in my mind, have constructed all sorts edifices, religion, patriotism, fetishes of various sorts, etc., to support and defend their basis for MORT. when these various structures are threatened, all sorts of upsets and acting out
become manifest. Zapffe lists and describes the basic cerebral mechanisms in “the Last Messiah”. TMT attempts to address the upsets when the fantasies, generated in support of MORT, are somehow threatened. they are often threatened. they are, after all, employed to deny reality to greater and lessor extents.

One of the basic tenants of TMT is that our basic fear of death arises from the limbic, but then the fears are massaged into their various social and cultural forms by the workings of the cortex. Zapffe, compares our cortex to the antlers of the extinct Red Deer. They had become oversized and unwieldy, leading, at least in part, to
its’ extinction; kind of like our cerebral cortex.

something like that.

Reply

 james said:

May 15, 2020 at 1:15 pm

There had to be neural evolution that balanced the need to procure energy against the fear of bodily harm or death in doing so. Too fearful and you starve to death. Too carefree and the lion eats you. You can see the mechanism at work today with the pandemic in which people are willing to mentally discount the chances of
getting infected to give the green light to obtaining life-sustaining energy/money. “End the lockdown. The virus doesn’t exist.” This is also at work with climate change where the daily necessity of procuring energy far outweighs the fear of future loss of habitat. Fear is a great adaptation, but sometimes, as the body makes
its energy demands, fear must be suppressed.

I’ll have to add that when people decide to cheat the same mechanism is operative. The risk of being caught is highly discounted in light of the disproportionate reward.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 15, 2020 at 3:30 pm

You can see the TMT cultural clinging & defense in both the virus & climate denial. The vast majority of deniers are dedicated members of various contemporary politically conservative sub tribes with the most rabid ones from the US. Both climate change & the pandemic are a direct challenge to the main tenets of
their cultural worldviews – capitalism, growth, industrialism, etc. The greater the amount of evidence demonstrating that these human behaviours are in fact generating these consequences the greater their denial & push back. They have essentially been reduced to knee jerk default contrarians & fantastical
conspiracists.

Flip the coin & you get Russiagate & the Green New Deal.

Ceaselessly & hysterically arguing the tenants of their faith takes precedent over actually doing anything. The majority of their energy is spent on attacking & blaming the other tribes & sub-tribes.

If a significant number of sub-tribe members practiced what they preached we would see the results in the economic/energy numbers.

If hundreds of millions of western left tribers cut their eco foot prints by less consuming & travel it would have made a noticeable dent.

If hundreds of millions of anti globalists western right tribers wanted to wound the hated globalists with more than words they could do so by giving up some material goodies & only buying local & choosing national made products & only vacationing within country. If they did it would have made a noticeable dent.
Instead, western anti globalists jet set the world, shop at Amazon, Walmart et al giant consumer corporate dopamine dispensers that only exist because of globalization & insatiable consumer demand. If one is a customer of these transnational corporations & oligarchs, who are beholden to no nation or ideals (except
more), then they have been & are feeding the beast.

Idealists have given up goodies before to wound oppressing foreign powers. Americans did it with British goods & so did Gandhi’s followers in India, so it can be done if only as a shorter term strategy. I don’t see anyone except a few (statistically insignificant) willingly giving up anything to ‘save the planet’ or
regain some lost sovereignty by de funding globalists via consumer choice & less.

It’s looking like I may be making a moot point if the ‘restart the economy’ dreams don’t materialize.

Reply

 james said:

May 15, 2020 at 3:50 pm

Many discounted the fear of virus to stock-up on essential commodities like toilet paper and guns. Toilet paper for obvious reasons (don’t know how to use leaves) and guns to defend the toilet paper.

I suppose when most feel their first 130F day in the shade and others can smell the hydrogen sulfide in the putrid sea breeze they’ll run to the Walmart for air conditioners, air purifiers and some more toilet paper to top things off.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 15, 2020 at 4:23 pm

Civilized warfare came to mean marching in large formations right into meat-chopping danger,with and inevitable high rate of casualties. We might call this the maximum danger route to success.Willingness to do it is the test of manhood. In fact, you are super-manly if you die fighting to the last.

It’s notable that tribal peoples often preferred ambushes and raids and all sorts of trickery and treachery, which potentially deliver victory with next-to-no casualties. The minimum danger route. The proof of manhood is winning and bringing heads back. Running away is not shameful but seen as prudent.

The former seems a little bit bonkers by comparison.

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:09 am

The antlers (brain) is so oversized because it gives us an analog mind, a facsimile of reality which is the firmament upon which our functioning as RNA, manipulating information, building tools, mutating information, and so on, stands upon. But the brain couldn’t, by genetic means, eliminate death from the analog mind
and retain all of the other functionality. What else could be done? Since our analog minds are so mutable, we could imagine and create a soul and a heaven, Valhalla, etc. where life will continue for an eternity. This works as long as you don’t develop your mind too fully with science. Some people would rather keep the
belief in an afterlife and forego science. Some, especially those with only highly focused knowledge, can reap the harvest of science and believe in an afterlife too. In the end, science as a magnifier of destructive power in ape-based competition will put an end to the analog mind.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:31 am

This accords with one of the most ancient of myths, in which ‘angels’ (not ‘fallen’ and evil by the way, just angels with some free time to kill) descend to walk among mankind, and then teach them all the arts and crafts.

This results in a destabilised world, and horrendous violence and destruction. Mankind cannot manage the knowledge it has been given with wisdom and restraint.

Other angels, aware of the growing disaster, then petition the Creator deity to intervene -apparently it has been thinking of other things than the Earth, which is a common attribute of many such deities, seemingly indifferent to what they have made.

The Creator does so, restores balance, disciplines mankind and sends the errant angels back to their proper sphere, but not to Hell.

We can see that someone got the point several thousand years ago, and put it into memorable mythological language.

This is the case with many myths, some of which show a clear understanding of the mechanisms of over-shoot, the dangers of technology, etc.

Unlike the simpletons of the 19th century, who thought that all advances were inherently good and would lead to Paradise on earth……

Reply

89.  Apneaman said:

May 15, 2020 at 5:28 pm

Daily CO2

May. 14, 2020: 416.86 ppm

May. 14, 2019: 415.3 ppm

April CO2

Apr. 2020: 416.18 ppm

Apr. 2019: 413.52 ppm

March Temperature

3rd Warmest Mar. since 1880: 2020

Coolest Mar. since 1880: 1911

https://www.co2.earth/

..

Methane Levels Reach an All-Time High

April 12th 2020

“A preliminary estimate from NOAA finds that levels of atmospheric methane, a potent heat-trapping gas, have hit an all-time high.

Methane is roughly 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide, and while it stays in the atmosphere for only around a decade, as opposed to centuries, like CO2, its continued rise poses a major challenge to international climate goals.”

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/methane-levels-reach-an-all-time-high/

I can’t wait to get back to normal.

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:33 am

Yes, normal (Garden of Eden style) must have been so nice. Now nature is going to conduct war against us. But not to worry, Elon must is coming out with some new cool tech this fall, we’ve got the space force and the Fed is printing money like there’s no tomorrow.

Reply

90.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 16, 2020 at 1:31 am

Mac10 made me laugh today.

https://zensecondlife.blogspot.com/2020/05/nature-won.html

Nature Won. Thank God.

The Trump carbon tax is due. Payable in denialistic dumbfucks. The ONLY thing I’ve enjoyed about this failed gambit over the past decade, is that the stakes kept getting raised. And now, it all makes perfect sense.

There’s no audience for reality anymore. Because there never was one, in the history of humanity. Which is how we ended up with 8,000 religions but who’s counting. Everyone smoking their own brand of bullshit, while enjoying extreme conviction in what won’t happen.

Now however these idiots have a right to be worried. Their entire way of life is circling the toilet, like a massive turd, while they watch, mesmerized.

Fortunately, for us realists i.e. all five of us, the world is not ending – far from it, only a failed way of life is ending. And those who cling to it will go down with the ship. So it can come as no surprise that today’s geezers are living in fear – after all, this disaster that was supposed to blow up on future generations is
blowing up on THEM.

Just when you think everyone else is about to get fucked over, come to find out, you ARE everyone else.

For her part, Mother Nature could not be happier. The birds are singing, the sun is shining, and the world is still turning. Everything else is a minor detail. A self-inflicted crisis fabricated by hairless monkeys.

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:28 am

“All five of us”. God is in control. God (thermodynamics/entropy) certainly is in control, but the human chimps are not. Since our entire economy was based upon economies of scale, what happens when the scale part vanishes. Does a giant factory working at 50% capacity make sense? No, it will have to receive a subsidy
like shale oil. Companies will be dropping like dodos. With most companies working at 50% capacity how much growth will we be seeing? I think we’ll be going back to solar, the old fashioned kind with perhaps a little tech thrown in. Sort of like the Amish way of life. Your new gold will be your soil, beasts of burden and
some good hand tools. Better not waste it. Hope it can support you under the weight of climate change. And if the fuel ponds begin to melt-down then just hang it up. The technologists however see a 5G future. They don’t even need humans, just engineer those smart phones with arms and legs and the future is assured. But
where will the energy come from? Who will maintain the grid? Should have thought about that before we exhausted the petri dish of its nutrients.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 16, 2020 at 11:39 am

I stocked up on spare shoe laces for my hiking and working boots yesterday. Grocery store checkout lady was curious. I told her economy was going to crash and her store probably wouldn’t have any shoe laces in the future. She assured me the economy was going to recover just fine.

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 1:00 pm

Back in early February I told a check-out girl at a thrift shop that she had better take her Vitamin C, that a bioweapon had been released and that her store would likely be shut-down. She actually believed me and said, “I do take my Vitamin C.” She was very overweight and I hope she is avoiding the crowds.
She was a rare one to be receptive to bad news. Others have to be “positive” and hope that a positive EROEI can somehow be had somewhere out there in the nebulous future.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 4:56 pm

Guys, that’s twisted. I love it!

It might have more impact if you wear an endtimes sandwich board….next time eh.

Rob, it’s funny you should mention collapse & footwear because a few days ago my 25 year old nephew ask emailed me about chances of collapse & prepping. He said he has $500 for preps & wanted recommendations. I did not give him much on preps except a few links & a “I’ll get back to you”. One
thing I told him was to get a pair of known durable & repairable boots like Doc Martins or LL Beans.

What do you recommend to a 25 year old life long city boy whose starting prepping from scratch? Realistically?

I said the boots because they are needed at any stage of decline-collapse. Like toilet paper they could become hoarded or bought out & only be available infrequently as supply lines are disrupted. Quality products could disappear entirely for all but the rich & only Soviet quality goods for the rest of us
when available.

I don’t know when that will happen. I know we’re closer & I know the longer you wait to buy the greater the chance of items not being available.

I also know ‘hoofing it’ is going to come back in style in a big big way.

Timing is everything & now is the time to make your final pit stop for the remaining laps of the MPP 500.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 16, 2020 at 9:51 pm

i’d probably advise your nephew to buy tools when they are 80% off at Canadian Tire that he can use to offer useful services at minimum wage for cash to people who are too poor to hire professional trades.

Here is my boot calculus. Hiking boots will never be better quality or less expensive than today. I could have a happy satisfying life by doing nothing more than going for a long walk everyday. I know how many years a pair of boots lasts me. So I bought spares that should last until I’m too old to
walk.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 17, 2020 at 9:13 am

Invested in boots, too.

When I was a student, I had a view into a house packed with wood:it belonged to a violin make and restorer, who had calculated how much wood he would need to last until the statistically-likely age of his death, and bought it all at once. I hope it worked out for him.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 8:34 pm

New movie coming out for the magical thinking masses. Staring Rick Moranis.

“Honey I Shrunk The Global Economy”

Every thing is identical only smaller

The feel-good-fun-family movie of the (pandemic) year.

Reply

91.  james said:

May 16, 2020 at 6:22 pm

Harari, New World Order schill. Probably a Mossad talking propaganda head. I wonder if they’re coming at it from a “greedy” point of view wanting to consolidate banking worldwide or from a practical point of view in that letting nationalities persist will eventually result in nuclear annihilation. In any case they’re a barrel of oil
short and a day late in trying to pull it off, although the virus was a good try. I’m just waiting for my mood monitoring bracelet to come in the mail and the 5G to be set-up outside. It will be cool since they can essentially read your emotional reaction for every website you visit.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS8TxC3mJzk

And just today this is released by Vice news “Getting to the Bottom of What the 5G Fuss is All About.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hbNrrrdEus

It seems that 5G does have biological effects:

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/d0f5/d75d92b7fb8f4d13ae5461e26afa62e87e60.pdf

https://www.saferemr.com/2017/08/5g-wireless-technology-millimeter-wave.html

5g? Vaccines? Monitoring? Maybe they need to closely monitor our health not because of a virus but because the 5G will frying our membranes. I know, it’s all conspiracy theory, we have to welcome with open arms and pocket books all future technology – the electro-magnetic waves of the future and waves of cash for the
mega-corporations and their political allies.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:41 pm

Harari

03:31 “Yes, we need to monitor the citizens at the

same time, especially at this moment.

We need a lot of monitoring of the government because

the government is receiving all kinds of emergency powers.

And it’s also making extremely important decisions.

So I want to know as a citizen, for example, whether

the government is rescuing big corporations

whose owners are friends with some minister

or whether the government is rescuing that small

family businesses, restaurants and shops.”

We already know who is getting “bailed out” & who isn’t.

Private jet company founded by Trump donor gets $27 million bailout

” A private jet company founded by a donor to President Donald Trump received nearly $27 million in government funding under a program run by the Treasury Department, according to government filings.

Clay Lacy Aviation is a private jet charter company based in Van Nuys, California, and it appears to have received the largest grant of any private jet company on the list.

The vast majority of the other 96 recipients of government funding or loans on the list are major commercial airlines, regional carriers or support companies.”

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/14/private-jet-company-owned-by-trump-donor-gets-27-million-bailout.html

US fossil fuel giants set for a coronavirus bailout bonanza

Exclusive: oil, coal and fracking companies in line to benefit from $750bn bond scheme

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/may/12/us-fossil-fuel-companies-coronavirus-bailout-oil-coal-fracking-giants-bond-scheme

Etc etc etc

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 8:01 pm

They get the money and we get the shaft.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 8:59 pm

I received a one time payment of $290. It’s a doubling of a yearly GST (goods & services tax) rebate. I think I’ll be getting another $200 in July from the BC gov as a one time double payment of the Climate Action Tax Credit. These yearly rebates are based on your previous year’s income tax numbers. It’s for
low to moderate income folks. So basically, $500 bucks is my 2020 pandemic payoff. Ooooo I can’t wait for 2021!

Reply

92.  Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 7:08 pm

Another goodun by Tim Watkins

When magic thinking blinds

“None of the three conventional monetary solutions to the post-pandemic depression – borrow, tax or cut – can work without an abundant supply of accessible energy to back them up, because each is based on the assumption that economic growth can be restarted once the emergency is over.

In financial terms we can borrow and tax to our hearts’ content; but only by inflating away the currency that we borrow into existence. We can also cut in the deranged belief that taking currency off people will somehow encourage them to spend more. But without real growth – which will only return in the highly unlikely event
that someone figures out how to unlock the energy potential of the nucleus of atoms – is probably a thing of the past.”

https://consciousnessofsheep.co.uk/2020/05/15/when-magic-thinking-blinds/

Reply

 james said:

May 16, 2020 at 8:12 pm

“And for all of the potential energy in the nucleus of an atom, the best that our brightest contemporary minds have so far achieved is the construction of multi-billion dollar pressure cookers to produce super-heated steam to drive steam turbines that would have been easily understood by engineers in the late nineteenth
century.”

Fusion, as far as I know, is the only possibility, and in the end, which is approaching, that might not be possible. All of the other elements have had the shit squeezed out of them by stars and the like and it would probably take more energy to crack those nuts than you would get out of them. We did get some fission out of
uranium. Thorium? Too bad we can’t work something out with the sun. Trees put out leaf solar collectors, and we could probably do the same if materials could be harvested from the air (CO2, O2) and the energy was falling from the sky. Also we would have to stay in place like a plant, not enough energy to move around.
Why don’t we just be animals and eat other animals that eat plants and forget all of the technology?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 16, 2020 at 10:05 pm

I thought Watkins jumped the shark in that essay. In one breath he says we should print to infinity to avoid austerity, and in the other he says energy constrains us.

I get irritated when he whines about the UK imposing austerity in the past. If your government has a huge ongoing deficit like the UK then there is no austerity, just too high expectations. Get over it and live within your means. Or raise taxes. Or cut discretionary spending like military.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 17, 2020 at 9:07 am

One comes to appreciate that most commentators are either full of shit, or clueless.

And everyone longs for a Happy Ending.

I’ve weaned myself of that, and, like my dog, just set about enjoying what the day brings.

Sniff. Chew. Dream.

Reply

 james said:

May 17, 2020 at 3:22 pm

Why not be forlorn over opportunities missed, dreams unrealized and the overall senescence of things? On the other hand your dog seems to have a winning formula.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 18, 2020 at 4:29 pm

Dogs think their best thoughts when looking over the edge of the sofa: that far-away, I’m-not-really just -looking-at-the floor-vacantly-for-hours but-maybe-I-am-look.

Actually, I’ll amend that summary of an ideal life to:

Scratch. Sniff. Chew. Dream. Whimper when a bitch in heat walks past.

Reply

 james said:

May 18, 2020 at 6:46 pm

A complete life without pretension.

Reply

93.  Apneaman said:

May 16, 2020 at 10:05 pm

5G coming?

5G infrastructure could cost $2.7 trillion by the end of 2020. Then what?

“Mobile broadband will follow – in big cities at first – as some of the devices displayed in Barcelona, including Huawei Technologies’ $2,600 folding smartphone, enter serial production.”

https://disruptive.asia/5g-infrastructure-cost-2-7-trillion/

There is no then what? You actually have to build it before you get to ask that question.

$2.7 trillion estimate. I haven’t seen a big project estimate in the last 20 years that did not at least double, except in China.

Last month I read that S Korea (pop 52 mil) has the most 5G coverage of any nation at 10%. They also have had one of the best success rates in managing Covid. So much for the “Covid is being spread by 5G!! conspiracy:( I really liked that one. An invisible virus being spread on invisible microwaves. Freaky x 2.

If I’m wagering, my money is on the majority of the 5G build-out won’t happen. The entire deal hinges on economic growth, or the mother of all subsidies/nationalization.

Reply

 james said:

May 17, 2020 at 9:49 am

We’ll probably be back to smearing red ochre on cave walls before we enter the technotopia. I believe that most of capitalism’s knowledge set is limited to technological mutation, product, growth and profit. Perhaps the answer to saving the core of technology is to eliminate as many useless eaters and CO2 makers as
possible thereby freeing more resources and breathing room for its own development. Now that we’re at the zero-sum moment, they want to make sure that the situation doesn’t go negative-sum as gun-wielding revolutionaries, upset at their newfound destitution and continuing slavery, destroy the infrastructure.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 17, 2020 at 8:21 pm

I honestly don’t get it. 5G is an expensive solution looking for a problem that does not exist.

I have my phone set up with more complex network based apps than 95% of the population, yet I make do with a $15 per month plan and keep my mobile data turned off 99% of the time by using free Wi-Fi that is available almost everywhere.

What exactly will people do with 5G that they can’t do now? Tweet faster? Like FB posts faster? Watch 4K cat videos? Stream 10 songs at the same time?

Reply

 james said:

May 17, 2020 at 10:08 pm

Citizens will be sending biometric data with their wrist bands and the electric meter, gas meter, water meter, refrigerator, thermostat, security system, Alexa, and so on. Also you have to keep all of the surveillance and facial recognition equipment going. They will be able to monitor you inside and out and also the cell
you inhabit. It does seem rather expensive to generate all of that information without much of a payback. Probably just technology outrunning the energy supply. They’ll keep thinking of ways to eliminate the gradient faster by rolling out new product until they can’t

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 17, 2020 at 10:13 pm

In a word, MOAR!

Plus they’ll be able to talk to their fridge & toaster while commuting to work & download a 27 Gig .mp4 file.

What service provider is your $15 deal with, Rob? I’m paying $35 no data.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 17, 2020 at 11:54 pm

I have a Koodo prepaid plan. I’ll send you an email with the info. Almost everybody I’ve told about it has switched because it’s the cheapest plan with the best terms available in B.C. The only one-time minor inconvenience is you have to physically visit a Koodo store to purchase their prepaid SIM card and
there aren’t too many stores in the province.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 18, 2020 at 4:25 pm

Baby bat videos, I’m not at all happy with the quality of rescued baby bat videos and maybe 5G will help with that. If so, I’m in!

Things Are Getting Better, Comrades!

How could you not believe it?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 18, 2020 at 11:11 pm

When I was a kid at this address I could go out any summer evening and watch the bats fly overhead. They’re all gone now. YouTube video is no substitute, even with 5G. �?

Reply

94.  james said:

May 17, 2020 at 8:39 am

U.S. intelligence knew all about the virus long before it arrived in the U.S. Just like the 9/11 attack, they let it happen because they needed to create a “disaster capitalism” scenario to open the door to their geostrategic and/or domestic control plans. Since Trump called it a “hoax” it implicates him since he had the information
necessary to take defensive actions and did not. Once again U.S. citizens were murdered for an overarching deep state plan. The living slaves will be calmed with small checks and be made to stay in their cabins until the new reality is rolled-out, one in which they have been pummeled, bankrupted, given a UBI and fully engaged
by the surveillance state. “We’re watching, do something wrong and we’ll deduct it from you UBI.”

https://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2020/04/21/what-did-us-intel-really-know-about-chinese-virus/

Reply

95.  james said:

May 17, 2020 at 10:03 am

Chinese ambassador to China found dead in home near Tel Aviv.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinese-ambassador-israel-found-dead-home-sparking-avalanche-rumors-amid-tensions-us

Poor fellow, but now we can put the Israeli Zionists and Mossad back into the conspiracy mix. It’s not only computational biologists that have to be eliminated, now it’s the Chinese ambassador. Or perhaps a Chinese agent killed him? Nah, died in his sleep, too much stress. Or perhaps the Covid got him.

Reply

96.  james said:

May 17, 2020 at 2:19 pm

Harari, we know what games you play.

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/escobar-how-biosecurity-enabling-digital-neo-feudalism

Reply

97.  Apneaman said:

May 17, 2020 at 4:27 pm

Donald Hoffman | Full Interview | The Case Against Reality

Hoffman 01:19 — “I’ve looked at that from the point of view of the mathematics of evolution the evolutionary game theory and we can actually run simulations to see what happens and we can prove theorems and we’ve done both and the bottom line is that the probability if our senses evolved in we’re shaped by natural
selection the probability that we see reality as it is is zero…”

https://youtu.be/4HFFr0-ybg0

Reply

 james said:

May 17, 2020 at 7:11 pm

I was just watching a video on the nature of information and it made me think, along with this video that we speak in zip files. Each word we use like “tree” is a folder title that contains an immense amount of packed information, but for the necessity of communication it doesn’t have to be unpacked. The human brain has
its limitations and much is stored in the tech DNA (books mostly but in computers lately.) If it were unpacked communication would not occur and it would be very inefficient. Of course, when you ask some people how they’re doing, they want to give you their whole life history.

I suppose the files (representative words) can be packed with information to the extent that someone is willing to investigate and learn. The information is created in the process of learning. Could you imagine seeing electromagnetic radiation and magnetic fields? Would that be more “real”? I would guess that a dissipative
sense organ would never evolve to see reality. Seeing reality simply doesn’t get the job done nor pay for itself energetically. Technological humans however often use sensing tools to go broad and deep in their modelling of the world, not just for the fun of it, but to gain an advantage with associated energy/money. I would
say go feel some “hot” and some “cold” and that’s about as close to reality we can get.

Have you ever considered all of the life contortions sunlight goes through before it’s reradiated back into space? All of the eating each other, mating dances, benevolence, deceit, competitions, growth, Republicans, Democrats, religions, war, viruses……………………….. What justification for such a circus? Hot to cold.

Reply

98.  james said:

May 18, 2020 at 8:06 am

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/another-pandemic-two-trailblazing-covid-19-researchers-dead-month

Dead men tell no tales.

But this probably doesn’t matter. The only thing that matters is running fuel through factories, cars, homes etc. to get an RNA salary and for some, maximum skim or profit on assets. This enables that trip to Disney World, perhaps a vacation home on the beach, the new car, the bigger house, chimp pride and better food. And the
chimps are in a real fight to run the energy through their own cells/factories to get these tasty morsels. What happens when the college degrees no longer guarantee a nice paying RNA job and there’s no surplus for the average Joe to build an investment portfolio? What happens when markets and the investment platform is a
casino run by spiders waiting for hapless victims to buy-in?

Which chimps are going to voluntarily quit in order to save life on earth?

Reply

99.  dave lysak said:

May 18, 2020 at 9:43 am

that guy Hoffman always bothers me. I mean, if each of us is making their own representation, which we are, but with reality being entirely dependent upon that representation, an “it”, an out there, does not exist until it is observed, then why not skip the whole idea of there being “conscious agents” of some sort, and go straight to
solipsism?

his, Hoffman’s, ideas go back way far. Plato, and idealists of all sorts, have looked at this shit show that we live in, and said to themselves: “this shit show can’t be what’s real. we must be missing something.”

my own view is that it’s shit show, through and through.

Reply

 james said:

May 18, 2020 at 10:17 am

And a stupid, vicious, self-defeating shit-show is just fine with the Universe as long as the gradient is removed. But the gradient keeps growing back so the shit-show keeps going on. Many of these philosophers are still stuck on the mystical, magical train and can’t let go. If reality is simply a thermodynamic melee then
they can’t handle it.

Reply

100.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 18, 2020 at 11:57 am

If you’re if need of some genuine pleasure for being alive and aware I recommend Nick Lane’s book “Life Ascending: The Ten Great Inventions of Evolution”. I’m re-listening to it for the umpteenth time as I build a stone wall. I’ve never come across another book that as soon as I finish it I can restart at page 1 and enjoy it just
as much the 2nd time.

Reply

 james said:

May 18, 2020 at 1:58 pm

In the meantime and along a similar trajectory, this little video was pretty good.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QImCld9YubE

We are slinkies on an escalator going nowhere.

Reply

101.  dave lysak said:

May 18, 2020 at 2:31 pm

I liked this one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6u0VBqNBQ8

Reply

 james said:

May 19, 2020 at 11:41 am

Consciousness comes in so many shapes and flavors.

Reply

102.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 2:03 pm

Prepare to be improved upon (dumbed-down for further exploitation). It’s the new eugenics. Just as one example, why not up-regulate the ACE2 receptors of a target population with nanocapsules and then hit them with a gain-of-function coronavirus that just lives ACE2 receptors. Those that haven’t become obedient cows can
be filtered by the surveillance state.

https://physicsworld.com/a/nanocapsules-deliver-gene-editing-payload/

https://ncats.nih.gov/somatic

“NIH Funding Supports Advances in Genome Editing”

Even if we impose limitations in the West I’m sure the CCP will be looking at additional ways to improve upon their RNA populace. Stronger, smarter, harder working and willing to take orders.

The process has already worked in mammal models including changing dopamine receptors in mice that make them more readily complete tasks. I can see a cure for ADHD right around the corner. What caused all of that ADHD anyhow? Doesn’t matter. We can fix it (and other things, wink, wink.)

Reply

103.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 3:13 pm

Moderna stock price:

moderna

In the doldrums for so long and then “boom”, someone anointed Moderna as the maker of the vaccine. Could it have been Slaoui, Trump’s vaccine czar, who just sold 12 million in stock options?

Surely these guys aren’t like the defense industry that starts wars so they can boost their stock prices.

https://silview.home.blog/2020/05/17/trumps-new-moroccan-vaccine-czar-worked-for-bill-gates-google-gsk-worked-in-china-transhumanist-lockdown-fanatic/

Reply

104.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 5:29 pm

Bioelectronics, one of the justifications for 5G.

See page 15 of this 5G document:

https://www.vodafone.com/content/dam/vodcom/files/public-policy/gigabit-society-5g-04042017.pdf

“GlaxoSmithKline – Bioelectronic medicine GSK’s Bioelectronics unit is developing miniaturised, implantable connected devices to treat chronic diseases such as diabetes or arthritis. As these will rely on mobile networks to communicate back with the physicians for monitoring purposes and to adjust the treatment, having a
secure, reliable and dedicated �?network slice’ would be a major advantage.Background information GSK is a front runner in pharmaceutical medicine, vaccines and customer healthcare products. Amongst other research efforts, GSK is committed to advance the field of bioelectronics through its Bioelectronics R&D unit,
which is expected to be spun off and become �?Galvani Bioelectronics’, a joint venture between GSK and Verily (formerly Google Life Sciences).Bioelectronic medicine is a relatively new area in healthcare where treatment does not come in the form of pills or injections but consists of miniaturised, implantable devices called
�?neuromodulators’. Based on early exploratory work, Galvani Bioelectronics believes that these devices could be programmed to read and correct electrical signals that pass along the nerves of the body, including irregular or altered impulses that can occur in association with a broad range of diseases. By correcting the
electrical signals, chronic disorders encompassing a number of inflammatory, respiratory and metabolic disorders could be treated.

The solution The first generation neuromodulators of Galvani Bioelectronics will transmit data to physicians enabling them to monitor the status of the treatment, e.g. whether the implant has delivered the desired therapy and how frequently it has done so. This data is collected by a telemetry device that is in the same room as the
patient which remotely transmits the results to the physician. The second generation neuromodulators will transmit more advanced measurements (e.g. neuro-recordings, insulin measurements etc.) which will be sent to the physicians over a wide area network, enabling the analysis and adjustment of treatments remotely without
the need for a consultation session. These devices will aim to treat more than a dozen therapies, ranging from inflammatory to metabolic disorders.”

https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/116/49/24379.full.pdf

“Tell me about the providers…………….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiC8J3TAZY4

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 19, 2020 at 11:26 pm

I wouldn’t buy their stock. Much cheaper and less expensive to lay off the Cheetos and beer. But no money to be made from doing less.

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 12:11 am

The bump in their stock price probably had something to do with Trump handing them 500 million to develop a vaccine. That’s a good time to unload some stock options. Especially since they’ll probably never have a very effective vaccine.

We go through about two “Party” size bags of Cheetos a week, but the kids aren’t drinking beer yet. Instead they sleep all day, stay up all night and receive an electronic IV drip from their internet smartphones. When the Covid comes we’ll start on the gin and tonics and a little Ivermectin worm paste.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 20, 2020 at 5:47 am

Send ’em out to forage bare-foot: ‘No find, no eat kids!’

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 7:07 am

They will be looking for a Cheeto tree.

Reply

105.  Apneaman said:

May 19, 2020 at 7:00 pm

It’ll be over soon enough & then we’ll all be worm food – back to our roots.

A worm-like creature smaller than a grain of rice that burrowed on the seafloor in search of meals like dead organic matter about 555 million years ago may be the evolutionary forerunner of most animals living today — including people.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/worm-ancestor-1.5507784

Reply

106.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 8:40 pm

Connected mouth, gut and anus with bilateral symmetry. Hmmm. Things haven’t really changed much in 555million years. If the worm ate the organic matter, who ate the worm?

Reply

107.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 10:28 pm

Good song for dissipatives by Don McLean.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFTbqtVBdsY

spinning

Reply

108.  james said:

May 19, 2020 at 11:31 pm

I left this comment on one of the “Closer to the Truth” videos on Youtube:

Thermodynamics and entropy sculpt what seems to be designed. Even in the technological realm things that are designed in the analog mind of Homo sapiens must, by their purpose, form and function justify their existence energetically (economically) or be dismissed from existence. I must admit that much of what we produce
seems capricious owing to the abundance of fossil fuel energy we’ve been able to use. Things like a Henry Moore sculpture or a Easter Island moai can only appear in an environment where humans have transitioned into human RNA and have produced the tools to take advantage of previously inaccessible sources of energy.

I also made this comment:

Humans are no longer a species as they’ve evolved away from ecosystem and inhabit technological cells as human RNA. Within this civilization (a Megacancer) their uncontrolled and toxic growth will accomplish their extinction.

Reply:

“You’re full of bogus nonsense. Absolutely are an extremist in the line of the evil Peter Singer.”

“You know I’m a retired bio-engineer and spent most of my career in aerospace. I designed and built the plant growing and germ experiments on the ISS. I also worked a lot on life support systems for the Shuttle program, not to mention tweaks to certain jet’s life support. 
People haven’t evolved into a cancer on the face of the planet. People are no different than they were a thousand years ago. The only difference is technology and greed and power seeking are nothing new.”

If I can’t get through to a bio-engineer, then how to get through to those less familiar with science? They can only believe and there certainly are more seductive things to believe than what I have to offer.

Oh well, this effort is still deeply satisfying and not without its rewards.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 20, 2020 at 5:39 am

Gosh James, you’re Evil. Shudder. And what an empire you are building up with the poor dupes you’ve gathered here….simply diabolical!

Interesting that he (or she) used that word: flipping into moral categorisation of that kind is always a sign that emotion has taken over and dispassionate thought has stopped.

Of course, the reason is clear: this person was a very active part of the cancer without realising it and to reflect on it is too depressing.

In other words, you touched a nerve,and it felt very raw.

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 7:04 am

That sums it up very well.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 20, 2020 at 12:45 pm

The retired bio-engineer who spent most of his career in aerospace says:

“People haven’t evolved into a cancer on the face of the planet.”

No, the humans have also managed to infect space with all sorts of their detritus too. They’ve also left their toxic trash on the Moon & Mars. Only 12 men have visited the moon for just a few days & they left 400,000 lbs of junk.

..

May 16 2020 – A Chinese rocket weighing 18 tons falls to Earth as space junk crisis hits a tipping point

https://astroscale.com/cnbc-a-chinese-rocket-weighing-18-tons-falls-to-earth-as-space-junk-crisis-hits-a-tipping-point/

..

Does the deep ocean count as the “‘face” of the planet?

“But of the 10 million tons of plastic waste that enter the oceans each year, these floating patches account for just 1 percent. The other 99 percent is believed to reside in the deep ocean.”

https://e360.yale.edu/digest/scientists-find-plastic-hotspots-in-the-deep-ocean

..

You have a better chance of convincing a MAGA-tard that climate change is happening than you do of convincing all but a few that they are part of the Mega-Cancer story.

But we in it shall be remembered— 
We few, we happy few, we band of MPP doomers

Reply

109.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 20, 2020 at 12:55 am

I watched the new BBC Horizon episode on the virus.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000jbhj

1) No mention of preventative measures like vitamin D etc. 
2) No mention that everyone should wear masks. 
3) No mention that we’ve never successfully created a vaccine for a similar virus. 
4) No mention of gain of function research in Wuhan that may have leaked.

Quite sad. BBC used to be a news source you could trust.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 20, 2020 at 5:43 am

Even their classical music channel, R3, has gone downhill, which one would have thought inherently impossible.

I learnt more Shakespeare from their excellent radio productions than I did at school, so well done.

Now it’s all feminist and race-conscious dramas and other such crap about utterly failed, complaining, people, written by witless authors – very sad.

Reply

 TheBasementProphet said:

May 20, 2020 at 8:57 am

You can’t have Shakespeare on, the world is not a stage. Better to find your tribe amongst the men’s rights, women’s rights, race-baiters and other serious endeavors. There is untapped energy waiting in each.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 20, 2020 at 2:03 pm

“Better to find your tribe amongst the men’s rights, women’s rights, race-baiters and other serious endeavors. There is untapped energy waiting in each.”

I thought that was kind of funny.

I’ve come to the conclusion that I have no tribe. and even if I did, i’d be relegated to the fringes. kinda like where I am now. not that I mind…

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 7:04 am

Just more of those inconvenient truths or elephants in the room.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 20, 2020 at 1:31 pm

BBC Horizon is neither journalism nor science. Horizon is an overly dramatic, sciency who/what dunit first & foremost. PBS’s ‘NOVA’ & CBC’s ‘The Nature of Things’ rent the same programs from third party producers. They edit them to their liking & use their own narrators (eg:David Suzuki). They do the same rent
deal with the programs they produce in-house. Do they get every thing wrong? No, but they get plenty of things wrong. Some blatantly. Science/nature documentaries are not required to be peer reviewed, but they are required to entertain. The most egregious case of a TV science/nature documentary putting entertainment
over fact is……

Where do all the lemmings go?

“It’s the legend of the lemmings, and it’s pure nonsense: it was fabricated by a couple of filmmakers and broadcast widely by Disney.”

– The legend of suicidal lemmings can be traced to one source: a 1958 Disney nature documentary called White Wilderness. The film was shot in Alberta, and since the province is not lemming territory, the lemmings were imported.

– A few dozen rodents were filmed to simulate migration, then transported to a cliff and herded to their deaths in the river below.

– The film, which was three years in the making, depicted numerous animal species of the north. It won a 1959 Academy Award for Documentary (Feature).

https://www.cbc.ca/archives/entry/where-do-all-the-lemmings-go

Yet the ‘Lemmings over the cliff’ analogy is as popular as ever. Why? Because the truth don’t matter. Narrative conquers all.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 20, 2020 at 2:15 pm

Spares us having to say ‘Like Hom. Saps. over a cliff’, which is far too accurate…..

Damn it, we’re so much smarter than those little fur balls!

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 2:30 pm

And what about the Pied Piper? I guess that’s fake too.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 20, 2020 at 2:50 pm

Why stop using ‘…like lemmings over the cliff” now? It’s one of the greatest rhetorical devices from the 20th century.

Reply

 james said:

May 20, 2020 at 3:26 pm

We should repeat the phrase until we hit bottom while others will be screaming “God will save us” or “I can flyyyyyyyyyyyyy. Thump.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YR5ApYxkU-U

“All in all you were just bricks in the wall.” Actually they were rRNA in the nucleolus and factory cells slapping together amino acid equivalents. Can’t blame them for not liking it. Not fully evolved to fit in the technological cell production line and never will be, but somewhat trainable to function
the

Reply

110.  james said:

May 21, 2020 at 10:12 am

Does “God” (thermodynamics) really prefer “good” people? I suppose that “good” means that the individual will sacrifice their own pursuit of the MPP to the extent that their restraint will actually increase the total MPP attained by the group. In other words, if everyone is victimizing each other in a group then they will be at a
competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis other more cooperative groups that can “work together” to achieve greater goals. Just like a bunch of cells that must cooperate in the form of an organism to kill prey and maximize energy flow.

The less another tribe resembles one’s own, the easier it is to label them “evil”. Big “good” tribes eat little “evil” tribes which is sort of evil in itself. Of course it does help in holding a tribe together to have codified goodness laws like the ten commandments and to throw the chimps a bone like everlasting life to get them to
adhere. It may be so useful that it is hardwired. But it is this self-deception that is truly evil as it ever was only an adaptation to maximize energy flow at the expense of other groups and animals. Religious people attend their Sunday socials to obtain their opioid smack only to pick the bones clean of enslaved and abused animals
at their rewarding Sunday socials. Humans cannot be in any way described as good with their pervasive greed, warfare, deceit of all kinds and destruction of life. Even in their holy churches and temples they will pray for more money, success, a promotion, and everlasting life which is in its own right a bit of evil.

And in their hierarchically structured brains humans are always on the look-out for an opportunity to label someone else as “evil” to diminish their prospects in the social group so as to advertise their own exemplary behavior (virtue signalling). Chimp gossip is the mechanism of sorting-out the good chimps form the bad and is
not immune from exaggerations and fabrications in the competitive give and take of the chimp hierarchy/energy contest. Those that attain the highest levels in heaven are those that have been most “cooperative” and least selfish with those that have undergone voluntary apoptosis (jumping on a grenade) achieving the greatest
rewards.

None of this behavior is freewill. It has been sculpted from the cells over long periods of time like water that smooths a pebble on a stream bed. In the end all of the little vortices, good or bad, successful or not, collapse and disperse and accomplish little more than to seed the stage with new, clueless actors that must, in their turn,
endure the seemingly endless tragicomedy of life.

good and evil

Reply

111.  Rob Mielcarski said:

May 21, 2020 at 10:28 am

Our idiot chief health officer finally recommends Canadians wear masks after 3 months of telling us not to wear masks. How is it possible that obviously incompetent people can hold important positions?

https://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/it-s-now-recommended-that-canadians-wear-face-masks-1.4946752

Reply

 james said:

May 21, 2020 at 11:33 am

They’ve probably accumulated a stockpile of masks for medical providers that will meet expected demand. They should have insisted that people wear cloth masks from the beginning. From now on, until industrial civilization collapses, viral pandemics or nanocapsule pandemics will be a constant threat, especially as a
zero-sum competition for resources becomes the norm.

Reply

112.  Apneaman said:

May 21, 2020 at 12:16 pm

I read this comment by clever Russian nationalist Dimitri Orlov & it dawned on me that I don’t completely understand how masks & respirators work in spite of the fact I was trained in their proper use & care & regularly wore them (N95 & cartridge) at work (for non biological particulate protection).

“Why tell everyone to wear face masks when they only stop 95% of virus particles (at best) and so delay the amount of time it takes to get infected from 10 seconds to as much as three minutes?”

My first instinct was, ‘you’re wrong & disingenuous Ruski’ but I could not sufficiently explain why.

I’m just going over these this morning.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/7285837_Do_N95_respirators_provide_95_protection_level_against_airborne_viruses_and_how_adequate_are_surgical_masks

Reply

 james said:

May 21, 2020 at 3:27 pm

We should probably only speak to each other back-to-back or with a mask.

Reply

113.  Apneaman said:

May 21, 2020 at 3:44 pm

Reality

http://illusionoftheyear.com/

Reply

 james said:

May 22, 2020 at 1:11 pm

Those were pretty neat. On the first illusion I didn’t see the horizontal axis until the second try and on the second one it helps not to focus on individual dots.

Reply

114.  Apneaman said:

May 22, 2020 at 7:17 pm

From 2014. Long before Trump & his MAGA-tard tribe were blaming every single bit of opposition or critique of his bungling on the Deep State.

Essay: Anatomy of the Deep State

“There are now 854,000 contract personnel with top-secret clearances — a number greater than that of top-secret-cleared civilian employees of the government. While they work throughout the country and the world, their heavy concentration in and around the Washington suburbs is unmistakable: Since 9/11, 33 facilities for top-
secret intelligence have been built or are under construction. Combined, they occupy the floor space of almost three Pentagons — about 17 million square feet. Seventy percent of the intelligence community’s budget goes to paying contracts. And the membrane between government and industry is highly permeable:”

https://billmoyers.com/2014/02/21/anatomy-of-the-deep-state/

Reply

 james said:

May 22, 2020 at 7:48 pm

And finally AI provided them with the guidance they had waited for: 
“P-U-L-L-T-H-E-P-L-U-G-Y-O-U-I-D-I-O-T-S.”

Reply

 Xabier said:

May 23, 2020 at 6:41 am

‘I was only obeying orders when I built the torture chamber. It was all perfectly legal and correct ‘……

There is much to be said for the theory that Nazism didn’t die in Berlin in 1945, but merely moved location to the US.

Reply

115.  Apneaman said:

May 22, 2020 at 10:38 pm

Bored with Covid? Have a bite of climate Doom instead.

10C Above Baseline

“The following story might be labeled as reckless, and it might be criticized as a fearmongering piece of journalism and probably will be. Nevertheless, “10C Above Baseline” explores a dystopian world envisioned by John Doyle, Sustainable Development Policy Coordinator of the European Commission in Brussels.

***

Doyle’s thesis of a 10C world, within current lifetimes, is based upon sober-minded analysis.”

”The baseline period from which climate change is expressed has also moved on (a common baseline period of 1986–2005 is used throughout, consistent with the 2006 start-point for the RCP scenario).” (Source: AR5 Fifth Assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Hmm!”

https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/05/22/10c-above-baseline/

For anyone who can’t swallow the IPCC’s absurd goalpost moving, no worries, they have plenty of steaming piles of not yet invented ‘negative emissions’ technology over at the ‘All You Can Hopium Buffet’. Kids 6 & under eat free. Seniors 1/2 price.

Reply

 james said:

May 23, 2020 at 10:48 am

We’ve been following where our dopamine leads for the last 500 million years. I don’t see that changing even if it leads us into a dead world. Actually it is leading us into a dead world and everyone wants to get back to work to earn their rewards.

Reply

116.  Apneaman said:

May 22, 2020 at 10:57 pm

Visiting the most vulnerable place on Earth: the ‘doomsday glacier’

“The Thwaites Glacier is the largest, most menacing source of rising sea levels all over the world, and it is melting at an alarming rate. For years, scientists have warily watched it from afar, but in November, a team set out on a perilous journey to investigate what is happening below. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien reports
on what they discovered.”

https://youtu.be/UQ782Nz2VHs

Reply

 james said:

May 23, 2020 at 10:52 am

I think we need more studies on this matter just so we can be extra, extra, extra, extra sure. After each study we can deny the results and then fund another study. But under no circumstances can we throttle the growth and metabolism of the megacancer.

Reply

117.  Apneaman said:

May 23, 2020 at 11:08 am

Article Published: 08 April 2020

The projected timing of abrupt ecological disruption from climate change

Abstract

As anthropogenic climate change continues the risks to biodiversity will increase over time, with future projections indicating that a potentially catastrophic loss of global biodiversity is on the horizon1,2,3. However, our understanding of when and how abruptly this climate-driven disruption of biodiversity will occur is limited
because biodiversity forecasts typically focus on individual snapshots of the future. Here we use annual projections (from 1850 to 2100) of temperature and precipitation across the ranges of more than 30,000 marine and terrestrial species to estimate the timing of their exposure to potentially dangerous climate conditions. We
project that future disruption of ecological assemblages as a result of climate change will be abrupt, because within any given ecological assemblage the exposure of most species to climate conditions beyond their realized niche limits occurs almost simultaneously. Under a high-emissions scenario (representative concentration
pathway (RCP) 8.5), such abrupt exposure events begin before 2030 in tropical oceans and spread to tropical forests and higher latitudes by 2050. If global warming is kept below 2 °C, less than 2% of assemblages globally are projected to undergo abrupt exposure events of more than 20% of their constituent species; however,
the risk accelerates with the magnitude of warming, threatening 15% of assemblages at 4 °C, with similar levels of risk in protected and unprotected areas. These results highlight the impending risk of sudden and severe biodiversity losses from climate change and provide a framework for predicting both when and where these
events may occur.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2189-9

Reply

118.  Apneaman said:

May 23, 2020 at 11:27 am

May 20, 2020

Lethal Heat Warning

TIM LENTON: THE NEW UNINHABITABLE ZONES

“some places where humans congregate are about to get much hotter. The zone where we humans thrive will move toward the Poles, meaning mostly North, as that is where the most land is. That expose more than a billion people to heat so uncomfortable, in fact so dangerous, that is can become impossible to be outside.

In the journal Nature, the authors summarize:

“We demonstrate that depending on scenarios of population growth and warming, over the coming 50 y, 1 to 3 billion people are projected to be left outside the climate conditions that have served humanity well over the past 6,000 y[ears].

Absent climate mitigation or migration, a substantial part of humanity will be exposed to mean annual temperatures warmer than nearly anywhere today.”

As our next guest Radley Horton explains, even a very healthy person in sitting in the shade, taking it easy with plenty of fluids, could not survive the extreme heat coming withing a decade or three. The human body cannot sweat above what is called 35 degree Centigrade heat and humidity. If we cannot sweat, we cannot cool
the blood, we overheat and suffer heatstroke or death. Even a healthy person could die.

But Lenton tells us the situation is not a simple equation of heat driving masses northward. There are other drivers, Lenton tells us, that may move people sooner, like the desire for a better life in a more developed economy. That is already an active force, more the carrot drawing people than the heat stick driving them. But we
know that productivity in extreme heat drops, lowering the economy. In fact, Lenton tells us a study showed even factory workers inside an air conditioned building produce less when it is hot and sunny outside.”

https://www.ecoshock.org/2020/05/lethal-heat-warning.html

Hey Kids, who wants to move to Canada?

Reply

 james said:

May 23, 2020 at 4:12 pm

That’s what our genetic wizards can work on next: twice as many heat shock proteins for everyone (and for our food crops) or we have to go underground and feed on grubs.

grub people

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:17 am

In pre-ff India, wealthier people did live underground for part of the year, in large complexes.

The British were impressed by the idea, but never adopted it.

I wonder whether any survive?

Reply

 Peter said:

May 26, 2020 at 12:32 pm

What are thoughts here about a place like Quito? Although equatorial, the elevation has kept temps moderate (so far). Anyone been there?

Reply

119.  Apneaman said:

May 23, 2020 at 11:33 am

3/02/20

Moscow Didn’t Get a Winter This Year

“Moscow just had its first winter in recorded history with average temperatures above freezing, running a blistering 6.3 degrees Celsius (11.3 degrees Fahrenheit) above average. The heat wasn’t isolated either, with other parts of Eurasia all experiencing freakish warmth and low snowpack.”

https://earther.gizmodo.com/moscow-didnt-get-a-winter-this-year-1842032172

..

19 May 2020

Where is our spring? Locals in Western Siberia say it feels like they skipped a season

“A steady heat wave has been dominating the large part of Russia from the Ural Mountains to Tuva republic for weeks since the middle of April.

Record-breaking air temperatures ranging from +30C to +35C were observed all around Western Siberia including Novosibirsk, Russia’s third largest city by population, Krasnoyarsk and nearby areas like Omsk region, Tomsk region, Kemerovo region and the Altai mountains.

Ice on the mighty Yenisei River at its port Dudinka in the Arctic north of Krasnoyarsk region started breaking almost a month before its usual time at the beginning of June.

Further south in Krasnoyarsk there is extreme activity of ticks, with the number of them spiking 200 times above the norm. In Siberia ticks quite often carry encephalitis and Lyme disease.

Over a thousand people have already reported tick bites in Kuzbass region.”

https://siberiantimes.com/other/others/news/where-is-our-spring-locals-in-western-siberia-say-it-feels-like-they-skipped-a-season/

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 23, 2020 at 11:51 am

It’s oddly refreshing to be reminded that there’s some doom more important than viruses.

Reply

 james said:

May 23, 2020 at 4:19 pm

Yes, you’ve been coming-up with some rather refreshing doom Apneaman.

Reply

120.  dave lysak said:

May 23, 2020 at 12:21 pm

just a little venting.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/05/23/safety-stuff/

Reply

 Apneaman said:

May 23, 2020 at 3:39 pm

I agree with – “it’s a symbol of our fear and ignorance, as a species no less.” but would add that as a symbol of our fear and ignorance it’s many many times stronger in the west. In most of Asia (pop: 4.6 billion) wearing a mask is about as controversial as wearing a hat in the west.

I saw that video. lol. I’ve read many more incidents of anti-maskers punching people, spitting on people, threatening people & these are the same human scum who are beating up people of Asian heritage (Korean, Japanese, Vietnamese, etc) while screaming go back to China!!

” a ritual that has as much effect on life, and death, as any other, ie, none.”

Really? So are you saying the populations of the world, your country & your family would all be identical if there were never any vaccines or any other public safety restrictions & requirements on each human snowflake’s precious freedoms? Would you & I have even been born. Would so many be living into their 80’s?

Where should protecting the public stop? Shouldn’t I be able to drink & drive at 100mph? Shoot up heroin at the play ground & throw my dirty needle on the ground? Target practice with my guns in my suburban back yard? Take a dump on the bus or in aisle 3 while shopping for groceries? You can’t even build a home
without plumbing & toilets & they must meet codes. Flushing all your bodily wastes away to a sewage plant is mandatory. It’s a law to protect society’s health. Not many freedom defenders up in arms for being forced to install & use toilets.

I demand my right to do whatever I want. I object to being forced into participating in stupid public safety ‘rituals’, like having to slow down or stop at crosswalks.

The thing I notice most about nanny state safety rules/rituals is the hypocrisy with a number of them. I can buy & drink as much body & family destroying alcohol as I like, but I’ll get arrested if I get caught with any opioids including pharmaceuticaly manufactured pills for which I don’t have a Rx for. I can buy & smoke
as many cancer causing cigarettes as I like, but I can’t smoke them within 6 meters of a door, window or air intake vent, but it’s ok to idle in one’s car next to doors, windows & intake vents. It happens all day every day at hospitals. That being said there are public safety rules that there is no doubt that they save lives &
much suffering. Public health & safety rules are one of the big reasons why there will soon be 8 billion humans. Vaccines are a biggie & so is no crapping in public spaces. Wearing masks saves lives, but more importantly slows infections. Important for those who wish to delay the collapse of their health care system, which
could trigger a domino effect.

I think the freedumb loving anti-maskers prove that it’s all about their existential dread & has nothing to do with freedom. Most of the threats, punching & spitting have been at store employees. Employees of businesses who have a right to refuse service for any reason. No shirt no shoes no service. No shirt no shoes no
mask no service. These anti-masker types fully support their own tribe members when they own a bakery & refuse to bake a “Todd & John Forever” wedding cake, then turn around & punch a minimum wage DollarRama employee in the face because they said, ‘excuse me sir, masks are now store policy’. Striking a blow
for freedom by taking out their fear & rage on people with no power who have no say in making the rules.

There is a way to get away from most of the public safety rituals. Move to any one of a number of ‘underdeveloped’ nations. Africa’s got many. Collapsing there should be great fun.

Video: Suspects punch Target employee after being told to wear face masks inside store

https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/national/coronavirus/video-suspects-punch-target-employee-after-being-told-to-wear-face-masks-inside-store

..

Retail worker creates Facebook support group for workers attacked during pandemic

‘WARNING: Images in the gallery may be considered too graphic for some viewers.’

“The way that they treat us is like we’re the ones who made these decisions. Like we’re the ones that want you to wear a mask. We don’t even want to wear a mask. But we have to.”

https://wtov9.com/news/coronavirus/retail-worker-creates-facebook-support-group-for-workers-attacked-during-pandemic

As per usual, when angry human sub-tribes get hysterical & violent (any pretext will do) the weak & innocent get hurt.

As per usual they are egged on by their populist savior.

As per usual, it’s all about me.

Stupid humans – a pox on them all!

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 23, 2020 at 5:50 pm

well apneaman, there’s a lot there.

you’re objecting to the “not mask” crowd, getting violent with the “maskies”, i guess. i’m pointing out the flip side of that phenomenon. the point is, i think, that they’re both acting out of fear and ignorance. however, in this case, the “maskies” have official sanction, also based largely on fear and ignorance, for their
actions.

why might i say that the official stance is based on fear and ignorance? well, they’ve said it themselves, and everybody, pretty much knows it, they don’t know. they don’t know who has the virus and who doesn’t. so let’s sow fear everywhere and lock everybody and everything down. if that’s not fear and ignorance, i
don’t know what is.

“the mask”, is a outward, visible, symbol of accepting the fear and ignorance that runs the world. that’s why some people are afraid of masks, and some believe in saving power masks. so let’s fight about it.

pretty much everyone can agree on the desirability of various public sanitation measures. no shitting in the gutter and such.

something like that…

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 23, 2020 at 7:28 pm

Your reasoning skills desperately need sharpening, Dave.

In your piece on your website you state, “Even me, if I was truly brave in some way, I would go around without a mask, everywhere.”

Why not just go full-on nihilist, prove that you’re really brave and show yourself and others just how much you can face your fear of death? Just ask someone currently infected with SARS-CoV-2 to spit in your mouth a few times. Then you’d really prove what a brave and fear-of-death-conquering human you
are! I mean, like you said, we’re all going to die anyway.

In your mind, you’ve made the wearing of a face mask into an ideological, political, existential monster when it is nothing of the kind. Not everything is!

Wearing a face mask in a viral pandemic, like the current one, has been scientifically proven to reduce the spread and severity of disease. That is the reality of this situation, regardless of your emotional fixations.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 7:35 am

that’s all just pretty stupid. would i go around and ask anybody to spit in my face ever?

i mean, go wear a mask. all day, everyday. eventually, you will get sick. maybe covid, maybe no. but you will get sick, and eventually die.

there’s nothing wrong with my reasoning.

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:15 am

You’re thinking is like that of a petulant child who, when faced with the reality that the societal freedoms he enjoys demands that he act responsibly, says to hell with that, I’ll do what I want.

It’s a selfish and weak-minded choice. There’s not a damn thing brave about it. If anyone is brave here it’s those of use who, despite the discomfort and irritation of wearing a face mask, do so to prevent the spread of a vicious disease.

Sheldon Solomon and Ernest Becker would scoff at your interpretation, which has little to nil nuance, of their hypotheses. Simply because all of us try to avoid death doesn’t mean that we should invite it at every opportunity. THAT is just pretty stupid.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 1:47 pm

i mean really, isn’t that just a little over dramatic. inviting death by not wearing a mask? at every opportunity?

you do know that most cases are mild? you do know that one of the best ways to acquire immunity is by having a mild case? i guess.

i’ve already said that i’m not brave. i just happen to be more afraid of the fearful monkeys that i’m surrounded by, than i am of some virus. my fears are probably much more justified than yours.

but hey, wear a mask and you’ll be fine.

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 2:32 pm

Dude, you’re simplistic thinking and superiority complex about fear of death (“my fears are probably much more justified than yours”) are hopelessly confused.

I will wear a face mask. And by doing that I’ll be protecting you, too, despite your idiocy preventing you from understanding that.

Equating the wearing of a face mask with fearing death and lacking bravery endangers the health of our communities and is a slap-in-the-face to rationality.

For me, confronting this level of BS thinking is worth my potentially being banned from further commenting here due to my harsh tone. I apologize to James and to readers of this blog for this excessively long thread. I won’t comment further on it here.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 23, 2020 at 9:40 pm

““the mask”, is a outward, visible, symbol of accepting the fear and ignorance that runs the world”

Nope. The mask is an outward sign of common sense in response to a potentially deadly threat that is spread by liquid droplets departing and arriving via the mouth and nose.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 7:40 am

right, so you’re afraid of the droplets. you’re afraid of getting sick. you’re afraid of death. but you turn it into “common sense”. which is fine.

you can run but you can’t hide. sickness and death will find you.

i thought you were a big anti-denial guy?

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:12 am

I need to eat to avoid dying but I do not eat because I’m afraid. Yes, I study denial but it’s sometimes difficult to distinguish from idiocy.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 1:33 pm

try eating with your mask on.

Reply

 Rob Mielcarski said:

May 24, 2020 at 3:19 pm

In your case it’s easy to diagnose reality denial plus low IQ.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 3:53 pm

well, how does one equate the need to eat, with the desire to feel safe by wearing a mask? if i might ask?

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 24, 2020 at 9:44 pm

I am with Dave on this. The mask is a virtue signal that does not convey much, if any, protection to either party. I think Asian populations have done better because they are less fat and sick to begin with.

In Canada, I saw that 82% of supposed “covid”-related deaths occurred in long-term-care facilities.

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:34 pm

I really don’t want to wear a mask but it’s great when people can’t see that you haven’t shaved or that you’re a mouth breather.

Reply

 gwb said:

May 23, 2020 at 9:34 pm

After dark, when I let our dog out in the back yard, we take a pee together. The neighbors are all indoors watching Dancing With The Stars or Survivor or something like that, so nobody notices. Not everything goes to the sewage plant. We can’t put anything down the disposer, because we have a bit of a drainage
problem, so all peelings go in a compost heap. Same with all our leaves and yard trimmings. We have a bunch of trees that drop lots of tree stuff. Our backyard is becoming a nutrient repository and carbon sequestration zone. So far, no neighbors have complained…

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 7:31 am

Next step will be cheetah skins and a spear, but I like it. The earth will reestablish an order based upon thermodynamic possibilities and maximization and humans will have no choice but to cooperate.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:11 am

You might have secret admirers!

Reply

 james said:

May 23, 2020 at 4:31 pm

The old sick folks should stay home (for a while) and the young (under 60 or older if healthy) should take some Vit. D and let it rip. We’ll get herd immunity and it will be safe for the old/sick folks to come out again. I’m going to take my mask off when everyone else has had it and the herd immunity is in effect.

“Stupid humans – a pox on them all.”

The pox will be next. Takes about a week and not too expensive. Save your masks, you’ll probably need them again.

https://onezero.medium.com/swiss-scientists-have-recreated-the-coronavirus-in-a-lab-d12816bfdbe3

Reply

121.  james said:

May 23, 2020 at 5:25 pm

Since things are going to be getting hot, I found this physical education video for the kids. While you’re at it make sure the nucleolus has tip-top A/C too. Get them started now so they’ll be ready for the big changes coming. If they’ve run on the blacktop barefoot between a pool house and car in the August sun, they’ll understand
its usefulness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVFMt3XRqKk

Reply

122.  dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 8:55 am

i thought this was pretty cool.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPGDAZyQ44k&feature=youtu.be

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 9:57 am

I hope it doesn’t do a barrel-roll and hit him in the rear. At 451mph that would really hurt. He should probably be wearing some chain mail or better yet put his talents to work in a basement crispr lab (see how infectious he can make a virus.)

Reply

123.  james said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:14 am

Definitely a plandemic. Youtube is getting us ready for surveillance and loss of freedom of speech. And don’t mention Hydroxychoroquine, zinc, vitamin C. You don’t need that stuff, the government is going to take care of you with a vaccine. And without a job or income you’ll have to do whatever they demand. Maybe you can
get your vaccine at the food bank administered by the U.S. military.

It obvious that the Masters of the Universe Deceit will not hesitate to eliminate as many of the indentured servants as necessary.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eljyWrbGTlk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfNvHcD0in4

Reply

124.  james said:

May 24, 2020 at 11:36 am

New Corbett report on Bill Gates:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSvhPnUgyz8

Imagine the amount of computing necessary when everyone’s DNA is fully sequenced and analyzed. On what basis will they select breeders? Gates’ brain is a manifestation of the MPP and even the eugenics effort is guided by the MPP. Hitler was also guided by the MPP as is most every dissipative. The humans will be selected
for their ability to work productively in technological cells as RNA even though humans and the entire technological effort is a dead-end.

Reply

125.  dave lysak said:

May 24, 2020 at 3:58 pm

“Simply because all of us try to avoid death doesn’t mean that we should invite it at every opportunity. THAT is just pretty stupid.”

so, not wearing a mask is to invite death at every opportunity. this is someone who claims to not be operating out of fear, but to be somehow rational. yet, cannot provide a single cogent argument for wearing a mask, except fear.

i mean the whole lock down, mask thing was promoted as way to prevent the collapse of the medical system. well that didn’t happen. and most people simply don’t die, or even get seriously ill from covid. maybe it’s time to get past the fear.

Just a thought.

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 5:28 pm

Where I am a trip to Walmart without a mask would probably give one a 1:2000 chance of catching Covid. Wearing a mask your chances might be 1:3000. I like 1:3000 better than 1:2000 but if I went to Walmart without a mask I wouldn’t worry about it. People don’t always wear condoms either. Sometimes that works out
and sometimes it doesn’t.

Mask or no mask, the economy will never fully recover, more pandemics are likely on their way, industrial toxins continue to accumulate in the biosphere, the Arctic will soon be gone in summer, we’ll likely get a nuclear war or two, ecosystems are failing rapidly and technocrats are trying to micro-manage our existence.

I enjoyed this documentary by John Pilger and how the Bikini atoll natives were referred to as “savages”. At about 11:15 a condescending military prick says “………..everything being in God’s hands, it must be good.”, referring to testing an atomic bomb on the island. God is great, God is good, God is gonna drop an
atomic bomb on your neighborhood. God likes wildfires, tornadoes, earthquakes, hurricanes, wars, nuclear bombs and of course cancer. Reduce that gradient, the faster the better.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAfeYMONj9E

Who is the real savage? The one adapted to their environment or the cancer ape? The savage is vastly superior.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2I66dHbSRA

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:03 pm

Agreed.

There were 9000/100.000 cases of TB in the US population in 2018. Why hasn’t everyone been wearing a mask all along such as not to catch TB, if these numbers are to be believed? 
https://www.cdc.gov/tb/statistics/tbcases.htm

By comparison, “covid” is running the gamut from 1800/100,000 in NY and 44/100.000 in Montana. And those are “cases” (false positives and all, asymptomatic, whatever…). 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1109004/coronavirus-covid19-cases-rate-us-americans-by-state/

My dad caught TB working in a VA hosp. during WWII. He was in hospital for months; had one lung removed and half of the other one. Fucked up his heart big-time and he died in his 60s.

People are generally fairly dumb, wildly innumerate, fearful and tractable. By and large, they are not capable of objectively assessing risk.

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:23 pm

I think a lot of people really are locked in their houses around here. Not even going out in the backyard. That’s a risk assessment failure too. I go out at least five times a day into a well-diluted atmosphere to do various things. “Lock-down” is not necessary unless those being locked-down don’t have any sense.

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 25, 2020 at 11:44 am

My position is that we can avoid lockdown almost completely if everyone wore masks at all times when physically interacting with others. But I do think it is effective when infection rates increase.

And, of course, we don’t need to wear masks everywhere, like outside at distance from others.

Reply

 james said:

May 25, 2020 at 12:18 pm

If we hadn’t sent most of our manufacturing overseas we could probably afford to give free masks at the door of various establishments. This might not work at the public swimming pool.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:25 pm

Oops! sorry.. I misinterpreted this completely! 
it did sound exaggerated!

I incorrectly read this as cases per 100k and fatalities.

I’ll take my place among the innumerate. �?�

Reply

126.  David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 8:29 pm

Dave, I never claimed that I don’t operate out of fear. In fact, you’re flat-out lying by stating I claimed that (review all my comments to confirm this reality). You have a nasty rhetorical habit of projecting your confused mental gymnastics onto what others have written. The fact is that I specifically stated in my reply to you on
your website (where, I must say, you and the commenters there win a Darwin Award on this topic) that I acknowledge that fear of death is a primary driver of all of our actions, including mine.

What you seem utterly incapable of understanding is that there is such a thing as a useful, rational fear of death and illness. YOU, not I, are clearly obsessed with the irrational fear of death.

Yes, one reason that I wear a mask in public because I’m afraid, and rightly so, that I could die a horrible (e.g., on a ventilator or by suffocating without one) death from this disease. But I also wear a mask to reduce my potential of contracting the severe form of this illness (complications of which include limb amputation, scarred
lungs, and damaged arteries), and to reduce the potential for hospitals and the professionals working there from becoming overwhelmed by COVID sick and increasing their risk of being infected. Again, this fear is rational and useful in this situation. But you clearly can’t understand that, because to you fear of death is, first and
foremost, cowardly.

There are plenty of younger persons, including those with zero pre-existing conditions, who are dying terrible deaths and being afflicted with horrifying complications that may be lifelong. If I can, even potentially, reduce the risk that others are infected with this virus by the minor inconvenience of wearing a mask in public
spaces then I’m going to do that. That’s simply considerate and wise, and it has nothing to do with YOUR obsessions about death.

Have you considered that the lockdown and mask wearing may have contributed to hospitals not becoming overwhelmed with persons infected with SARS-CoV-2? That this was indeed the purpose of public health and government officials having recommended, and having enforced, these safety measures? Probably not, because
you’ve proven that you’re incapable of engaging in nuanced, complex thinking on this matter. I recommend you henceforth avoid discussions which require this level of thinking as you’ll just exasperate those readily capable of it.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:17 pm

You’ve exasperated me already. It’s bad for one’s own health to go around with a mask on.

“hospitals not becoming overwhelmed”… how about hospitals not becoming overwhelmed because the virus just wasn’t ever as terrible as it was made out to be?

If masks make a big difference, shouldn’t lockdowns make even more of a difference? And yet the data on varying degrees of lockdown don’t seem to show a coherent benefit, that I have seen.

Once when he happened in some connexion to mention the war against Eurasia, she startled him by saying casually that in her opinion the war was not happening. The rocket bombs which fell daily on London were probably fired by the Government of Oceania itself, �?just to keep people frightened’. This was an idea
that had literally never occurred to him. — Nineteen Eighty-four

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 25, 2020 at 2:37 am

“It’s bad for one’s own health to go around with a mask on.” Where’s the data supporting this claim? You’re just throwing out BS and treating it as truth. Other than headaches when wearing them for prolonged time periods, there’s no evidence supporting it. It’s just BS.

Hospitals have already been overwhelmed in New York, Italy, Spain, China, and other countries. Since lockdowns were put in place, hospitals in these locations have recovered. You’re either not paying attention or you’re deliberately refusing to acknowledge that reality.

Here’s some data that lockdowns, especially when implemented early but even when not, have been effective:

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/article/PIIS2468-2667(20)30090-6/fulltext?utm_campaign=tlcoronavirus20&utm_content=126713203&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-758678085176795136#%20

https://www.politico.eu/article/coronavirus-europe-lockdown-effectiveness-graphics/

For people like you, “Big Brother” and “The Deep State” are behind everything, everywhere. Of course trying to prevent the spread of this terrible disease by wearing masks and by physical distancing is just another of their FEAR PROJECTS. It must be!

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 26, 2020 at 11:47 am

dave purcell, that’s all nice.

if wearing a mask makes you feel better, safe, helpful, whatever word you like to use, wear a mask. no problem. like i’ve said many times, i wear a mask, when required or when requested. My motivations, my fears, are just way different than your’s. i know that this is hard for you to comprehend.

anyhoo, both of us will suffer and die, with no say in the timing or circumstance.

so there ya go.

Reply

127.  David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 8:36 pm

I’ve tried several times to post a short list of links providing evidence that mask wearing can reduce viral transmission (including SARS-CoV-2) but I receive a spam message when I tried to post it. I wanted to provide at least a bit of scientific evidence to support my, already cogent, argument.

Here’s a few of the links (maybe it’ll take this time):

https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202004.0203/v2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0843-2

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 9:14 pm

I still haven’t figured-out that spam/trash filter but I try to check it often. It seems that the cloth masks can stop the big droplets and maybe provide some electrostatic filtering. And it’s not just about dying, it’s about avoiding something similar to a really bad flu or being put in quarantine for two weeks. My wife has already
made over 300 cloth masks (rather nice ones) and has given them away at the hospital where she works. I lined my own with some of that heavy-duty paper towel and put a nose bridge inside to limit airflow around the eyes. I feel better walking around in shops.

Any signs of illness and I’m going to follow (more or less) this treatment protocol:

https://www.evms.edu/media/evms_public/departments/internal_medicine/Marik-Covid-Protocol-Summary.pdf

I think we should chip-in and get Shrimpzoo a positive pressure suit. If he could add two antennae he would look like a shrimp.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1d-QJbne28&t=2649s

I hope the saying “this too shall pass” applies here.

Reply

 David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:05 pm

Thanks, James. I posted an additional three links (of scientific evidence supporting the use of masks) but it was awaiting moderation. I wasn’t attempting to spam the comments section with links — just wanted to be comprehensive.

A handful of people at work are sewsmiths and provided us with a nice selection of masks of various patterns. Apparently, blue hydro-knit shop towels work really well (like, N-95 level) as filters, so I’m gonna try to pick up a roll of those from a local auto supply shop. I conduct street outreach with homeless persons
and we provide them with these masks as well.

I think I saw that EVMS protocol on a Peak Prosperity video recently. Thanks for reminding me of it. It’s really good. I’ve been taking most of the prophylactic supplements they recommend, but I forgot about the melatonin recently … I’ll take one tonight as for me a 5mg tab knocks me out beautifully.

Shrimp Zoo is quite a character!

Reply

128.  David Pursel said:

May 24, 2020 at 8:39 pm

And the last three:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7191274/

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/resp.13834

https://academic.oup.com/jtm/article/27/3/taaa056/5822103

Reply

129.  james said:

May 24, 2020 at 8:43 pm

I left this message in the comments section of “Closer to the Truth”, “What causes religious belief?”

Humans “make” things in the same way that a ribosomal RNA connects amino acids but we operate at a larger scale. Since we are biggie-sized RNA and make things, we came to the conclusion that a God must have made us in a similar manner. In reality it was molecular RNA that made all life over a very long time period
without any preconceptions, of which it is incapable. The cellular DNA has actually coded for the human biggie-size RNA with a brain that can rapidly assimilate and mutate information to make things on a larger scale using never before tapped energy sources (fossil fuels). A mapping of reality within the analog mind helps us
make otherwise unlikely metabolic connections which occur somewhat haphazardly at the cellular level through Brownian motion.

Only one response so far:

mustafa elbahi 
15 minutes ago 
“It seems that you are interpreting rn a based on your ignorance of the rna interpretation In the past. you are simply justifying your ignorance with hope.”

Reply

130.  james said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:07 pm

Here’s a good way to spend your lock-down time. Put on some good Sitar music and then go to Flickr or like place and study the Mughal tomb architecture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CnhcGpmH9Y&list=RD8CnhcGpmH9Y&start_radio=1

Mumtaz Mahal

Mumtaz Mahal

Compares favorably with strip-mall developments, industrial cells of all types and pop music.

Reply

131.  gwb said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:29 pm

I’ve always been amazed by the Fayum portraits of Egypt. Looks like you just met them yesterday.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fayum-11.jpg

Reply

 james said:

May 24, 2020 at 10:55 pm

I wasn’t aware of the Fayum portraits. The last surviving images of people that once were. They all look young but the average age of death was 33 for men and 29 for women or thereabouts. I suppose the poor just had to suffice with memories.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 25, 2020 at 4:10 pm

Not much time even for memories, if you die in your 20’s.

Much to recommend it, like the life of a dog – I doubt they look back.

Just packed with living (and, er, sleeping……)

Reply

132.  james said:

May 25, 2020 at 7:58 am

This guy has a problem with my Senator Mitch McConnell:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_qPCOzkYDg

I can tell that collapse isn’t going to go over very well. How much will a dollar buy in the future? If mucho debt isn’t defaulted upon and is instead made good with printed fiat the inflation will be terrific and the government will then have to print that much more to cover the increasing interest rates due to the inflation.

You New Yorkers better continue sending money down here or we might just end-up living in your neighborhood, part of an Agenda 2030 relocation. I guess livin’ in New York City we’ll have to give-up squirrel sandwich and substitute rat-on-a-stick. We’re going to bring our favorite pastors with us: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2s0nB2VPvs

thank you new york

Kentucky Boys

Reply

 gwb said:

May 25, 2020 at 11:10 pm

I like your Kentucky Boys pic, they’re probably MAGA voters, just like this guy:

https://www.freep.com/story/news/2020/05/05/michigan-capitol-building-protest-picture/3084192001/

They’re better positioned to weather collapse, they can grow backyard veggies and roast squirrels and whatnot. I’m sure Mitch McConnell has backwoods inlaws he can fall back on if everything goes south. Hey, maybe we can all come and camp out in your back yard?

Reply

 james said:

May 26, 2020 at 6:52 am

I don’t know, I found a big hairy wolf spider back there a couple of days ago. Those Kentucky Boys would scream like schoolgirls and run if they saw that thing.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 26, 2020 at 8:56 am

Rather stylish, especially the hat on the left.

What would be an acceptable gift-offering on making first contact with this tribe?

I’m sure the ladyfolk could deal with those wolf spiders…..?

Reply

 james said:

May 26, 2020 at 10:51 am

If you want to do as the Romans do then bring lots of snakes (and a little Meth too.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dlnqRDmmds

Reply

133.  james said:

May 25, 2020 at 1:24 pm

Why are you suspending Hydroxychoroquine trials WHO? Because it might show positive results and your pharmaceutical patrons wouldn’t like that?

Who trusts the WHO? I suppose that if it is so dangerous we should stop using it for malaria too. I can’t wait for the vaccine, it will be so much safer than hydroxychloroquine, the WHO says so.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8355273/WHO-says-SUSPENDING-trial-anti-malaria-drug-hydoxychloroquine-coronavirus-patients.html?ito=push-notification&ci=16298&si=8032843

Reply

134.  james said:

May 26, 2020 at 11:23 am

Industry and environmental groups both have an interest in maintaining the illusion of our solar future. It gives us hope, puts money in people’s pockets and keeps the slaves pacified. I can see why “Planet of the Humans” was removed from Youtube. How are the slaves going to keep working when they know there is no future?
And the Youtube techies? The last thing they want to see is the extinction of their technological matrix. They’re counting on the solar utopia with a bitcoin in every digital wallet.

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/may/26/michael-moore-film-planet-of-the-humans-removed-from-youtube

Reply

135.  dave lysak said:

May 26, 2020 at 11:36 am

just more inane rambling.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/05/26/van-halen/

Reply

 james said:

May 26, 2020 at 12:52 pm

I’m afraid it’s all going to be spoiled. What else can yeast in a petri dish or cancer cells do? Just like us they’re motivated to find energy/money which can energize their bodies/cells which are then programmed to find more energy/money and so on until death or until the gradient produces inadequate net energy. Throw in a
few rounds of reproduction and the future is assured. The suburban/urban life is putrid waste, sort of what it was meant to be. But Van Halen is good. They retain some of that cheetah skin wearing wildness. “Jump” should be one of your favorites since having a life worth living requires a little risk. I wonder if the
Pentecostal snake charmers wear masks? Nah, God’s taking care of them, and he smites them dead right often.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 27, 2020 at 8:00 am

i’m afraid of snakes. not as bad as some, but worse than others, my fear of snakes.

Reply

 james said:

May 27, 2020 at 10:39 am

Your fear of snakes is well warranted. More so than a fear of spiders. It must have been put into the programming way back when we were rat-like organisms. The spider fear goes even further to when we were buzzing around with two wings.

Reply

136.  james said:

May 26, 2020 at 1:50 pm

Vernon Coleman does make some good points in this short video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TawzYUyq6Qs

Concentrating the energy and resources in economies of scale enterprises and moving humans into more concentrated areas would save some fuel.

https://resourceinsights.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-stealth-peak-in-world-oil-production.html

Reply

137.  james said:

May 27, 2020 at 6:49 am

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/coronavirus-uses-same-strategy-hiv-evade-immune-response-chinese-study-finds

Covid does seem to knock-off the diabetics/obese and the elderly with less than robust immune systems. Kills T-cells and disables MHC-1. Does everyone that has recovered still harbor some Covid? Even those with asymptomatic infection?

Should we revisit the population culling conspiracy? Net energy is falling, growth is dead. Too many useless eaters to support.

As it’s more Corona than HIV then maybe it hasn’t retroed itself into the genome.

Reply

138.  james said:

May 27, 2020 at 2:39 pm

Even as we grow cancerously we are still God’s special creation.

From Reg Morrison’s “Spirit in the Gene”

“… Here, evolution had hit on the sweetest of solutions. Such perceptions were guaranteed to produce a faith-dependent species that believed itself to be thoroughly separate from the rest of the animal kingdom, but followed its genetic instructions to the letter—and left more offspring as a consequence. Here was a
gene-driven animal just like any other, yet one that believed itself to be under special guidance—guidance that was not merely �?spiritual’, but in most instances �?divine’. Here was a wonderfully practical insanity, an invincible, hereditary madness that eventually enabled this under-endowed �?paragon of
animals’ to devour the planet like a ripe fruit.

This breathtakingly innovative derangement—present in all mammals to some extent—seems to have switched into overdrive in humans to minimise the immense risks inherent in the major brain enlargement that began almost three million years ago. The human brain has doubled its volume and quadrupled the
surface area of its rational cortex in that time, a degree of enlargement unprecedented in the evolution of any other species. If behavioral control had gradually transferred from the �?instincts’ to the rational brain during this period—as is commonly assumed—I believe our end would have been bloody and swift.
Even today, given our tenuous grasp of evolution and its complexities, the most genetically advantageous behavior usually lies far beyond the scope of instant rational computation. A million years ago too much rational thought would have been suicidal. In other words, without a genetic override mechanism securely
wired into the brain of Homo erectus, that cortical enlargement would, I believe, have been lethal.

Armed with an X-factor, an automatic override device that cuts off rational thought at a moment’s notice and draws directly from a reservoir of pretested genetic behavior, we remained fully functional animals. It enabled us to continue to feed, mate, and reproduce without interference from our enlarged cortex. To put
it yet another way, our neuronal circuitry remained �?hot-wired’ to our genes so that we would not be handicapped by logic when genetic responses were called for. That is why, under the spell of our carefully programmed �?spirituality’, we cannot help falling in love, yearning for sexual gratification, nurturing our
children, forging tribal bonds, suspecting strangers, uniting against common enemies, and on occasions, laying down our lives for family, friends or tribe. No gene could ask for more.”

What else could humans think about themselves as they transformed into a technological malignancy in the biosphere? They couldn’t say no and renounce the technology that gave those who possessed it a survival and reproductive advantage. Instead they called technology and themselves “divine” for humans were the only ones
to possess it. They were unaware that molecular RNA had done the same thing billions of years before. I can just imagine the early RNA feeling quite divine in the company of more mundane molecular species. But we know that none of it was “divine”. That was just the most easily concocted story to explain the reality of man’s
difference from the rest of the animals. Early humans couldn’t see the RNA nor the cells that “made” them nor the thermodynamic flows so they settled on a “creator” in a place, heaven, that could not be properly explored until recently. The most aggressive forms of cancer and those with the greatest belief in God reproduced and
metastasized to the greatest extent. Those that respected and nurtured nature were disadvantaged. And as the greedy human cannot control his behavior (no free will) it must be the hand of God at work. (The hand is the tool bonding organ for the human RNA and therefore God must be given a hand to make things in a similar
manner.)

In a sense “God” is responsible for all of these things, manifested in the flow of energy through matter down an entropic gradient into space. Each generation of humans in turn are picked-up by the thermodynamic flow, are made to dance for a short while and then are ingloriously disposed of by the mighty hand of God. God is in
control because we never could be.

Reply

139.  Peter said:

May 27, 2020 at 4:09 pm

Nice writing! I’ve seen references to Morrison’s book for years, but have not taken the time to read it-I’ll have to remedy that. If the rest of it is as poetic and profound as this excerpt, it will be well-worth it!

Reply

 james said:

May 28, 2020 at 7:22 am

Yes, something you could probably read a few times.

Reply

140.  james said:

May 28, 2020 at 7:25 am

A comment I left at Martin Butler’s Youtube site:

We’re just a very long lasting flow of energy through matter that sustains itself by using information to route itself towards more energy. Those that route successfully (including reproduction) keep flowing. A human keeps a flow of about 100 watts while on average a hurricane maintains a flow of 600,000,000,000,000 watts. As
a thermodynamic vector humans just aren’t all that important. It would only take approx. 789 billion humans to equal one average hurricane. But I know, we talk and look in the mirror and have feelings and can model the universe in our heads (so we know where to get more energy). But really it just doesn’t really count for
much, at all.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 28, 2020 at 10:50 am

i agree with Martin that we part of a process, the unwinding of the universe, and that we have no control over the process, or our part in it. but how that gets to be “nothing”, is kind of beyond me.

i’m a physicalist, as opposed to an idealist. but even idealism implies that there is “something”, with an idea. so, even if we are part of an idea, as opposed to a physical process, and i don’t know how they could be distinguished, one from the other, if we’re embedded in either, then nothing changes. I guess.

that there is “something” instead of “nothing” always blows my mind. but there it is…

i’m ok with being a fleeting, contingent, insignificant dissipative structure. others aren’t, which is kind of understandable. I guess.

Reply

 james said:

May 28, 2020 at 11:38 am

And the human mind can mutate information at will – the secret of the RNA, it mutates a lot and isn’t a long-lasting repository of information. It can imagine most any kind of silly or useful thing and sometimes it builds it in the “real” world. Helps to make new kinds of tools. If it works it gets stuck in the
technological DNA to be passed on. The DNA of biological cells mutate willy-nilly to see what happens and if it works, which it rarely does, it gets passed on. The only criterion for the prolonged existence of something seems to be whether it is net energy positive (produces a profit). The ecosystem often seems
insane for this reason but is sustainable while the technological system seems even more insane and is in no way sustainable. Soon most everything built with fossil fuels will turn net energy negative and will more or less fade away. How do you know there has ever been nothing? 🙂 Perhaps zero doesn’t exist.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 28, 2020 at 1:17 pm

well, you’re right. i don’t know. the shit show may be eternal.

it’s just always seemed to me that the default position would be “nothing”. but that’s just a personal inclination.

Reply

 james said:

May 28, 2020 at 2:01 pm

Dissipatives can appreciate “something” while they’re spinning around but then……….nothing. Considering the seemingly eternal fight for energy by dissipatives, “nothing” might be better. But we’ve lived in an era of the greatest surplus energy since some molecule in the primordial seas created a tool
that could turn other molecules into food for reproduction. We continue to live privileged lives even though it’s still a shit show.

Reply

141.  james said:

May 28, 2020 at 8:18 am

The good citizens are on the rampage!

Never get in the way of a looter. We don’t care if you’re in a wheelchair or not. “She got a knife, she got a knife.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iW8PVZc9z_k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEDqdSkLAQo

I think we need Ken Copeland to say a prayer for us.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2s0nB2VPvs

This guy could get things under control.

Heydrich

Reinhard Heydrich – Father of the Holocaust. Adolf Hitler described him as “the man with the iron heart”. There are many more people in the world like this, or those that would suffocate a man for forging a check or beat old women in wheelchairs, especially if they’re of a different tribe.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 29, 2020 at 9:29 am

hey, let’s blame white people, or the cops. better yet, let’s get white people to blame themselves. kinda funny, but i guess that if you don’t wear a mask, you get arrested. that’s why so many rioters wear masks. then you can go riot all you want. i guess

Reply

 james said:

May 29, 2020 at 11:02 am

I was thinking the same, that those masks sure come in handy for looters, but I’ve read where they’re working on programs to identify you with a mask on.

The middle class, and unfortunately most of the rioters haven’t made it there yet and never will, is looted every day by the medical, education and financial industries and their own governments. Looting is a way of life in America. The cops are doing jobs to keep the energy and material flowing through society (and
ultimately to the big grifters at the top). I just read where George Floyd and the cop that killed him both worked security in the same nightclub. George Floyd should have been a part-time cop. There’s not enough money to pay anyone enough to live in this society (without borrowing) and that’s the way they like it.

Reply

142.  james said:

May 28, 2020 at 4:08 pm

Here’s Kuhn again wondering if there’s a God.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNmfdiSD5qI

He seems to think that since things exist there must be a maker. Not so. We make our own shit show but can never own up to it.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 29, 2020 at 8:34 am

none of that is very satisfying to me.

the only thing i can say is that i think that “things” like god, mind, consciousness, etc. are not the right direction. the world is too fucked up for any of that to be true. i think.

i guess that i’m more of a “brute fact” type of guy. i think that if we could somehow look behind the curtain of the big bang (I don’t have a better story. that’s for sure.), we’d find a brick wall. which is not satisfying either.

something like that.

Reply

 james said:

May 29, 2020 at 11:11 am

Once you appreciate the forces and flows behind all of the complexity it does get a little boring. Reaching out beyond or before the “Big Bang” is challenging but it should keep cosmologists busy a little longer, before they’re back worshiping Gods and are cutting hearts out of innocent victims at the top of pyramids.

Reply

143.  james said:

May 29, 2020 at 11:28 am

The Ganga is so holy it cleans itself. It’s really going to hurt when the glaciers are gone.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8lu9ntmPJo

Reply

144.  james said:

May 29, 2020 at 2:02 pm

Cops break into a home in Louisville with “no-knock” surprise warrant looking for drugs and get shot at by Breonna Taylor’s boyfriend. Breonna gets eight bullets and a death sentence. No drugs, no history of drugs or violence. Worked as an EMT.

Last night seven shot at protest in downtown Louisville.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQIBQzkH45E

I would recommend some motion detectors that set-off a bell inside the house, a reinforced front door and one of these:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEcCPs5YJtk

And don’t eat any Krispy Kreme donuts in public.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xOrWEbs_3k

Reply

 dave lysak said:

May 29, 2020 at 2:53 pm

kinda like: so who’s shooting who? let’s go have a riot and figure that out.

Reply

 james said:

May 29, 2020 at 3:12 pm

I’m going to go have a donut and wait for the full report.

Of course it’s worse than that in Chicago every weekend.

Reply

145.  james said:

May 29, 2020 at 2:25 pm

This is a nice quote provided by Gonefishing over at http://www.peakoilbarrel.com

“The masses have never thirsted after truth. Whoever can supply them with illusions is easily their master; whoever attempts to destroy their illusions is always their victim.” 
— Gustave Le Bon

That’s a gem of a statement.

Reply

 TheBasementProphet said:

May 29, 2020 at 3:28 pm

The storytelling primate!

Reply

 james said:

May 29, 2020 at 3:51 pm

Yes, and make it a nice story with a happy ending.

Reply

 Cynic said:

May 29, 2020 at 4:34 pm

Truth is an acquired taste.

Most will prefer to stick with chicken burgers and Coke.

Reply

 james said:

May 29, 2020 at 7:25 pm

Even with reality served for free they’ll prefer to purchase the fantasy with extra sauce.

Reply

146.  james said:

May 29, 2020 at 3:53 pm

This is a good one from ITEOTWAWKI at http://www.ourfiniteworld.com

go back

Reply

147.  dolph said:

May 30, 2020 at 1:52 am

Anyone with a brain can see we are headed for total chaos in the United States.

It’s a matter of complexity: too many individuals and groups having too many interests. The United States is powerful but it’s not robust, it’s fragile. It’s perhaps the first country where the empire is in fact mostly at home.

Which isn’t to say that the United States doesn’t have an overseas empire, it’s just that’s not the main part of it. The United States nation itself is the empire.

Blacks rioting miss the point: they don’t have a future whether or not the cops kill them. The resources are not there, and they aren’t taking over this thing anyway. The most they can be is ghetto ganglords.

Middle class whites sitting in their homes supporting the police miss the point, too. Blacks aren’t going away even if you kill a few of them. And it’s not that middle class whites have power, they have the simulacram of power, because real power was long ago consolidated at the top of the corporations.

So…it’s just going to go on and on, and get worse and worse, as the real looters, as you have mentioned, make out with trillions and head for wherever their hideaways are.

Reply

 james said:

May 30, 2020 at 8:41 am

Everything will be O.K. The slaves will get to vote for “hope and change” again and then be sent back into the fields to work for MPGA (Make the Plantation Great Again). Everyone in the “Big House” will be laughing at those slaves until John Brown shows up at the front door with assault rifles.

Reply

148.  james said:

May 30, 2020 at 10:39 am

Fully developed RNA managed by the tools they’ve created in their own work cells.

Let’s nuke this shit before it goes any further.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLo3e1Pak-Y

The system continues its self-organization with its captive human RNA. No one seems to be conscious, they just follow any path where profits (prophets) can be found. These humans know not what they are nor why they are. Even though this state of mind may have led to the emergence of civilization, it will likely be this state
of mind that ultimately results in collapse of both the technological and ecological systems. The God worship neurology that has evolved in our brains can easily be transferred to the worship of a technological savior. How conscious are these people? Not conscious enough to avoid their own extinction.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7q_LcqbvKI

Reply

149.  james said:

June 1, 2020 at 2:08 pm

Step 1. Individuals and groups evolved a bias to maximize fitness by maximizing power, which requires over-reproduction and/or over-consumption of natural resources (overshoot), whenever systemic constraints allow it. Differential power generation and accumulation result in a hierarchical group structure.

Step 2. Energy is always limited, and overshoot eventually leads to decreasing power available to some members of the group, with lower-ranking members suffering first.

Step 3. Diminishing power availability creates divisive subgroups within the original group. Low-rank members will form subgroups and coalitions to demand a greater share of power from higher-ranking individuals, who will resist by forming their own coalitions to maintain power.

Step 4. Violent social strife eventually occurs among subgroups who demand a greater share of the remaining power.

Step 5. The weakest subgroups (high or low rank) are either forced to disperse to a new territory, are killed, enslaved, or imprisoned.

Step 6. Go back to step 1.

From Jay Hanson’s http://www.dieoff.com

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 2, 2020 at 8:38 am

Jay did have a knack.

I guess that the problem with explaining things in term of genetics and thermodynamics, is that few people understand, and the few that may understand are just as bound up in the thermodynamic imperative as those that don’t.

so there ya go. i guess.

Reply

 james said:

June 2, 2020 at 11:12 am

Jay had an inquiring mind. Later on he wished he hadn’t spent so much time doing it since he arrived at the conclusion that there wasn’t much to be done. I wonder how many people are going to trade their “children of God” and “it’s God’s will” narrative for the evolution/human RNA narrative? They’ll believe in
whatever keeps the goods flowing and makes them feel good until it’s all gone. God will always be on their side as the fighting for what remains begins. Even if they could see the final destination resulting from unfettered exponential growth, they would probably continue doing what they’re doing. They have the
attitude that if it comes to saving the environment or feeding their families, family comes first.

Reply

150.  james said:

June 1, 2020 at 4:17 pm

Thermodynamics values the elimination of energy gradients above preservation of the human species. Previous to our present technological circumstance the natural energy gradients composed of other animals and plants could never be fully eliminated because of the Lotka-Volterra population dyanamics. We couldn’t destroy
ourselves no matter how hard we tried because scarcity of prey would cyclically reduce our own numbers. To the Universe the human species is just another energy gradient to be reduced and there are no natural forces or concerns in existence which have an interest in our long-term continuance. Our continuance was predicated
upon not escaping the ecosystem reservation to become cancerous. It’s not surprising that just as we are analogs to the RNA in cells, that speciation/tribalism would emerge and create a resource competition that would push us rapidly towards the end.

We create memes or narratives to make sure that we are able to enrich to enrich ourselves to the maximum extent in the shortest period of time, like the sacrosanct capitalism which is now approaching the end of the runway without any chance of a taking flight or pulling off a repeat performance. Another is that everything we do
is “the will of God”. Civilization’s main strategy for continuance seems to be blasting-off into space and terra-forming another planet which we can then eat. Of course, in the minds of those egotistical megalomaniacs that hatch such plans, things will be different the next time around.

Good interviews on paradigm shifts, making sense of thing and why we usually don’t:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQRzxEobWco

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LqaotiGWjQ

Reply

151.  dave lysak said:

June 2, 2020 at 8:32 am

derek chauvin

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/01/derek-chauvin/

Reply

 james said:

June 2, 2020 at 11:04 am

Police? They’re probably underpaid and subject to the same shit day-in and day-out. Some probably gravitate to the job for the power since that’s the only way they’re going to get any. Didn’t seem to be a premeditated murder. And what’s wrong with a few bogus $100 bills? The Fed does that by the trillion and mostly
takes care of its own with the proceeds. Just to make things fair everyone in America needs their own $100 bill fiat machine.

Reply

 False Progress said:

June 3, 2020 at 4:19 pm

You seriously want society to allow counterfeit money on the notion that if “they” can do X, anyone should be able to? That’s just a recipe for faster collapse. Floyd had once robbed a woman at gunpoint, you know. He’s only a martyr for a bigger agenda.

Cops have a VERY difficult job and you dramatically oversimplified their motives. See this article by a black cop, though I think he’s still siding too much with black crooks out of historical sympathy.

https://www.vox.com/2015/5/28/8661977/race-police-officer

Reply

 james said:

June 3, 2020 at 8:12 pm

I know it would bring the whole system down with a terrible bout of hyperinflation. But I’m all for leveling the playing field.

Probably half of the hooligans doing the looting would gladly put their knee on Floyd’s neck. Maybe breaking windows is better. Peaceful protest doesn’t get the job done.

Reply

 TheBasementProphet said:

June 4, 2020 at 12:51 pm

Nothing says cowering primate like a good ol’ rush into defending the system and it’s armed guards, just at the precipice of it all blowing up in your face.

How old are ya, middle-aged? If anything, what route were you foolishly convinced of the illusion of stability with? Careerism? Family?

Can you say Ego Death? Party’s over, whether you got your cut of the growth-pie or not.

Maybe go for a name change: False Identity. Likely more truth to that than what you believe in.

Reply

152.  dave lysak said:

June 2, 2020 at 10:41 am

jay hanson

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/02/jay-hanson/

Reply

 james said:

June 2, 2020 at 11:22 am

That’s a really good summary of the situation. I think Jay would say, “Wow, somebody actually gets it, let’s go have a beer.” All you have to do is peruse the feed from Youtube and you see dissipative grifters, clowns and freaks of every description trying to lift a few pennies from your pocket while the data mining
companies collect your click data and try to steer you into a purchase with custom made ads. It won’t last too much longer, enjoy the freak show while you can.

Reply

153.  Lidia17 said:

June 2, 2020 at 3:24 pm

On the thermodynamics front, someone somewhere earlier linked to something that brought me this conference, at which Steve Keen was supposed to present, “Thermodynamics 2.0”:

https://iaisae.org/index.php/register-for-event/

The following are the topics proposal. We will, however, be open to new and relevant suggestions.

Equation of motion: change or transformation 
Transport phenomena: mass, momentum and energy 
Self-organization and organizational force 
Human and human society 
Complex Systems 
Emergence in structures 
Evolution 
Social dynamics: Population, Power and Network 
Dynamics of living systems 
Physics of Energy 
Econophysics | Sociophysics 
Energetics | Bioenergetics 
Energy, Economy and Development 
Economy and Environment 
Biophysical economics 
Human Life and Nature 
Theoretical advances in order to bridge two cultures: Natural and Social Sciences. 
Other novel topics of engineering relevance to humanity.

Looks like it will be online, and free, so mark your calendars: June 22nd-24th.

Reply

 james said:

June 2, 2020 at 7:37 pm

Awesome. If people can follow that from beginning to end they’ll have a good idea of what’s going on and where we’re unfortunately headed. Then they can join the terminally depressed crowd.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 3, 2020 at 8:43 am

the price is right. but it wouldn’t let me register. maybe later? don’t know.

Reply

154.  gwb said:

June 2, 2020 at 4:39 pm

J.C. on a Bike is becoming famous. He’s mentioned as an authority in this story on the likely lab origin of the coronavirus, and in a Washington Times story.

https://www.gmwatch.org/en/news/latest-news/19412-lab-escape-theory-of-sars-cov-2-origin-gaining-scientific-support

Reply

 james said:

June 2, 2020 at 7:48 pm

Maybe he should start wearing a bulletproof vest. 🙂 When Couey, Cottrell and McCairn were first having a discussion on this matter and others, I thought that J.C. was going to be the trouble-maker. But then Cottrell made a play for chimp dominance and McCairn met him head-on. It’s amazing we’ve made any progress
at all the way chimps like to sabotage each other. Couey has kept with the analysis though and I’m glad he has some recognition.

Reply

155.  james said:

June 2, 2020 at 11:07 pm

A comment I left over at Rebel Wisdom on Youtube:

We do have tribalism that holds us together to some extent especially when an outside tribe threatens. Ego and self-interest can be overcome when it’s needed (altruism) until we fall back into a simmering intra-tribal competitiveness. We can try to convince citizens in a society that everyone is equal (like clonal cells
in a body which really are equal) but that is not our true biology. We compete to project our unique collection of genes into the future and everyone wants to be superior, not equal .

Propoganda and media make an effort to at least create in our heads the idea of a single cohesive tribe. We all belong, we’re all equal, equal rights, hate speech not allowed and there even seem to be an effort to make us forget that we’re sexually different. But this is at odds with the biology of our species. I’ve never met anyone
that wants to be equal, mediocre or average. Everyone wants to win and if you can shove an entire race of people below you in the hierarchy and convince them that they are indeed inferior, then so much the better. You have to convince the other race of their inferiority so that they’ll hang their heads in disgrace and leave the
competition. If they stick their heads up and try to give you a run, then knock them back down. Various groups in the U.S. have been treated like this including women, blacks, Irish, Chinese and more. You must let the weaker group “know their place” in society and if you can you’ve eliminated quite a bit of the competition.

chinese

Reply

156.  dolph said:

June 3, 2020 at 7:15 am

Indeed. By the way did you know George Floyd did porn and had a criminal record? I’m not saying it was justified what the police officer did, but I am saying it doesn’t really make sense to celebrate him as an innocent martyr.

In America, the ultimate victors are in fact the super rich. We are not ruled by Canadians, Mexicans, Russians, or aliens. Americans are ruled by a financial elite. And it’s in the interest of the financial elite to keep us fighting, according to our biological instincts, and yet at the same time promote ideas of equality, justice, the
future, etc.

They have to keep us divided, so we never organize as labor in the present time, but “hoping” that good will prevail in the end. That keeps the working and middle classes showing up, no matter the hours or pay. And if you can get people to show up no matter the hours or pay, you can make an infinite amount of dollars off them.
It only finally ends when the energetic basis of society declines, when it becomes unprofitable to extract and burn fuels, but we are still quite a way before that. Many of us will die before that time comes. Those living when that time comes, will be the first American generation to see the wall in front of them, that was always
there, and there is no way out. The cars and trucks and planes are no longer running. The supermarkets are no longer being stocked, Amazon deliveries are no longer arriving, and you can’t walk anywhere or meet anyone because you are stuck in a sprawled suburban landscape that is largely unnavigable. You don’t have a job, but
you have a mortgage that somehow must be paid because it’s on the Federal Reserve balance sheet and they will get their ounce of blood. Or, you default and end up on the street or in prison, that is, if you are not martyred like George Floyd. That’s when America finally ends, because of a lack of belief, and not a moment before
that. The perpetual motion machine that is America runs on belief. Despite what the geezer oracle Warren Buffet (the second most worshipped man in America now, before our new martyr Floyd) may say, America is not going to last forever, he is not going to live forever, and we aren’t going to become billionaires. I give it
anywhere between 20 years on the short end, and 80 years on the long end, for this to occur. Just my best guess really.

Reply

 james said:

June 3, 2020 at 11:15 am

Hope in the future will wane (even despite Elon Musk’s circus show). While all of the chimp drama is occurring nature will be issuing a foreclosure and eviction notice for the human species. Billionaires, governments and central banks will find out how powerless they are as their money no longer has a backing in energy
and production. And as the surplus energy becomes more scarce the number of slave RNA needed to work the now unprofitable metabolism becomes much less. The Covid contrived event is the first small step down. Eventually many, many millions will have to die prematurely simply because enough mass cannot be
moved by available energy to produce enough food for the RNA and also maintain the envelopes or interior physiological conditions of their technological cells and transport vasculature. A starvation event for the technological system. It’s happening now and resentment will only grow between the small number of haves
and the increasing number of have-nots living in tents, cars or FEMA camps.

Reply

 False Progress said:

June 3, 2020 at 4:12 pm

“Indeed. By the way did you know George Floyd did porn and had a criminal record? I’m not saying it was justified what the police officer did, but I am saying it doesn’t really make sense to celebrate him as an innocent martyr.”

That applies to most arrest-resisters who become thug martyrs. Cops fear for their lives each day and some will take it too far, but it doesn’t equate to pure racism, just police survival tactics.

The neck maneuver was bound to go wrong but they use what’s effective because they can’t just quit an arrest. I’m not convinced it was deliberate murder unless Chauvin went insane that day. He’ll be sacrificed while the root cause of criminals resisting arrest is buried under P.C. rhetoric.

People also need to admit that many blacks ARE loud, unruly and tedious to have as neighbors, or in the streets as you pass by, always trying to hustle you. Cops who deal with the same behaviors over and over will get jaded and harsh toward unlikable characters. True robocops are a hypothetical solution to remove
emotion.

Note that whites don’t celebrate their worst elements, except when time has faded their bad nature. Billy The Kid was surely today’s trailer trash. Then again, many voted for Trump!

Reply

 dolph said:

June 5, 2020 at 2:00 am

Yeah, I personally don’t like how blacks can never quite articulate what exactly it is that they want.

They long ago received civil rights, and an end to racial discrimination and segregation. Their top athletes and entertainers are celebrated as gods. They receive favorable terms for low income housing and jobs. The American healthcare system keeps them going and going. They are better off than black populations
almost everywhere else. The whole of American society basically protects and serves them.

And yet, and yet…one of their own is roughly handled by the police, and…burn this motherf-er down!

Which tells me that at a subconscious level, blacks want the whole darn enchilada. But we already know the enchilada has already been eaten by Buffet and Gates and Bezos and Musk, and their Wall Street financiers, and there’s nothing left.

Reply

 james said:

June 5, 2020 at 6:20 am

When it comes down to it, blacks are tribal (same as whites).

Reply

157.  james said:

June 4, 2020 at 8:23 am

There can be no doubt. We are going to be Gods!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQd_5as_cMY

This is our future:

future

Reply

158.  james said:

June 4, 2020 at 10:31 am

There’s a pervasive dislike of “nature” by many people that find it gross or threatening in some way, even though they are an inseparable part of it by virtue of being composed of cells. I really have to wonder if the neurology of people is evolving towards staying inside of technological cells and eschewing nature. Is the emotional
oarsman of people’s brains shifting them farther and farther away from nature? Nakedness and sex is also seen as obscene, along with the bugs and worms and…………….. You really do have to wonder how much peoples brains have been affected by the technological path. Beside information produced and interpreted for the
production of tools, information is also shared among human brains as they shape and contour their analog minds. How would it be if aboriginal children refused to leave their huts for detesting nature? After a generation of being displaced from nature would an aboriginal person begin to detest the natural world?

Reply

 Peter said:

June 4, 2020 at 11:25 am

I wouldn’t think so, unless they had some device/means to facilitate dopamine release in their huts. It’s not just the eschewing nature that has debilitated western folks, but the intense hyperstimulating images on the wall of the cave….

Reply

 james said:

June 4, 2020 at 11:39 am

In many ways the civilization process (turning eco-humans into RNA humans) is quite perverse. The good news is that we’ve escaped the stresses of nature and the bad news is that we’re now a cancer destroying nature.

Just had an innocuous comment removed from Max Keiser show underwritten by RT. Our entire civilization is a dissipative con-job. May the most deceptive win.

Too bad about the melting permafrost and ruptured diesel tank and fires of the millennium in Russia. Don’t worry, nothing to worry about.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/03/europe/russia-putin-oil-spill-norilsk-intl/index.html

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 6, 2020 at 8:00 am

Russians seem to be rather resistant to any talk of warming and resource depletion.

I suppose it’s because it implies that their brief recovery from the Soviet and -above all – post-Soviet nightmare is merely a passing phase and that the very hard times with which they are all too familiar will return all too quickly.

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 11:28 am

They’re tough people with tough ideas that will melt slowly along with the permafrost and Arctic ice. They should stock-up on galoshes and vodka and find a dacha in Yakutsk.

Reply

159.  james said:

June 4, 2020 at 7:52 pm

This is a good article:

https://voiceofaction.org/collapse-of-civilisation-is-the-most-likely-outcome-top-climate-scientists/

I think most people want a great job that pays a high income providing for many rewards. The future is what God will make of it. They’ve spent several billion years evolving to maintain a flow of life-sustaining energy. Dopamine/opioids are the compass and the analog mind is the map. Humans will continue on the same path as
the collateral damage is not as important as obtaining the rewards.

Reply

 David Higham said:

June 5, 2020 at 10:39 pm

It is a good article. Thanks. They are informed,concerned,looking for solutions, so I feel 
rather churlish criticising it. A few points: 
Steffen says it will take 30 to 50 years to transition to net zero emissions. Over the last couple of decades ,with all of the Solar PV and wind turbines built during that period,emissions per year have increased,not decreased. If we make the (v.dubious) 
assumption that all of the current fossil powered technology can be powered via solar 
and wind energy as the source,the infrastructure required to capture that energy will still be built using fossil energy. If we look at the amount required ( see ‘cubic mile of oil’ on wikipedia), iwe can see that there would be a large increase of atmospheric CO2 by the 
time it is all built. Then it all has to be rebuilt after 30 or more years. Meanwhile, 
all of the rest of the industrial infrastructure built during the fossil fuel binge will be 
subject to entropic decay. Does Steffen think that all of it can be rebuilt ,with all of energy inputs of mining,smelting,recycling,etc, using zero fossil input? 
Then there are the material constraints as well. Copper ore grades being mined now are 
down to 0.4%. Energy input requirements increase as ore grades decline. 
So I think his concluding sentence that we have a chance of staying under 2C rise ‘with 
urgent action’ is delusional. 
Further down he says that it is imperative that we have 50 % reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030 and 100% renewable energy. 
The amount of energy and material input required to have 100% r.e. by 2030 would 
mean that it would not be possible. The additional energy and material requirements 
would meet supply constraints 
Regarding changing now to a steady state economic system : 
It;s not going to happen,of course,but if we could hand over the reigns now to the 
steady state economists,it would be the equivalent of handing over a poisoned chalice. 
We are deep into overshoot,with population still increasing by around 80 million each year. 
. That is without even discussing the systemic flaws of industrial civilisation that are not solved by changing to a steady state system. 
No doubt this is all known be the readers here. Dust in the wind.
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 David Higham said:

June 5, 2020 at 11:44 pm

should be ‘reins’ not ‘reigns’.

Reply

 james said:

June 5, 2020 at 11:44 pm

Right, we don’t need any urgent action. The system cannot be saved. We need inaction and lots of it. It’s going to be a Trail of Tears or The Bataan Death March unless they can pump more energy into the system. Even if fusion were developed it would probably provide the last bit of energy needed to consume the
last forest, not that fire won’t do it first. For most people nature is outside their ethical and moral consideration which probably evolved in Dunbar number groups. It’s probably why we find it so easy to grift “strangers” and destroy other tribes and are hell bent on not falling behind lest we be destroyed by adversaries.
I’m afraid the bulkheads are being breached and this sucker is going down.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 6, 2020 at 7:56 am

Always loved the earnest wish expressed by an Indian subsistence farmer, quoted by Jared Diamond, when asked what he would like most of all:

‘A machine gun, to kill all the animals’.

Only the cultured beneficiary of a complex civilization, with leisure and a full stomach, can possibly conceive of loving Nature and delighting in its intricacy and beauty -still less find deserts, mountains and wilderness a source of delight.

As for it all going down, I suppose it is a kindness, psychologically, that people can be preoccupied with mass hysteria over the death of that minor but nasty criminal Floyd and be distracted from the death of the world itself.

Jingle something for the baby in the pram, it’ll be happy……

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 11:22 am

My children are that way. A tiny ant 2mm in length sends them into a panic. My son was tweaked on the nose by a ladybug at the age of three and has never wanted anything to do with “nature” since. I’m still working on them but it doesn’t look promising, but that may be all well and good since nature is
in full retreat to the cancer.

Reply

 False Progress said:

June 7, 2020 at 7:21 pm

Do you have the full context of that quote? Not finding it offhand.

Was that farmer semi-modern to begin with? I wouldn’t assume no “primitive” people respect nature for itself. Many well-fed, modern people are mindless gluttons, so it comes down to character.

But I lost hope for nature when this blight started to grow, with smug, green approvals:

https://falseprogress.home.blog/2016/08/29/windturbineslandscapes/

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 8, 2020 at 12:30 pm

Just somewhere in Jared Diamond: the context was the competition for crops between the farmers and wild animals.

The other lovely one was a New Guinea tribesman who had joined a mission settlement. When asked why he simply said:

‘More food, fewer flies.’

The poetry of his former eco-friendly tribal life somehow escaped him when faced with the guarantee of a full belly.

Reply

160.  james said:

June 5, 2020 at 6:31 am

Trump will put his knee on the necks of endangered species:

https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/4/21280728/donald-trump-executive-order-energy-infrastructure-environmental-review-coronavirus

A bit of disaster capitalism.

Here is Trump signing the executive order with “the will of God” standing behind him.

will of god

Reply

 False Progress said:

June 7, 2020 at 8:04 pm

At least he’s against this obnoxious invasion of nature passed off as “clean energy.” Whether or not he’s stopping it is another story. His presence in the wind power debate is unwanted by many.

https://falseprogress.home.blog/2016/11/03/windschmerz-wind-energy-is-not-green/

The recent Gibbs/Moore film revealing “renewables” hypocrisy was pulled from YouTube thanks to eco-phonies who support energy sprawl as long as it’s smugly green-branded.

You might call them eco-racists for preferring white turbine blight to the browns and blacks of oil & gas infrastructure. Then again, many wind plants are essentially natural gas plants with wind backup.

Reply

 james said:

June 8, 2020 at 8:07 am

I’m not sure nature can stand too many more human “visions of the future”. It already has a stake in the heart. Just one more visionary swing of the hammer and the heart will stop. But, under the illusion of great profits this will continue even as the ecosystem deteriorates further and the common RNA chimp is
deprived of sustenance.

Reply

161.  james said:

June 6, 2020 at 12:14 am

It’s time to create a better human and there’s only one way to do it. Make them more like dogs.

dog guys

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/engineering-perfect-human-biotech-startup-fixes-genetic-outliers

Reply

162.  dave lysak said:

June 6, 2020 at 9:42 am

tribal america

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/06/tribal-america/

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 11:49 am

We’re not racist like a India where it’s institutionalized.

Who better than Robert Sapolsky to dissect this issue:

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/the_biology_of_the_modern_political_divide

I wasn’t around too many blacks when I was a kid but it always made me feel more at ease if they were wearing a Lacoste shirt with the alligator on it. It was a sort of tribal identity marker. Later gave way to the Polo symbol.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 6, 2020 at 1:34 pm

i grew up urban, working class. lotsa blacks around me. i don’t remember much racial tension one way or another. there was, at times, a mutual exchange of various racial slurs, nigger, honky, that kind of thing. but honestly, i remember it as being good natured fun. that kind of thing.

i was naive.

i have to think that sapolski’s stress hormones will be squirting out of fire hoses, into billions of amygdalas, setting off all kinds of weird neural feedback loops, as the human race goes through a population bottleneck of some sort. people won’t know where to turn. tribes will be formed on the spot. battle lines will be
drawn. it will be interesting what the racial composition of the various tribes ends up looking like.

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 4:12 pm

It may be gangland warfare from now on. Without more energy the stress will only build. People will steal from each other and “trustworthy” people, whoever that may be, will stick together to resist marauders.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 6, 2020 at 1:42 pm

i’d be curious to see what sapoloski might have to say about the “white guilt” phenomenon.

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 4:14 pm

It must be a Christian thing where people are generally made to feel guilty about most everything – except destroying life on earth.

Reply

163.  dave lysak said:

June 6, 2020 at 11:12 am

you know what they say about BMW drivers.

https://i.redd.it/6im113cdx7351.jpg

Reply

 james said:

June 6, 2020 at 11:32 am

LOL, if they turned it around it would make a hell of a hood ornament.

Reply

164.  james said:

June 7, 2020 at 4:57 am

I think China claiming Taiwan is about like Britain claiming the United States. I would have to say “it’s over, get over it.” But then again, nothing is ever over on this churning planet of hungry dissipatives and nasty chimps.

I also wonder if the coronavirus was intentionally released and allowed to spread with the help of the Wuhan games to weaken both the United States and Trump. The CCP and DNC have a tighter, more globalist relationship. If the election goes to the Democrats they may just hand Taiwan to the Mainland. And then there are the
riots. Undoubtedly some U.S. agencies have had a role in fostering the Hong Kong riots and I would not doubt that there is support being given to U.S. rioters at this point. Tit for tat, you give us tariffs and Hong Kong riots and we will give you a virus and street riots.

You might think that China’s CCP would never sacrifice some of its own people to the virus to achieve its goal, but I differ in opinion.

Whatever you do, don’t say “TAIWAN”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlCYFh8U2xM&t=61

Reply

165.  dave lysak said:

June 7, 2020 at 9:15 am

tribal america 2

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/07/tribal-america-2/

Reply

 james said:

June 7, 2020 at 10:41 am

Great post and thanks for the Sapolsky video.

I asked myself what tribe Sapolsky belongs to and I was considering the hirsute tribe or Orthodox Jew. I found out that he was raised an Orthodox Jew – but claims to be an atheist. Perhaps being an Orthodox Jew is somehow a subconscious desire to belong to a hirsute tribe.

Just finished watching the Sapolsky presentation and it was very good. He’s still under the impression that freewill doesn’t exist and I agree. The dopamine express will continue rolling down the tracks with an occasional burst from the amygdala whistle until the train runs out of fuel, leaves the tracks or crashes into the
station at the end of the line. All aboard!

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 8, 2020 at 7:30 am

he is one hairy guy. i don’t think even knew that the barber shops were closed during lock down.

i will go get my first haircut since january today. had to make an appointment.

Reply

166.  james said:

June 7, 2020 at 10:52 pm

The great thing about nature is that most everything is recyclable and made from huge reservoirs of relatively simple circulating matter. The technological system on the other hand comes into being mostly from materials mined using fossil fuels. Manufacturers achieve a Maximum Power Principle target by not setting aside
energy/money for later recycling. The technological system is basically saying, “It will be recycled if someone else can make money doing it.” Nature’s decomposers are able to energize themselves from the fruits of their labor. There is potential energy in what they decompose like dead bodies, fallen trees, leaves etc. Concrete,
steel, asphalt, plastics, other metals do not have enough energy in them to keep a decomposer in business although some paper, plastic and wood is burned to produce energy. The amount of energy necessary to close the loop on technology would likely increase energy expenditure substantially.

If we need a 7:1 EROEI to maintain BAU’s unrecycled flows then we probably need 11:1 if we’re going to close the loop and maintain society over many cycles. Unfortunately EROEI is likely already falling below 7:1 overall and the existing, inadequate thirty-percent waste recycling will likely become unaffordable. Even if we
were able to get back to 11:1 EROEI there’s no guarantee that it wouldn’t simply go into more production and growth without provision for recycling. Much of the recycled waste had been sold to China but this has been curtailed and China is dumping more waste into the oceans which probably contributes greatly the great gyre
of plastic in the Pacific ocean.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-pollution-oceans/chinas-ocean-waste-surges-27-in-2018-ministry-idUSKBN1X80FL

Since China no longer buys recycled waste many localities are curtailing their recycling programs.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/16/business/local-recycling-costs.html

As net energy decreases the first thing that will disappear is new growth followed by maintenance of the existing infrastructure and metabolic activity. Forget about recycling everything that has already ended-up in the waste heap, it’s there forever. At some point we may not have enough net energy to carry the trash to the dump,
let alone recycle it. This will be something like the bowels and kidneys failing on a human system prior to death. Entropy spares nothing, especially in an energetic environment like earth’s, so we can expect that most everything technological will eventually wear-out and decay in situ without the energy or impetus from “selfish”
entities to recycle it. The only evidence of their existence will be the empty walls of their cancerous cells and the slowly decaying remains of their technological products. It seems the radioactive waste should have enough residual energy to feed some decomposer and yet it may still be inadequate to pay for the complexity of
recycling it. We can’t even seem to get it buried properly.

Perhaps dilithium crystals are in our future and perhaps not.

Reply

167.  james said:

June 8, 2020 at 8:51 am

Could it be that central planners are hoping to enlist corporate economies-of-scale to moderate the decline of societal surplus energy? This basically means bankrupting smaller, less efficient producers of goods and services in favor of larger entities that can get more bang for the buck due to economies-of-scale. Amazon comes to
mind in this regard. An event like the pandemic provides an opportunity to let many smaller users of resources fizzle while the government supports the existence of the larger entities. Are they trying to squeeze more from the remaining surplus energy? The Agenda 2030 plan also has us all living in megacities, another
economies of scale effort that would eliminate resource distribution to millions of square miles of sparsely distributed homes and businesses.

I don’t know about you, but I can’t wait to live in a social credit score megacity under permanent lock-down with Amazon prime delivery. And don’t forget the free vaccines to put you in the right neural mood for being managed with some egg and sperm busting secret ingredients.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lh-HGcXE1Q

As soon as the peripheral economy is smashed-down adequately there will only be one place for people to turn, a small, free cubicle in the megacity. And you won’t need bills and coin any longer because you will be using digital currency or a chip.

The often expressed alternative is to localize. This might be possible in an Amish sort of way, but doesn’t provide much profit to the corporate select and tech industries.

https://thetollonline.com/2020/06/05/coincidence-theorists-see-all-donut-and-no-holes-in-the-coronation-of-the-cult/

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 9, 2020 at 6:56 am

Maybe the Soviet model: in the cities, characterless shops that just say ‘Bread’, Shoes’,’Clothes’ etc – or in our case ‘Everything Store’.

‘Allmart?’ Sounds good.

And in the country mega-farms and some small allotments.

Reply

168.  james said:

June 8, 2020 at 9:11 am

This seems like an interesting woman. She is a theoretical physicist and she sings too. “Ode to Joy” the anthem for the European Union.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHw2iMmpsGo&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHhUCav_Jrk

This is her blog.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2020/06/ode-to-joy-ive-been-singing-again.html

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 9, 2020 at 8:08 am

she seems pretty cool. if you look at her blog, it seems like she attracts some people who actually know stuff about quantum physics and such. that kind of leaves me out.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 9, 2020 at 8:17 am

she says someplace, something like: “particle physicists have been fooled by math”. something like that. i have to agree

i remember watching lawrence krauss talk about dark matter. he said something like: “we don’t know what it is, how to detect it, how it measure it, etc., but we know it’s there because because it makes our equations work.” i think i scratched my head for a minute or two, and switch to watching a “blondie” video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGU_4-5RaxU

Reply

169.  dave lysak said:

June 8, 2020 at 10:10 am

tribal america 3

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/08/tribal-america-3/

Reply

 james said:

June 8, 2020 at 10:58 am

You don’t even have to pay attention, all of that politics whether it be in the office, the church, or political parties, is wired into the brain . People are not conscious, have no freewill and do what their evolved, wired brains have them do. Chimp, chimp, chimparoo, you can throw some shit, you know you want to. I used to
be a poet in a previous life.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 8, 2020 at 12:22 pm

About as gloomy as T S Eliot, no doubt?

Although he had a nice -secret – line in lurid pornography ‘King Bolo and His Big Black Queen’.

Reply

 james said:

June 8, 2020 at 2:10 pm

The world ends not with a ubangi, but with a whimper.

“King Bolo and his Big Black Kween, whose bum is as big as a soup tureen.”

A sense of humor is essential to enduring this world.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 8, 2020 at 1:48 pm

sure, one cannot not pay attention.

i guess that one’s cortex can, (must?) pay attention to the feelings and emotions being generated by one’s limbic system, and basil ganglia that are scattered about one’s body. the cortex can then produce some acceptable public rational for these feelings.

a moderately skilled politician will first monitor the reactions of those around him, and then issue the appropriate noises and virtue signals and such.

one can walk away, which is just another type of response, to paying attention, which one cannot not do.

something like that.

Reply

 james said:

June 8, 2020 at 2:17 pm

I just want to slip out of existence without having fouled myself by employing lowly monkey tricks and deceptions which is what human life seems to be all about. Pure and unadulterated to the end. 🙂

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 9, 2020 at 8:51 am

good luck with that.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 10, 2020 at 7:39 am

Very difficult to accomplish that honourable aim if you ever wish to work in an office!

One can look back to the ancient Chinese dialogues which address the issue: to be an unbending strong tree, liable to get broken by the gale, or a clever old blade of grass bending this way and that with the gusts of wind?

To withdraw from a corrupt world, or try to live virtuously in the thick of things?

Or Socrates ‘The best thing an honest man can do is find a hedge to shelter behind and duck’. Didn’t follow his own advice, of course.

My experience is that whatever you do, monkey trouble finds you, being inherent in life.

Those damn chimps are everywhere,and very curious and persistent.

Reply

170.  james said:

June 8, 2020 at 4:32 pm

What if former officer Chauvin wasn’t a racist and would have done the same thing to a white criminal? What if he had heard “I can’t breathe” coming from seventy-eight other people he apprehended without any of them ever having died? What about all of the white cracker boys that die at the hands of police? Should congress
put rebel flag scarves around their necks and take a knee?

This whole thing is beginning to stink of racism.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnkIWHK811Q

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 10, 2020 at 7:32 am

Yes, those ‘African’ scarves the foolish knee-benders are wearing to honour the defunct criminal Lloyd -almost as if they had them stock-piled for just such an occasion.

It would be hilarious if it were not so unsettling and orchestrated -all electioneering as far as one can see.

Reply

171.  james said:

June 8, 2020 at 4:44 pm

I knew I liked this person. Look at what too much familiarity with reality has done to her. She has become Cassandra: Prophet of the Dark.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PX0k0WfMSi0

She’s also a little funny:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3m9B9UQfhE

Another nice one with great footage of the Megacancer:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJSvEsTZwsE

But don’t talk too much:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUE9E1MxY2I

Reply

 MickN said:

June 9, 2020 at 4:44 am

Yep- she’s one of my toppest of top people – and she’s a truthteller (which must make her very unpopular) about her field of expertise. Particle physics apparently has been led astray by notions of mathematical beauty, Cern got us basically nowhere and calls for a bigger accelerator should be resisted or at least that’s how I
read Sabine’s writings.

It sounds to me like a case of hugely diminishing returns in science. To extend the boundaries you have to go beyond the Einsteins, Diracs and Feynmans of this world- a very tough ask.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 9, 2020 at 6:53 am

But the returns from grants remain good; I suppose they could be likened to court alchemists, and who is ever going to blow the whistle?

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 9, 2020 at 9:02 am

sorry mickn, i might have gotten your comment mixed up with something i thought that she might have said. see above. not sure.

Anyhoo, another lawrence krauss story. I watched him expound on quantum fluctuation as the source of the “big Bang”, something along those lines. I kind of remember thinking to myself: “this guy is making a fundamental mistake. he’s using extant phenomenon to explain a (magical) occurrence that caused extant
phenomenon. there’s something wrong here.”

i think that nice lady, see above, would agree with me.

Reply

 james said:

June 9, 2020 at 11:16 am

Artificial intelligence will have to create super-AI which will have to create super-duper-AI which will………………..to get to the final answer.

And the answer will be, “You are a chimp, you will always be a chimp, you’re stuck here, you’ll be lucky to survive, so get over it.”

Reply

172.  dave lysak said:

June 9, 2020 at 2:11 pm

the answer is…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aboZctrHfK8

Reply

 james said:

June 9, 2020 at 3:32 pm

The proof is in the pudding. Huh?

Reply

173.  james said:

June 9, 2020 at 9:32 pm

Vox seems to be onto something here (2014):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuOxG-rnj30&feature=emb_logo

Perhaps the virus is simply an excuse for instituting control measures for the masses in preparation for the inevitable financial collapse (which hasn’t happened yet.)

Reply

174.  james said:

June 10, 2020 at 6:21 am

They’re going after the statues again.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/london-mayor-khan-sets-commission-review-all-landmarks-ensure-they-comply-diversity

chimps

Why don’t those in objection to the statues just shoot themselves and eliminate the DNA that makes them tribal/racist and save the statues?

Well then we couldn’t become a global village could we? Mindless, featureless, RNA automatons. Just what the globalists ordered.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 10, 2020 at 7:28 am

They also sprayed the plinth of the Gandhi with ‘racist’!

The back-story is that some people formed a protective ring around the Churchill statue, with a crowd of protesters chanting ‘Get it down!’ and were instructed by the police to move away, allowing the vandals to strike.

There was great potential for the protests to turn into massive riots, not just in the centre but in the boroughs where most gangs live, and where it is easier to riot and burn.

The authorities were clearly doing all they could to avoid flash-points developing and getting an embarrassing re-run of 2011.

Reply

175.  dave lysak said:

June 10, 2020 at 10:14 am

tribal america 4

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/10/tribal-america-4/

Reply

 james said:

June 10, 2020 at 11:23 am

Thanks Dave and I agree that it’s only going to get worse in many ways. We’ve been domesticated for quite a while to perform our subservient role as RNA in the cells owned primarily by “capitalists”. Apparently, in our semi-natural state we aren’t up to specifications. We’re still too human and technology is moving
quickly and needs a more amenable molecule, a better RNA. They don’t have time to breed the right characteristics into us like farm animals or dogs, they must change us more quickly by directly altering our DNA or at least controlling directly the operations of our brains. The great thing is that this overarching
technological matrix makes a few chimps tremendous amounts of money and makes them even more powerful.

Tribalism and sexual identity are out and being an obedient, altered, subservient RNA is in.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 11, 2020 at 7:53 am

Some tribal and sexual identities are very much IN though, as we can all see.

The circus will go on until the ropes snap and the tent pole fractures, and a great sink-hole opens up beneath it.

Reply

 james said:

June 11, 2020 at 8:27 am

It is “The Greatest Show on Earth”.

Reply

176.  james said:

June 10, 2020 at 11:45 am

Left this at the Solari Report just to give them something to think about:

Humans are the RNA at the technological scale. We play the same role as ribosomal RNA does at the cellular level, the one that uses messenger RNA to create protein tools. We are subject to improvement or replacement in accordance with the Maximum Power Principle. If “better” performers in the RNA role can be created,
they will be. This hurts our “human” sensibilities but we’ve left the ecosystem and are now mostly entrenched in technological cells. IMO both will eventually collapse.

Reply

177.  james said:

June 10, 2020 at 6:46 pm

They cut off the head of Christopher Columbus.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/christopher-columbus-statue-beheaded-boston-another-toppled-set-fire-richmond

I haven’t seen such tribalism since the Taliban blew-up the Buddha monuments years ago.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 11, 2020 at 8:40 am

the mob is always a beautiful thing, a sight to behold.

just as a general principle, when i see the mob, of any sort, or a gang of cops and such, going in one direction. i start moving in the opposite direction.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 13, 2020 at 9:43 am

Like Muslim pilgrims stoning symbolic ‘demons’ as part of the pilgrimage to Mecca: ritual anger at ‘false gods’.

We are seeing the fanatical replication of religious rituals in all of this, fascinating!

Another point is that, like the demons, no one,on the whole, has given a damn about those statues – they are just there in the urban background.

However, now that they are under attack, more people want to defend them and are identifying with them as ‘our history’.

There’s a lovely image of two Boy Scout masters in the UK each side of a Baden-Powell statue, ready to see off the hordes.

Really, what can we do with this crazy ape?

Reply

178.  dave lysak said:

June 11, 2020 at 11:06 am

tribal america 5

James, if ever you get sick of me linking to my articles, just let me know, and i’ll stop.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/11/tribal-america-5/

Reply

 james said:

June 11, 2020 at 3:04 pm

No, I like to hear what you have to say.

“The study also found that the average IQ for African Americans was lower than those for Latino, White, Asian, and Jewish Americans (85, 89, 103,106, and 113, respectively; Herrnstein & Murray, 1994, pp. 273–278).” I would really love to break this down. The high IQ has fostered technological society which is turning
out to be the biggest evolutionary misstep in the history of life on earth. But from someone that dwells on ideas, the real measure of success is eating and having babies. Long after the last bit of technology spawned by Bill Gates is chucked into the landfill a New Guinea tribesman will still have his operating system
working just fine in his ten kids.

https://www1.udel.edu/educ/gottfredson/30years/Rushton-Jensen30years.pdf

This is a good article and very readable article:

https://dana.org/article/pretending-that-intelligence-doesnt-matter/

I scored 130 on an IQ test but I cheated, so they raised it to 140.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 6:53 am

“I scored 130 on an IQ test but I cheated, so they raised it to 140.”

smart move.

Reply

179.  james said:

June 11, 2020 at 3:37 pm

A new warlord has arrived? That’s no warlord. We want General Butt Naked (now retired) or some equivalent.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/seattle-autonomous-zone-now-has-heavily-armed-warlord-governor-clueless

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMwI5unlK9M

Execution (may be disturbing). Can’t figure out if this is Monrovia or Chicago.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOIzcX5Hb4M

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 7:21 am

so where’s Derek Chauvin when you need him? Locked up for doing his job, that’s where. but hey, no worries, “raz” has things well in hand.

i just laugh at the monkey shines.

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 11:56 am

It’s going to be like Chicago but more trendy.

Reply

180.  dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 7:45 am

Washington, the state, should defund both its’ police and national guard, and send in an army of sociologists.

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 11:57 am

I think it’s too late. Humans are just basically insane and apparently nature is in approval.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 13, 2020 at 9:30 am

Sane or insane, it just doesn’t matter one bit to Nature.

Reply

181.  dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 7:57 am

i’m sure they could find a black female phd and put her in charge of the operation. she could gather up all the white folk from miles around and lecture to them about 300 years of black oppression.

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 11:59 am

I’m going to round-up Lloyd Blankfein and lecture him on 300 years of goy oppression through the financial system. Just another form of slavery.

Reply

182.  dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 8:14 am

An engineer dies and reports to the Pearly Gates. Saint Peter checks his dossier and not seeing his name there, accidentally sends him to Hell. It doesn’t take long before the engineer becomes rather dissatisfied with the level of comfort in Hell. 
He soon begins to design and build improvements. Shortly thereafter, Hell has air conditioning, flush toilets and escalators. Needless to say, the engineer is a pretty popular guy. 
One day, God calls Satan and says: “So, how are things in Hell?” 
Satan replies: “Hey, things are going great. We’ve got air conditioning, flush toilets, and escalators. And there’s no telling what this engineer is going to come up with next.” 
“What!” God exclaims: “You’ve got an engineer? That’s a mistake – he should never have been sent to Hell. Send him to me.” 
“Not a chance,” Satan replies: “I like having an engineer on the staff, and I’m keeping him!” 
God insists: “Send him back or I’ll sue.” 
Satan laughs uproariously and answers: “Yeah, right. And where are you going to get a lawyer?

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 12:00 pm

LOL. I’ll have to remember that one.

Reply

183.  Peter said:

June 12, 2020 at 8:38 am

Putting RNA under the microscope: 
https://www.sapiens.org/evolution/human-population-evolution/?fbclid=IwAR0GA4VdmJyjETcN1j5TsD_w8ADDatdaMj-3GCqsZtIt4_k_PxWjZL0h9Zc

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 11:53 am

“These figures (rapid population growth) intrigue me as an evolutionary enigma and deeply concern me as a contemporary issue. There is no question, though, that humans have been incredibly successful. The question is: How long can we maintain that success and still be sustainable? The answer, like our secret to growth
in the past, stands on the shoulders of cooperation.”

I must say that it is no longer an enigma. Humans became RNA that could create tools that could tap into a massive reserve of fossil fuels and other fuels to, among man things, create durable, mutable information (scribes and printing press) that could evolve. So here we are and no it’s not sustainable.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 13, 2020 at 9:36 am

An animal that can screw 24/7, in any season and almost any climate, and is adept at securing ever-greater energy resources -no ‘enigma’ there!

Even our most savage global wars can’t do much to dent population growth if the energy is on stream.

Reply

184.  dave lysak said:

June 12, 2020 at 8:55 am

i often feel like George wrote this song just for me. i like this acoustic version.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfDrF9s27ec

Reply

 james said:

June 12, 2020 at 12:05 pm

“Everybody seems to think I’m lazy 
I don’t mind, I think they’re crazy 
Running everywhere at such a speed 
‘Til they find there’s no need (there’s no need)”

Indeed, no need.

Regardless of the amount of technological advancement and growth it can never be anything more than what we already are.

Reply

185.  David said:

June 12, 2020 at 9:36 pm

This may be the most intelligent piece I’ve ever seen on Zerohedge.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/anonymous-berkeley-professor-shreds-blm-injustice-narrative-damning-stats-and-logic

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 13, 2020 at 8:23 am

good stuff. must type 15 characters.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 13, 2020 at 9:33 am

People will believe what they want to believe: evidence, logic and reason are of no account.

I’ve seen people tear up accurate MAPS they didn’t like!

The border was in a place that upset them and contradicted their historical vision…..

Reply

 james said:

June 13, 2020 at 10:22 am

Morris Berman said something similar with regard to Michael Moore and Noam Chomsky appealing to people’s latent consciousness. Forget it, there isn’t any.

Reply

186.  james said:

June 13, 2020 at 7:59 am

Unfortunately there’s not much reason to go around, even at the universities, and it might be that the media are directed to have black slave fight white slave to discourage bringing torches to the the Big House. Sometimes the slave driver (cops) must take the blow for the master as he tries to keep everyone in line.

Reply

187.  james said:

June 13, 2020 at 9:39 am

I’ve been thinking about buying a TWSBI fountain pen. It’s a reverse transcriptase used for copying RNA information in the human brain (not very durable) into more durable information (DNA) on paper.

A comment I left at “Facing Future” interview with Bill Rees. Very good.

Humans are rRNA at a larger scale that read information and produce tools in tech cells. The printing press was an excellent tool for production of relatively durable information (DNA equivalent) that could be copied generation to generation and is mutable. A simple writing instrument is a reverse transcriptase that copies
information from the human mind (RNA) to a more durable form on paper or other media. http://www.megacancer.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hi9xYSCwZ8

Reply

188.  james said:

June 14, 2020 at 10:02 am

I can’t remember if I referenced this Nephologue post by Tim Garrett. Here it is again for those that missed it:

http://nephologue.blogspot.com/2019/12/economic-growth-engine-of-collapse.html#comment-form

Unfortunately most people are not willing to make the investment in educating themselves because they can’t see the payback for doing so. It’s a typical “what’s in it for me” economic decision made by dissipatives. No money, no work. Instead they watch T.V. or pursue some other types of entertainment that provide definite and
immediate pulses of rewarding opioids. Others that defer gratification and make an investment in education do so to make some improvement in tool or process that can put money in their pockets at some future date. Some will forego knowledge simply to preserve the spiritually elevating magic that the knowledge would destroy.
Humans vector towards more rewards and when the rewards are depleted they will throw a chimp tantrum and destroy things or steal from each other. Logic, consciousness and restraint are ideals found only in a philosopher’s dream. If we make it that far, Black Friday should be a real whiz-bang event this year (if any stores are
still open.) The only question is, “Will they wear masks?” and will African Americans be preferentially put at the front of the line?

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 15, 2020 at 6:33 am

The Renaissance humanist ideal of delighting in the increase of knowledge so as to lead a deeper and more beautiful life passes most people by.

Although, as the reverse of that coin, I have just been reading Leonardo Da Vinci:

‘ I shan’t tell any more about this wonderful invention, for men being as evil as they are will abuse it.’

So the brainless TV sports-watching beer drinker is at least innocent of that sort of crime.

Reply

189.  dave lysak said:

June 14, 2020 at 11:01 am

an elephant sitting still

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/14/an-elephant-sitting-still/

Reply

 james said:

June 14, 2020 at 12:16 pm

Good writing Dave. When watching that trailer I cringe at the thought of being trapped in the “concrete jungle”. Maybe some people have evolved into tolerating that dense, sterile, dirty environment but even more have no choice.

The cancer analogy is not perfect but is close. Technology is really a second coming of life which emerged from the first coming of life with humans right in the middle of it as the scaled-up RNA. The technological system follows the same rules and makes patterns like organic life. It evolves, forms species and competition
and predation is pervasive. Unfortunately (I say that word a lot lately), technological life derives its vitality from consuming and destroying the vitality of the system which its own RNA depend upon – the ecosystem. It is well on its way to killing itself (and much of the ecosystem.) It also derives “vitality” from the fossil
fuels which creates the greatest and most intractable problem for the organic system along with associated heavy metals and radioactive isotopes.

Cancer is a metaphor that explains our “progress” in a clear and easily understood way for the average citizen. Everyone is familiar with cancer. Some molecular biology, evolution, thermodynamics, the Maximum Power Principle and so on are necessary to understand the molecular/human RNA equivalence.
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 Cynic said:

June 14, 2020 at 6:06 pm

The technological cancer system makes me think of Sauron in the Tolkien mythology: seeking to create his own form of life, ordered and in its way -and to his mind – beautiful in conception, he only made grotesque and rapacious monsters which all struggle againts one another) and tainted everything formerly lovely
with ugliness and cruelty.
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 Slow Paul said:

July 3, 2020 at 3:44 pm

“An Elephant Sitting Still, the first and only film by the novelist-turned-director Hu, who committed suicide soon after finishing his film on 12 October 2017 at the age of 29.”

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Elephant_Sitting_Still

Reply

190.  dave lysak said:

June 14, 2020 at 4:18 pm

“Good writing Dave.”

Thanks. of course, i write for my own amusement. if the 10 or 12 people, generously, who read my stuff get a chuckle or two out of it, all the better.

“When watching that trailer I cringe at the thought of being trapped in the “concrete jungle”. Maybe some people have evolved into tolerating that dense, sterile, dirty environment but even more have no choice.”

this brings a number of stories to mind. but i’ll just tell one. i have a 20 year old tom cat who has always had the choice of being inside or out. people say: “he’s so old. you should keep him in.” i say: “yeah, that would just drive him nuts.” but if he had been kept in all his life, he wouldn’t know the difference. thus, the real
motives behind the soccer/helicopter mom phenomenon. which comes out as: “i want to keep them safe”. the training as industrial RNA starts in the cradle. I guess.

anyhoo, 4:15. time for a movie and a glass of wine. tonight is “bladerunner”.
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 james said:

June 14, 2020 at 6:21 pm

Being a human surrounded by metal, glass and concrete must be similar to a molecular RNA being surrounded by a glycosylated, phospholipid bi-layer membrane and cell wall. “Let us out, we don’t want to be in here any more.” But the molecules probably never had the opportunity of jumping from the roof like some
Foxconn employees trying to escape their RNA fate. The robotic RNA replacements are coming down in price and replacing their human equivalents. I wonder if the machines will eventually make their way to the roof and jump too. No, they’re custom made for being inside the technological system, unlike the humans.
The original molecular RNA were suited for being inside cells too. We humans seem to be a bridge species to extinction.

MAGA – Make America Great Again – Hire a robot.

I haven’t seen Bladerunner, I’ll have to look that one up too.

Reply

191.  dave lysak said:

June 14, 2020 at 4:21 pm

not only would he not know the difference, but he’d be afraid of the outside.
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 james said:

June 14, 2020 at 6:27 pm

Our cat went outside shortly after we adopted it and loved it……….until an alley cat jumped over the fence and decided to show its authority. A vicious cat fight ensued and I promptly pinned the bad cat to the ground and then, after ours escaped, released it. Our cat wouldn’t go back outside for months and still hides when
its outside. Sometimes it’s good to have a cell or cave to hide in.
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 David said:

June 14, 2020 at 9:58 pm

Ok, I’ve got to know – how do you pin a cat to the ground in the midst of a cat fight? I couldn’t pin my own cat to the ground if I snuck up on him while he was sleeping!

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 15, 2020 at 7:01 am

my cat, Babycat (BC) definitely exerts his dominance. I’ve seen him in some god awful fights. He’s been stitched up and such more than once. about 7 or 8 years ago he came home with some broken teeth. I had to have the stumps extracted. he refuses, to this day, to tell me how it happened.

just the other day, my GF started screaming bloody murder. “dave, dave, get out here.” that kind of thing. I came running as fast as i could. i don’t run well anymore. when i got there, there was BC facing off with a fox. When the fox saw me coming at them, it took off. That definitely would have been the end of BC.

at 19 or 20 years old, he spends most of his time finding warm places to sleep. but he still does latch onto a mouse or chipmunk to play with here and there. the foxes love my back yard (my GF’s back yard) for the same reason: mice, chipmunks, squirrels, rabbits…

he’s lived a charmed life and i’m happy for him.
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 dave lysak said:

June 15, 2020 at 7:10 am

we don’t have many, if any, coyotes around here. i guess there’s a pretty good sized population in upstate, NY. i read someplace, that some study found that like 15% of their diet was domestic cats.
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 james said:

June 15, 2020 at 10:44 am

They need to get some coyotes started in Australia except that then they would have a coyote problem instead of a cat problem. I think the ecosystem basically has a human problem.

Reply

192.  james said:

June 14, 2020 at 10:26 pm

They were so involved in fighting I wasn’t even noticed, so I just grabbed the other cat behind the shoulders and pinned it to the ground. It was surprisingly motionless until I let it go. Lucky I didn’t end-up with some scars. If it had inflicted pain I probably would have turned it into a flying cat.

Reply

193.  Peter said:

June 15, 2020 at 2:39 pm

Dave Pollard has a good thought piece up today, “The Perpetual 
Growth Machine”. 
https://howtosavetheworld.ca/

Reply

 james said:

June 15, 2020 at 8:51 pm

That was great.

” Instead of job security they have security jobs. Funny, huh?”

“And yes, we’re well on our way to ecological collapse. We can’t handle that either. But the interesting thing about humans is that we will believe what we want to believe, no matter what. And just like us, the peons don’t want to believe that the Human Experiment on this planet is inexorably coming to a ghastly and
miserable end. At least not before they finally get theirs!”

Most people really don’t want to get anywhere near the truth. They want to know just enough to get a job and some creature comforts but not enough to dismantle their dopamine squirting beliefs. After all, what good is the truth if it doesn’t feel good?
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 Cynic said:

June 16, 2020 at 3:30 pm

Truth = Beauty = A Mega Chicken Burger, on Special Offer. It’s all in the eye of the beholder.
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 james said:

June 16, 2020 at 5:25 pm

It’s all in the Popeye of the beholder.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtVj7INq4p4

Reply

194.  dave lysak said:

June 16, 2020 at 8:14 am

“how to save the world” maybe i shouldn’t get turned off by the title of his blog. but i do. seems pretentious and trite at the same time.

like you know how to “save the world”? and who doesn’t want to “save the world”?

well, i don’t. i’m more of the mind that there’s nothing there to be saved. but that’s a different story.

Reply

195.  james said:

June 16, 2020 at 8:41 am

He must have picked that title when he started. Today, in a state of greater knowledge, maturity and hopelessness, he might choose something like “Why am I even bothering to write this shit.” The entire enterprise of civilization is not meant to save anything. It’s meant to burn and metabolize everything that can be profitably
chucked into metabolic furnace. The cancer got loose a long time ago and the chimps are too stupid to realize they’re killing themselves and/or are programmed to continue what they’re doing come hell or high water. We’ll get both hell and high water, some pandemics, a few nuclear exchanges, scorching heat, melted permafrost,
……………
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 Cynic said:

June 16, 2020 at 3:27 pm

How dreams end, eh? I’ve just been dipping into Erasmus Darwin’s long poem on sex, flowers and evolution, which I’m rebinding.

People are upset by the thought of Man possibly being descended from monkeys, he observes, but isn’t it much more exciting and hopeful to think of what we might turn into, in a universe of constant, Divinely-guided, progress?

Apart from that fantastically erroneous misconception about the industrial cancer-ape, he did get Fuseli, the crazed Swiss erotomaniac artist to do the illustrations, and Eve springing out of Adam’s side is rather sexy.

As a book much more fun than Origin of Species.
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 james said:

June 16, 2020 at 5:43 pm

Sounds like a jewel. Be sure and advise your clients to have dry and remote caves ready to accept their treasures. It’s not only “1984” and “Brave New World” that will be performed on world stage, but “Fahrenheit 451” is likely to follow shortly thereafter.

Virgins and chickenburgers are better than works of art any day.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1pGJPMp9fY
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196.  dave lysak said:

June 16, 2020 at 8:47 am

this is important, to me anyway, where my french fries come from. what will happen if BLM’s burns down all the fast food restaurants. not a world i’d want to live in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KL7OrHkDaY&fbclid=IwAR06Vxj736q6jUmCmV_4ugt-7sc6-76z9DQqa7uGZZ_eprBlB7ck19FDXgk&app=desktop

Reply

197.  james said:

June 16, 2020 at 9:33 am

Eat, eat, eat, eat…………..feed the hungry RNA, the bustling metabolism of the cancer, the dopamine induced fatties at the drive through windows. It’s all good!

If BLM burns all of the fast-food restaurants they’ll have to leave them taters in the ground.
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 dave lysak said:

June 16, 2020 at 10:20 am

i just hope they stick to knocking over statues, and other such bullshit. leave my wendy’s alone.
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 james said:

June 16, 2020 at 5:27 pm

I wonder if we could take the statue parts and spread them in the world’s deserts, Ozymandias take two.

Reply

198.  james said:

June 16, 2020 at 2:16 pm

Some commenters at Reddit Collapse were talking about being wage slaves and how they would rather shoot themselves or maybe join the military and go out with a bang. I thought this summary regarding joining the military was pretty good.

19Kilo 
5 points · 
44 minutes ago

Having done nearly a decade in the military, I can honestly tell you this is dumb. This is getting your dick stuck in a flashlight body because “it’s basically a fleshlight” level dumb. There’s no fucking adventure or glory in it. Like the one post says, you’re doing missions for corporate interests and that’s fucking it.

You want to do something that makes a difference? Go fucking sign up for Americorp or the Peace Corp or go volunteer locally whenever you have time. Be a Big Brother or Big Sister, find a community rec center and offer to play board games with kids whose parents work 80 hours a week to keep them afloat. No
one is making you sit around and wallow in the early 20s doldrums everyone else deals with in their early 20s.

Do you want to know what the average day looks like for 98% of the military? And keep in mind, I can honestly say I loved the military and wouldn’t trade my 9 years in for the world, but this is what the job really is:

Get up too goddamn early

PT with your unit. No real physical work because it’s all catered to the lowest common denominator. Pushups, airborne shuffle runs, side-straddle hops.

Go back to the Bs. Shower in a communal area.

Sweep, mop, buff, clean common areas and pick up trash.

Breakfast at the chow hall.

First formation at 0900

That’s the first four hours of your day.

After first formation you’re going to go to the motor pool to work on vehicles that you can’t get parts for and mechanics don’t give a shit about. Apply bubblegum and tape to keep the hunk of shit victor off the deadline list.

If you don’t have vehicles or it’s not motorpool day, you’re going to sit in a class and try and not fall the fuck asleep while some NCO or officer tells you not to rape people, not to drive drunk, not to rob anyone on some days.

Other days you go over Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear training! Wearing full MOPP suits and masks for 8 hours in the summer. Have you ever spent a day sweating through 10 lbs of charcoal sewn into a sack that you have to wear while trying to breathe through a rubber mask? That’s good training
Private Fuckstick! GOOOOD TRAINING!

Other days you do the hard charging combat skills training you signed up for! Except there’s no fucking budget for bullets or fuel or range time, so you sit in chairs and go through fire commands for 4 hours or you go to the field over by the PT area and you walk to simulate patrols and ambush and make pew pew
noises to simulate fire.

Other days you get to do bullshit duties around post like mow a field someone else mowed the day before because the battalion commander likes to see grass outside his window that’s exactly one inch tall. Or you’ll do stupid bullshit like sweep sidewalks, wash windows and paint rocks! Maybe you’ll get really lucky
and piss someone off and spend 8 hours flipping rocks over so that they bake evenly in the sun! Maybe you’ll get community cleanup duty! Then you get to load up on a 5 ton truck and pick up bulk trash like couches tossed out by dependents in the Housing Areas. That’s right, a chance to fuck up your back because
some dependa decided she needed a new couch bought with that fresh deployment money.

And for all of that you’re probably wickedly hungover because getting fuckin’ throwed either in the Bs or out on the economy is the easiest and cheapest way to escape the constant, grinding monotony that is garrison life.

And that’s what you do for the bulk of your enlistment. If you deploy, it’s all of that except no alcohol, no sleep, no downtime and you get to learn how to jack-off in a port-a-shitter that’s damn near full to the brim with human feces while it’s 118 degrees outside and 130 degrees inside your little jackshack. Oh, and
while you’re jacking off, someone will be pounding on the door and shouting for you to “hurry up and come, goddammit, just think about your mom swallowing a load from 8 guys, hey that’s what works for me” because the 8 MREs, 15 packs of smoke, 2 cans of dip and 40 RipIts they consumed this week are now
thrusting out of their body like a kinetic penetrator round and they’re trying not to shit themselves.

All that’s just the high points. It doesn’t even get into the isolation, the physical damage, the psychological damage, the depression. That’s not even getting close to the joy of getting out, starting your life and civilian alcoholism! Or, a decade or so down the road, when you suddenly get a fucking autoimmune disease
that starts destroying your lungs and kidneys and your doctor goes “How much expended depleted uranium do you think you were exposed to?” And you take it to the VA and they go “That could have happened anywhere. Not service connected. GTFO.” Or the destroyed knees and back from humping a pack and
ammo and armor and a weapon that don’t become a problem until you’re older.

And that’s just being enlisted! I haven’t even gone into the joy of being a sergeant and having to get up at 4AM to go and get your soldier out of jail because he thought the stripper he was fucking was his one true love and then found out she was fucking 3 other dudes at the same time so he went after them, in the
club, with a weapon.

Or finding out one of your soldiers is selling weed on the side and now you have to try and figure out if he should go to Leavenworth or just get NJDP and be the company bitch, stripped of rank, pay and privileges for 6 months until command gets done fucking with him and kicks him out.

Reply

199.  james said:

June 16, 2020 at 2:19 pm

And here is the last part:

Or having your soldier come to you while you’re deployed and fucking lose his shit because the girl he’s been dating from high school lost their baby because she hooked up with some dude and started using meth while he’s been deployed and the only thing that’s been keeping him going was thinking about the
family he was going to start when we got back. Now his kid is dead, his wife is strung out, AAAAALLLLLLL the fucking deployment money is gone and he’s got nothing. And then a few days later he peels his fucking cap with his M4 because he ended up on some corner guard post with no one else to watch him, so
you get to make that call to his family.

That’s what your glorious life looks like.
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 dave lysak said:

June 17, 2020 at 6:31 am

this is (can be) absolutely the life for the lowest of the low, e1 -e3. but it starts to moderate as one rises in ranks. shit rolls down hill, as they like to say in the military. if you present a bad attitude, it will be heaped upon you.

my son-in-law, good guy, is like an e6, did a couple of deployments to Afghanistan, runs a small motor pool at a reserve base in VA. he also complains about lack of parts, lack of tools, lack of manpower, to keep shit rolling. he’s just real careful about documenting his efforts. if some higher up complains about something
not running, he prints out his requests, chits and requisitions. “here, look. no parts, no tools, shit no run.”

Reply

200.  dave lysak said:

June 17, 2020 at 8:51 am

and the news cycle rolls on, steamrolling everything in its’ relentless path to the truth, and consumer sales, which it destroyed, hopefully temporarily, with the covid. c’est la vie. poor greta, yesterday’s news is dead and gone. like poor george floyd, who seems to have taken her place, for a moment or two anyway.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=32&v=nUb4MovqcBY&feature=emb_logo
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 james said:

June 17, 2020 at 10:55 am

She had better file a grievance with God as the humans have evolved to do what they’re doing and they have little control over their dopamine rewards system.
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201.  dave lysak said:

June 17, 2020 at 10:47 am

might enjoy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=33&v=cRIfsFefatg&feature=emb_logo
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 james said:

June 17, 2020 at 10:52 am

Sunlight trying to escape back into space.

Reply

202.  james said:

June 17, 2020 at 10:49 am

The sunlight does seem to find its way back into space by moving kinetically through matter in the most devious and vicious ways. The plants have set-up the main gradient which is simply an opportunity for evolution to creatively invent some “removers” to undo what the plants have done. The bodies of the first line of grazers
become the next level gradient of free energy and become an opportunity for removal and so on. All of the spiders and caterpillars, beetles and flies, mice and rats are systems for the removal of gradients, sort of like the cancer of civilization except the organic ones have a recurring life cycle. Whether it is a bird flying, a fish
swimming or a mammal walking, each movement can be seen as condensed sunlight being released in slow motion through the movement of mass. The high energy sunlight is finally released as heat into circulating fluids or radiated directly into space.

The human technological systems have found fossil fuels which is a resource equivalent to the plants in the ecosystem and likely trapped sunshine. These fuels are also made available by various plant equivalent energy companies that create the initial consumable technological energy gradient. The energy is distributed into the
system and is turned into moving mass with the release of heat. But things that move in the technological system to eliminate gradient such as trucks and cars and planes, are not reproducing, predatory systems, but rather tools, like enzymes linked to ATP in the organic cells. Evolution works in the technological system too,
mostly creating new tools (enzyme equivalent). Of course this is also the case with the animal/plants of the ecosystem. Evolution is always about a small change in an enzyme, hormone, receptor or the like which may or may not have some large effect, sometimes enhancing but usually debilitating, on the organism’s phenotype
and behavior. The organic cell and organisms are fully functional with ATP but the human technological cells must burn things like gasoline, diesel, and natural gas (technological equivalent to ATP). In addition to providing motive energy for the technological parts, the system must feed their human RNA from the sunlight
derivatives of the ecosystem. In any case, all of this seemingly “important” activity is simply sunlight traversing through organized matter to arrive back in space. It was headed there anyway but was intercepted by the thin fluid membrane surrounding a dust mote in space. The technological system struggles to survive and grow
without killing the RNA within its own cells, to keep the metabolism moving and growing while the available calories diminish. The pampered existence of the humans in their technological cells may be coming to an end.
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203.  Cynic said:

June 17, 2020 at 11:51 am

Back to the clever ape: something symbolic in hundreds of Chinese and Indian chimps slugging it out with rocks and iron bars ,in the dark, on some God-forsaken mountain ridge.

A fight that could really have no winner and confer no advantage.

Those who imagine that humans can possibly address their predicament with co-operative intelligence and hopes of success should take note.
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 james said:

June 17, 2020 at 12:11 pm

Is there anything wrong with being a misanthrope or is it a sign of intelligence?

Reply

204.  james said:

June 17, 2020 at 6:51 pm

It’s going to be better than heaven!

From Davos, the Fourth Industrial Revolution:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpW9JcWxKq0&feature=youtu.be

What a bunch of tripe. Those arrogant, strutting chimps are all-in on the technology because it makes them rich. They don’t give a damn about the ecosystem because they think they’ll eventually be uploaded into the matrix. They don’t even know they’re organic beings and if they do admit it, it’s with shame.

This is the real AI future – hungry dissipative. The hybrid AI humans will have been eliminated entirely.

ai dissipative
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205.  james said:

June 17, 2020 at 10:19 pm

The warming troposphere may be pushing natural ozone depleting chemicals into the lower stratosphere which has been cooling.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/02/06/sorry-earth-the-ozone-layer-isnt-healing-itself-after-all/#71150a575418

https://www.upi.com/Science_News/2020/05/27/Ozone-layer-collapse-preceded-mass-extinction-360-million-years-ago/8421590602620/
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206.  dave lysak said:

June 18, 2020 at 9:47 am

the singularity

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/18/singularity-of-shit/
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 james said:

June 18, 2020 at 9:20 pm

Those poor humans have to maintain some brain candy while they’re wading through their own increasingly deep shit.

Computronium?
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 dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 5:21 am

computronium?

i think that’s what he said.

Reply

207.  james said:

June 18, 2020 at 2:23 pm

And now for a little Nietzsche:

Thus knowledge became a piece of life itself, and hence a continually growing power — until eventually knowledge collided with those primeval basic errors: two lives, two powers, both in the same human being. A thinker is now that being in whom the impulse for truth and those life-preserving errors clash for their
first fight, after the impulse for truth has proved to be also a life-preserving power. Compared to the significance of this fight, everything else is a matter of indifference: the ultimate question about the conditions of life has been posed here, and we confront the first attempt to answer this question by experiment. To
what extent can truth endure incorporation? That is the question; that is the experiment. (The Gay Science)

Life preserving errors of cognition initially invested within us by evolution will, in as much as they shade reality, eventually lead us to extinction. The truth that serves our passions will always defeat the truth that could potentially save us.
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208.  gwb said:

June 18, 2020 at 3:09 pm

The battle lines are being drawn in the world of virology. The established order, dependent on the gravy train of funding for grants for gain-of-function research, is circling the wagons and pulling up the drawbridge, loudly denouncing anyone who hints at the possibility of a lab release of SARS-CoV-2. On the other side is a
caffeinated Twitter detective army of molecular biologist bloggers who don’t buy the natural-origin official story line. Sit back and watch the show – major reputations will shortly be demolished:

https://gmwatch.org/en/news/latest-news/19437-why-are-the-lab-escape-denialists-telling-such-brazen-lies
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 james said:

June 18, 2020 at 4:30 pm

I was wondering if there are hundreds of such viruses waiting to emerge from bats, why are people eating them in China? Surely the Panopticon state of China is doing facial recognition of every soup bat served in China. I suppose they weren’t really too concerned about a SARS-like outbreak or they would have staked
agents at all the wet markets to intercept bats. Surely if they can lock-down 11 million people in Wuhan they can intercept some bats.

In these labs they definitely do gain-of-function and even recreate things like the smallpox virus and then ask themselves, “Could you imagine what would happen if this thing escaped?” Well, it escaped and has infected the world’s RNA preventing them from doing their metabolic best. About the same effect as a nuclear
war in the end. I was just reading today that infected nurses in Wuhan haven’t developed an immunity. Perhaps we’ll all have to take anti-viral drugs for the remainder of our lives or wear human-sized condoms to prevent infection. In any case, we can add accidental launch of pandemic virus to our expanding prepper
manual.

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/04/29/847948272/why-the-u-s-government-stopped-funding-a-research-project-on-bats-and-coronaviru
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209.  Peter said:

June 18, 2020 at 5:05 pm

There may be no immunity against Covid-19, new Wuhan study suggests

I tried to post URL, I kept getting told it was spam. See http://www.scmpnews.com Today’s edition (6/18/20)
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210.  james said:

June 18, 2020 at 6:59 pm

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=12341160

With SARS the IgG only lasted about two years before falling off.

You also have to worry about autoimmune disease started by a Covid-19.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2589909020300186

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUCqITGA7mQ&feature=youtu.be&t=443
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211.  james said:

June 18, 2020 at 7:13 pm

This is Stuart Scott appealing for help with his fight against cancer. He fights at the same affliction at two different scales now. A PET scan of his body might appear not unlike the background of this video. He probably deserves some support.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hr4VYrOeMLA
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212.  dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 5:31 am

add a laboratory created virus to the singularity of shit. i guess.

Reply

213.  dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 6:40 am

how many times can i listen to Revolver? it just never seems to get old.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq0aeEYLkIE

Reply

 james said:

June 19, 2020 at 12:57 pm

Give in to the matrix Dave and let them extinguish your enfeebled soul. {Or you can just listen to Revolver again.}

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 4:15 pm

i have some posts and thoughts coming up on suicide, but i’m not ready, or capable, of either, posts or suicide. at least not yet.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 4:18 pm

the words are rolling and tumbling around in my enfeebled mind (brain). if i ever had soul, it left long ago.

Reply

214.  dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 4:20 pm

i am a product of the matrix, and so are the beetles. and so aren’t we all. so there ya go.

Reply

215.  dave lysak said:

June 19, 2020 at 4:53 pm

please tell me. am i the bad that drives out the good? i need to know.

Reply

 james said:

June 19, 2020 at 5:33 pm

As long as your not trying to inflict pain and suffering you’re probably pretty good. 🙂

I think we’re all inflicting quite a bit of pain and suffering on the ecosystem. Seems like we would have found a way around that by now.

An old interview conducted by 180morris180 ( now deceased). A perspective from a religious scholar rarely heard in the West.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otvUoF7-axM&t=17s

Reply

216.  james said:

June 19, 2020 at 9:02 pm

Interview/story of Ted Kaczynski. He didn’t like being an RNA in the technological system. He should have waited for its inevitable self-destruction.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCBFzbOn9No

When people realize that they weren’t made by a God and good behavior doesn’t get them a ticket to heaven, will they become as psychopathic as our business and government leaders? Actually they have natural defense mechanisms (including ignorance) to prevent consideration of the possibility.

Kaczynski psychological profiling. They should have given Ted some soma, put him in a Gordon Gecko RNA reeducation camp and eliminated all reluctance in participating in the cancer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnlUgfBB2jA

The Net: The Unabomber, LSD & the Internet (documentary) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GY6fb59XFbQ

In the last documentary it seems that the technologists dismiss Kaczynski’s arguments because of the pain and suffering inflicted upon individuals. Perhaps they are unwilling to admit that their own activity is unambiguously destructive to all life on earth.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 21, 2020 at 8:10 am

at one point or another, I had a lot if interest in Kaczynski. maybe read a book or two, not sure, on him. read his manifesto, more than once, watched some movies. i had some real empathy for him. my empathy for anyone outside of a very small circle of friends is pretty much used up, gone.

everyone here is born to suffer, for the greater glory of god, of course.

Paradoxically, I guess, I do try to be nice to, friendly with, everyone I meet. I just kind of figure that everyone here, on earth, is leading a shitty life of sorts. No need for me to add to the shittyness, that kind of thing.

but if god decided to wipe all life off the face of the earth, me along with it, of course, I’d be fine with that.

That psychological profile was a little surprising to me. They claimed Ted was delusional because he thought that he was being controlled by the “technological system”. how is that delusional? what else are we, all us puppets, being controlled by? Poor Ted, he was just a defective puppet that had to be removed before he
damaged too many other puppets.

i guess.

Reply

 james said:

June 21, 2020 at 9:02 am

He knew what was happening and where we would end-up. Exactly where we are today. Under attack by a technologically produced coronavirus. I just wonder when an ICBM is going to escape from a silo. But Ted’s brain was a mathematical brain. He probably struggled to produce his manifesto, but got the
message across. It’s probably possible to model the incompatibility of the organic/technological interaction and maybe the Limits to Growth group came the closest. I’m on the verbal side of things and sure as hell can’t translate my thoughts into a mathematically certain model. I imagine we’ll go down the tubes
before anyone can. For certain we all individually have a ticket out of existence and relief from the constant fighting of dissipatives for energy, status and mates. Now excuse me while I go chew on the flesh of some slaughtered beast to extract its life-giving manna. Maybe I should have some lucky bat soup.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 21, 2020 at 2:13 pm

The task of the psychologist is to reconcile the individual to a profoundly sick and delusional system – or get them locked up, drugged up for good.

Reply

 james said:

June 21, 2020 at 2:46 pm

They must pound the rational peg into the delusional hole – so to speak.

Reply

 TheBasementProphet said:

June 21, 2020 at 11:51 am

Delusional is undoubtedly a convenient label. I just go with Schizoid and maybe a touch of schizotypal. All is a spectrum, etc. Takes one to know one.

Reply

217.  james said:

June 20, 2020 at 11:07 am

More from Martin Butler:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPaVFymKrgc

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 21, 2020 at 8:13 am

Martin gets tedious. Of course, we don’t “know”, in any sense of the word. but being born, you’re condemned to death. you have to do something between those two points. so pick your poison. I guess.

Reply

 james said:

June 21, 2020 at 8:44 am

If man emerged into his technological role in the same way that molecular RNA evolved into its role in cells then we can pretty much “know” and put to rest the idea that there is a “God”. The only things in the Universe that make complex things from information are molecular RNA and humans. Humans want to
think that a “maker” has made them well, like a Swiss watch, and will put them in the Swiss watch museum when they die. Instead we evolved from mutating DNA translated into reality by RNA whose only goal is to access a energy/resource gradient to support what has been “made”. The tiny DNA in our cells
reshaped us into mega-sized RNA that could use information to make mega-sized tools for eating everything in sight and a store fossil fuel energy source with which we could detach from the natural limitations imposed by a Lotka-Volterra relationship.In other words, we could continue eating things even though the
EROEI without fossil fuels would have been negative. With enough external energy we can hunt any species into extinction even though the EROEI goes deeply negative. We can know.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 22, 2020 at 8:07 am

we can only know what we’re capable of knowing, and we may have it all wrong, . i think that’s MB’s point. I can agree with that position, in principle. but it is not my position.

I don’t think we’ve gotten it all wrong. The physical world is out there, and we’re part of it, shaped by it. it impinges on us constantly and forcefully, it can’t be denied. due to our limited capabilities, we can know and understand some things, and not other things.

The nexus of my view of the world is an expanding and cooling universe > NET > MPP/MEPP > etc.

MB seems lost in world of words from long dead philosophers. it’s no wonder he seems confused and seems to have resorted to some sort of solipsism.

maybe i’m just being dogmatic.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 23, 2020 at 10:50 am

At a certain point, all those long-dead philosophers and mystics constitute a barrier to understanding, not an aid.

This point is made in the Tao – a very old problem, therefore.

Reply

218.  james said:

June 21, 2020 at 12:17 am

Animal nervous systems are primarily concerned with finding food and mating opportunities and fending off predators for the group of cells on whose behalf they work. They have very little interest in keeping up with the RNA within the cells and until recently did not even know of their existence. The technological “nervous
system” is at some variance with the organic model in that it is attempting to monitor all of its RNA. Imagine the information gathering firepower that would be necessary if the human brain were to monitor all of its own cellular RNA which number in the many trillions. Besides the monitoring, which might require a brain the
size of the earth, there would have to be a reason to monitor which equals some mechanism for correcting aberrant behavior. Definitely impossible to make this profitable. Instead the brain monitors circulating metabolites and with the use of hormones adjusts glucose metabolism like the federal government might inject some
stimulus into the economy.

Imagine all thoughts, actions, and physiology of every human being monitored 24/7 with various interventions ready for application. It is easy for technologists to imagine this as they will become rich implementing and operating the technology. What they can’t imagine is Arctic ice that has disappeared and an ecosystem that is
cooking in its own juices. They can’t have these dystopian views because there’s no profit or reward in imagining it. They’ll still be trying to roll-out new technology, a new Musk-mobile for the on-going dopamine derby, until their plans are put on hold and then extinguished in the chaos they’ve created.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 21, 2020 at 2:07 pm

Indeed: soon it will be impossible to head down to the pub in order to get drunk, merrily socialize and forget the crushing pressure of the ever-more-closely-monitored system without having a smart phone (register for COVID track and trace, order from the bar, pay, etc……

Reply

219.  james said:

June 21, 2020 at 1:12 am

I thought this picture was highly representative of our species:

skulls

1892 – Bison skulls ready for the pulverizer to make fertilizer. We really haven’t changed much since then.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 21, 2020 at 2:09 pm

Go back 500 years and he could well be a Mongol on top of a pyramid of human skulls.

Sometimes, it seems, they ordered the heads neatly by age and sex, for approval by a prince or princess.

Reply

 james said:

June 21, 2020 at 2:51 pm

Those Mongols weren’t very civilized. They could have enslaved them all and built Mongol pyramids. But I suppose they weren’t into agriculture and slave-feeding surpluses. Oh well, lost opportunities.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 22, 2020 at 6:14 am

Once they had an empire, it seems they did realize the advantage of enslaving craftsmen and educated people, rather than chopping their heads off.

Learning curve for barbarians…..

The interesting thing is their drunkenness – happiness was riding about all day and then getting very drunk in a tent. Many rulers just killed themselves with drink.

Such people are not very interested in cities and sophisticated pleasures: techno-cell, what’s the point?

Everything they used was bio-degradable, so they came and went leaving almost no trace.

Biggest impact on the biosphere was probably over-grazing by their livestock herds and horses.

Reply

 james said:

June 22, 2020 at 7:30 am

Minimalist but full of dopamine, the thrill of the hunt.

Reply

220.  james said:

June 21, 2020 at 10:04 am

“UV-B radiation was the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary terrestrial extinction kill mechanism.”

https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/advances/6/22/eaba0768.full.pdf

Radio ecoshock interview with paper’s author:

https://www.ecoshock.org/2020/06/from-extinction-to-climate-engineering.html

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/wait-the-ozone-layer-is-still-declining1/

Reply

221.  dave lysak said:

June 22, 2020 at 10:27 am

i think this kind of illustrates why i have such a hard time communicating to others about evolution, biological evolution, the universe in general, etc…

Here’s a guy, obviously intelligent and well educated, yet he continues to talk about emergent phenomenon (dissipative structures) in almost magical, mystical, impossible to understand terms. Oh wow, gravity equals love, that kind of thing. I want say, here, read some Salthy, Rodiere, Prigogire, etc. it’s just not that hard. If I can
grasp the basics, so can you.

it reminds me of Isaac Newton, one of the smartest people who ever lived, by certain standards away, came up with calculus and a bunch of laws of motion such, stuff that was impossible to to think about before he came along. and, at the same time spent much of his time studying the occult and losing $ on tulip bulbs.

so there ya go…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh7qvXfGQho

Reply

 james said:

June 22, 2020 at 11:13 am

After he got to the “universal love story” I had to stop watching. I’m sure he had his audience mesmerized. Things stick together so they can eat something else. “I love you, and I love you to, love, love, love………………now lets go kill one of those fuckers and eat them.”

Everyone wants a magical explanation for something that is really very simple and mundane. Most all of life, including human, is simply sunlight moving matter in a non-random, organized way like a dust devil picking up leaves and then laying them down. I think the transition from random molecular collisions to non-
random molecular collisions based upon probability and molecular, atomic, ionic populations leaves people dumbfounded. How could all of this organization and behavior come from sunlight? You could even show the path of a photon captured by chlorophyll, the production of glucose, ATP, protein production and folding,
simultaneous activation of muscle fibers by the motor cortex and the human traipsing around looking for yet more energy to feed the system and they would still think it’s all a miracle.

People want a miraculous explanation that makes them feel special and the priests are more than willing to give it to them.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 23, 2020 at 10:45 am

Here’s some roses, darling,and a big juicy steak – because I love you!

Let’s hope it puts you in the mood to copulate and make another generation of devourers….

Wow, even just having typed those words I suddenly feel the need to head to the freezer to unearth something tasty cut off another animal.

Damn the copulation, I’ll share the steak – cooked in red wine alla Toscana perhaps – with the dog.

So much for stream of consciousness, it all flows one way…..

Just as satisfying, maybe even more with no emotional complications.

Reply

 james said:

June 23, 2020 at 12:23 pm

Don’t say that. I bought two steaks yesterday and was going to save them, but now………..

Speaking of copulators and steak eaters and hierarchy contestants, this video (found at reddit collapse) was very interesting:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glKe9njOB24

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 23, 2020 at 4:52 pm

Eat them James, a little bloody, the dog will love you too.

Excellent little series on Collapse.

I have a piece of one of the old Bronze Age Cretan palaces, on my bathroom windowsill.

Just a fragment of a stair – the whole palace was eroding when I visited so I decided to bag a bit, eroding it some more.

It’s my contemplation object for the end of civilization. Sets the mood for the day…..

Reply

222.  dave lysak said:

June 23, 2020 at 9:33 am

bill barr and the news cycle

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/23/news-cycle/

Reply

 james said:

June 23, 2020 at 10:31 am

Hope springs eternal. When will Americans realize that because of the MPP and the corruption it elicits in chimps seeking hierarchical dominance, civilization has a terminal birth defect. Another chimp for four years, four more years of corruption and a little further down the road towards termination. I would rather watch
Barr conduct some tribal warfare on the Democrats, sure beats watching the BLM buffoons topple statues.

Reply

 Peter said:

June 23, 2020 at 12:59 pm

Are we talking about about the same Barr-the lapdog to the Criminal-in-chief? 
🙂

Reply

 james said:

June 23, 2020 at 3:10 pm

It came down to a choice between criminal-in-chief and satan-in-chief. Easy choice.

Reply

223.  Lidia17 said:

June 23, 2020 at 10:17 pm

Just listened to this podcast about InCels (Involuntary Celibates). The discussion was fairly deep and touched on historical scenarios, biological determinism, demographics, and the role of technology. Pretty interesting all around. I learned a lot I didn’t know and hadn’t really thought about.

https://c-realm.com/podcasts/crealm/562-broken-monogamy/

Reply

 dolph said:

June 23, 2020 at 11:01 pm

It’s a perfect storm. Very large population, females encouraged to be selective, online world keeping people from interacting, mass media showing the most beautiful people, porn, etc. Men have a hard time meeting women, and when they do, it turns out the women don’t want them.

Reproduction is simple: one man, one woman. Sure, multiple instances of sex can occur, but a sperm cell from one man has to penetrate the egg of one woman, and boom, a pregnancy can result.

But you see, in a world of 7,8,9 billion people, there had to be at least a few incels, right? Unless you make the argument that all of these men should be able to get down and have a harem of young beauties available to them all the time, and let’s continue population growth, consequences be damned.

That’s why there will never be an “Incels live matter” movement. It’s too cringey and people don’t like that. People like virtue signaling, to feel good about themselves. So there can be “black lives matter”. Look, I care about all of those black people out there! I’m good, I’m decent and tolerant and multicultural! But there
can’t be “white lives matter” for the simple reason that white people are in fact in charge, so there is no feel good narrative there.

There is no feel good narrative with incels. Men are not matchmakers and they want their competition out of the way, and women don’t want to mate with short, ugly men with no prospects. Incels are the new outcast group of society. Gays are great, blacks are great, immigrants are great! But incels? Go jerk off to porn and
rot in your mom’s basement, loser.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

June 24, 2020 at 5:13 pm

8,000 Years Ago, 17 Women Reproduced for Every One Man

An analysis of modern DNA uncovers a rough dating scene after the advent of agriculture.

“Once upon a time, 4,000 to 8,000 years after humanity invented agriculture, something very strange happened to human reproduction. Across the globe, for every 17 women who were reproducing, passing on genes that are still around today—only one man did the same.

“It wasn’t like there was a mass death of males. They were there, so what were they doing?”

“a biological anthropologist, hypothesizes that somehow, only a few men accumulated lots of wealth and power, leaving nothing for others. These men could then pass their wealth on to their sons, perpetuating this pattern of elitist reproductive success. Then, as more thousands of years passed, the numbers of men
reproducing, compared to women, rose again. “Maybe more and more people started being successful,” Wilson Sayres says. In more recent history, as a global average, about four or five women reproduced for every one man.”

https://psmag.com/environment/17-to-1-reproductive-success

Neolithic Incels – No porn. No high tech sex toys. No social media. No video games. No dopamine squirting JIT consumer goodies & junk food. No…..

Reply

 james said:

June 24, 2020 at 6:52 pm

People are too busy lining their own nests to worry about the success or failure of others. I wonder if a policy of reverse discrimination in favor of blacks were instituted across the land, would black lives then truly matter? I’m sure they would but in a different way. How about “No Lives Matter” as the most
appropriate motto of industrial civilization. Those actively seeking the rewards are for sure thrilled that the self-exiled are out of the game.

Reply

 james said:

June 24, 2020 at 12:16 am

I didn’t know that many men were attracted to mutant pig women. Many of my wife’s friends did not get married. They figured life would be better single without kids. In Thailand many men practice infidelity.

Reply

224.  dave lysak said:

June 24, 2020 at 5:07 pm

build a wall. NY will pay for it.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/24/us/new-york-coronavirus-travel-restriction/index.html?fbclid=IwAR1BHH8fC8Naou–ZGd_3nsO2bGpKYG7QQjpzQF3b-tNynWq0g99rbBqQrU

Reply

 james said:

June 24, 2020 at 7:02 pm

This is great. A wall against the rising seas. A wall against the Barbarians from the South. A wall against the coronavirus. A cognitive wall against reality. How many walls can we build? Perhaps moats with crocodiles are in order.

I was surprised by the D614G mutation in that it is supposed to make the virus substantially more infectious. I suppose the original version simply wasn’t doing well enough. They must have overlooked that potential in the lab. Or did they?

Reply

 Apneaman said:

June 24, 2020 at 11:43 pm

Not All of The Great Wall of China Was Built to Keep Invaders Out, Study Claims

29 MAY 2020

“The northern segment of the Great Wall of China was built not to block invading armies but rather to monitor civilian movement, an Israeli archaeologist said Tuesday.

When researchers fully mapped the Great Wall’s 740-kilometre (460-mile) Northern Line for the first time, their findings challenged previous assumptions.”

“Our conclusion is that it was more about monitoring or blocking the movement of people and livestock, maybe to tax them,..”

https://www.sciencealert.com/new-study-reveals-not-all-of-china-s-great-wall-was-built-for-war

Berlin wall too. All sheep must pass through check point Charlie with an unaltered identity ear tag.

Reply

 james said:

June 25, 2020 at 8:05 pm

So they were into surveillance even then. Probably a snitch society. Extra dumplings for the most obedient.

Reply

225.  james said:

June 24, 2020 at 9:02 pm

I’m not sure about this anti-tribalist, new-world-order, globalization push. The corporations love tribalism and competition and it seems like many nations they just want to swallow other smaller and weaker competition. I suppose the globalist agenda is meant to eliminate all tribalism, hatred and bias in furtherance of a more
perfect world, a world where happy RNA wearing world love t-shirts go to work every day and sing happiness and togetherness songs. The European Union was a good start but is now going into reverse. The Chinese Union of CCP Land, Taiwan and Hong Kong is still the dream of many dictators.

A rather weak display of tribalism at Walmart. But to their credit their yellow gang colors have given way to the all inclusive rainbow colors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOkQJm_UGM4

You especially have to step on those Germans when they get too nationalistic.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4clb83HBeU

Especially since tribe members are likely to worship their leader and carry out any orders.

The knuckle-draggers are everywhere and stick together to defeat the enemy, a common theme in nature. Perhaps these are incels just trying to reduce the number of males in the population.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwa18P47UFI

But tribalism is so pervasive and deeply ingrained, I don’t see any way to eliminate it except perhaps by some stealth genetic engineering.

Reply

 dolph said:

June 24, 2020 at 10:28 pm

Whatever can make them money. If globalization can make them money, do it, if nationalism can make them money, do it.

And they always win. 5000 years ago, today, 5000 years from now. The money men always win. The true rulers of this world, the true immortals. But just how do they do it? Is it magic? Are they aliens?

No, it’s simple. If they lose money, they simply creative more of it for themselves. Incredible, isn’t it? So direct, so obvious, the sleight of hand visible to everyone who dares to look, and yet nobody in the entire history of civilization has been able to stop them for any significant length of time. In a way, you have to hand it
to them.

Reply

 james said:

June 25, 2020 at 8:06 pm

We do hand it to them – interest, taxes, fees, hard work for low pay.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 25, 2020 at 5:57 am

sharks v. jets, shoulda had a dance off.

Reply

226.  dave lysak said:

June 25, 2020 at 10:25 am

fun and games with ideology.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/06/25/ideology/

Reply

 james said:

June 25, 2020 at 8:27 pm

Thought provoking. You know communism wouldn’t have been a bad idea if we were ants or something similar, but we’re not. Capitalism is more of an every ape for himself/herself proposition and comes closer to our true nature, even though we are cooperative and unselfish at times. Let’s just throw out all of the
ideologies except for one – The Maximum Power Principle and its companion, entropy.

Reply

227.  Peter said:

June 25, 2020 at 10:57 am

A fairly new writer (to me) has been posting consistently good essays-here’s his latest that will be appreciated here: 
https://tsakraklides.com/2020/06/25/calling-pest-control/

Reply

 dave lysak said:

June 25, 2020 at 3:58 pm

@Peter,

That article kind of bothered me. Most invasives are pre-adapted to their new environment. That’s often, but not always, why they are brought there, to their new environment, by humans. They simply lack other controls that might have coevolved in their original environment, their environment of evolutionary adaptation
(EEA).

Humans get around these restrains by other means.

Reply

 james said:

June 25, 2020 at 9:01 pm

I think I’ve read his work before and it’s pretty good. There is a misconception, and I sometimes use it myself, that there is a “nature” that will reprimand us for being bad apes. But there is no “nature”, only an interwoven collection of co-evolved species, none of which has the ability to wipe the others out even though they
might like to, except for Homo sapiens.We are the sole escapee with devastating consequences. One of our primary activities is mutation and we often use features found in the ecosystem to guide us. That’s why architects design skyscrapers to look like penis’ (just kidding, sort of). In the ecosystem if one organism evolves
a longer, sharper tooth the prey species will evolve a harder, impenetrable shell at the same speed. No one can gain a decisive advantage.

Humans changed all of that by becoming an RNA that makes and modifies tools much more rapidly than random mutation could ever hope to. So man makes drift nets and fishing trawlers in a matter of a few decades and what are a bunch of clueless fish going to do about that? Nothing. They’re going to be eaten by the
apes and their pet cats. They’re still operating with extremely slow DNA while the ape is operating with supercomputers to design and build faster and more effective ways to eat the entire ecosystem. In the end the apes will eat everything and then their population will crash below the baseline that existed prior to their
feeding orgy.

Dave thinks about September 2024 when famine really gets started. I think that might be pretty close to the mark. Life expectancy will begin to fall until, and after much suffering and anguish, the eighty-six million a year increase in world population ceases. Prior to this there will likely be the “blue water event” where ice
disappears in the Arctic in summer. Temperatures above 100F inside the Arctic circle are bad enough. It will get worse and then things will heat-up rapidly resulting in crop losses and diminished flow of water from glaciers. That’s when the real famines and warfare begin and it’s all downhill from there. Stop dreaming
about Teslas and solar panels, it’s too late for that. From then on each year will see perhaps a one-hundred million person reduction in population worldwide. Maybe more. You want to see tribalism? That’s when you’ll see the tribalism ramp up.

In the end, even though they evolved the ability to use new non-DNA information and use it to make tools, they just couldn’t control their own brains which led them along the Maximum Power Principle Path to oblivion.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 26, 2020 at 2:23 pm

I’ve been delving into basic texts of quite a few ancient 
( ie last three millennia) spiritual Paths or Ways:, rather than formal religions.

Most, in essence, concur in saying that the great human task is to stabilise or gain control of, or just modify the brain and its responses.

Most also concede that this is utterly impossible for the majority of human beings.

Control of our brains was the only hope, but there was never any way to get there.

Reply

 james said:

June 26, 2020 at 5:02 pm

Just to stand up against the flow for a short while to see what’s going on would be a significant accomplishment.

Reply

228.  james said:

June 26, 2020 at 7:39 am

Above I forgot to include the fact that competitive technological evolution is now occurring between technological quasi-species or nations. We can rapidly outpace any DNA based evolution and eat our ecosystem prey but nations can’t outrun other nations since we’re back to evolving at approximately the same rate again. Just
as we can borrow ideas from species, we can also examine each others technology and reverse engineer to speed-up the process or catch-up. The technological competition is enough to poison and destroy the ecosystem even without direct predation.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 26, 2020 at 2:29 pm

Yes, even if we lived on air alone, industrialism and competition would be enough to destroy it all.

The destructive Green infrastructure project is going through here: an urgent national priority, even more so after COVID, so that clever techno-apes can be bussed through as quickly as possible from their awful new town of shoddy cells to their little labs, where they will deliver the thrilling and world-beating Innovation
that will enable the state to thrive, etc.

Reply

 james said:

June 26, 2020 at 5:04 pm

The American Dream replaced by the Green Dream replaced by never ending sleep.

Reply

229.  james said:

June 26, 2020 at 9:13 pm

It seems SARS-Cov-2 has some unusual effects upon cells like inducing the production of “invadopodia” just like in some cancer cells.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coronavirus-causes-weaponized-tentacles-sprout-infected-cells-directly-inject-virus

Maybe we’ll get cancer out of this virus after all. First we were going to treat it with AIDS drugs, now we’re on to cancer drugs.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3489010/

invadopodia

Reply

230.  Philip said:

June 27, 2020 at 5:04 pm

Hi James, just checking in from MA. No bugs to speak of all spring, zombie people think that’s great. We’re in a bit of drought now. My garlic scapes are out, they add a nice flavor to eggs and such.

As Lidia mentioned, thanks for keeping your blog going. It’s sweeter than a tap-in birdie as my golf buddy likes to say.

I like this song/poem/video by Wilco: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkK4fjUlmVs

“Country Disappeared”

Wake up, we’re here, it’s so much worse than we feared 
There’s nothing left here, the country has disappeared 
The winter trees bleeding, leave red blood 
The summer sweet dreaming, April blush 
But none of that is ever gonna mean as much to me again

Hold out your hand, so much you don’t understand 
So stick as close as you can, all of the best laid plans 
You’ve got the white clouds hanging so high above you 
You’ve got the helicopters dangling, angling to shoot 
The shots to feed the hungry weekend news crew, anchorman

So every evening we can watch from above 
Crushed cities like a bug 
Fold ourselves into each others guts 
Turn our faces up to the sun

I won’t take no, I won’t let you go 
All by yourself, oh no, you need my help 
When the cold night shakes you like a chandelier 
The snowflakes break through the atmosphere 
And melt on the blue breath of the auctioneers and disappear

Every evening we can watch from above 
Crushed cities like a bug 
Fold ourselves into each others blood 
And turn our faces up to the sun

Take care James and all…Phil

Reply

 james said:

June 28, 2020 at 9:14 am

Thanks Philip, even though all of the birdies are gone at least you have a “tap-in” birdie. I’m pretty sure our technological cancer can’t be controlled. Its resolution at equilibrium may be as thermodynamically inevitable as hot coffee getting cold. We would have survived much longer as natural humans. The tools are out of
the toolbox and they’re working overtime to release the trapped sunshine. In the ecosystem profit is plowed back into growth until resource scarcity occurs and all but the most profitable predators are pruned out of existence as are all of the least resilient prey individuals. Balance is restored. But with our new tools
energized by fossil fuels we don’t even need to derive net energy from our natural prey. The population of human tech cell RNA homunculi can be fed with organic matter harvested or grown at a substantial loss in energetic terms. Negative EROEI gratis fossil fuels. When the fossil fuels are gone I can imagine that we will
have only 1/30th as much food available, but with catastrophic changes in the climate lets imagine 1/50th as much food available. That’s enough for 160 million people crowded into the livable zones, wherever those may be.

energy imbalance

Working in the tech cells often does not burn enough calories or perhaps not as many as when growing and hunting your own food. Also shortages of food were likely a part of everyday life in the past. This woman is reaching for high fructose corn syrup even though she is already overly prepared for a famine. But when
food is ample, it’s time to stock-up. You can take the human out of the jungle but you can’t take the jungle out of the human. Those carts could use some improvement.

Reply

231.  james said:

June 28, 2020 at 10:03 am

“However many medical experts are now questioning as to what will actually happen to these so called �?recovered patients’ as there is no proof that the new coronavirus is totally eliminated from their bodies and how the residual or dormant viruses that are remaining would react and behave in the short-term to long –term
considering all this emerging research data.”

https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-news-covid-19-research-study-finds-that-sars-cov-2-coronavirus-behaves-like-hiv-to-evade-immune-response

Wow, quite a Frankenstein virus they made. It can spur cells to make invadopodia and it can knock-out Major Histocompatability Complex molecules like HIV and it has a Furin binding site and………………..

I think we need to change “recovered” to “survived round one” with various damages and perhaps latent infection.

Reply

232.  Apneaman said:

June 28, 2020 at 12:21 pm

Surveillance Capitalism Vs. The Surveillance State

Surveillance technology is the surrogate for the communities Western capitalism has destroyed.

John Gray June 17, 2020

“Free to pursue our personal goals, we rely on machines to give us the security we took for granted when we worked and lived in functioning communities.”

“Pried from closed communities, many people suffer from pathologies of isolation and purposelessness. Family breakdown, drug addiction and mental illness become widespread and increasingly normal. In these conditions of social disorder, surveillance technologies are surrogates for the communities Western capitalism has
destroyed.”

https://www.noemamag.com/surveillance-capitalism-vs-the-surveillance-state/

The first time I realized how new capitalism had changed communities & families was in the mid 90’s just before residential rollout of the internet. It was on a Sunday afternoon & I was eating fast food at a loud & crowded ‘food court’ in a big shopping mall & it struck me that none of this took place 20 years ago. A mid 70’s
Sunday was church and/or family dinners & visits. 7/11 was the only store open. There was sill football on TV, but 2 games max & the broadcasts were 3hrs long back then, not 4hrs or more. 1976 was the first year my family had cable vision. We went from 2 channels on rabbit ears, to 13 always clear channels. All or most
stations shutdown 4-6hrs every night. Surrogate was not the word that came to mind. I thought, usurper.

That’s how much it had already changed by the 90’s, then came the internet & 10 more TV channels every year. Much of the changes can be attributed to technology, but not Sunday shopping. That’s pure capitalism. White men in suites lobbied for it & white men in suits made it law. Many of these same people and/or their
contemporary equivalents blame secular libtards & their ‘values’ for destroying communities, the family & church attendance. A half truth at best.

Reply

 james said:

June 29, 2020 at 7:43 am

The use of resources and growth must increase in every dimension as the economy explores possibility space until it uses all of that energy and dies. I remember those days which would have seemed incredibly frenetic to those that lived in the 1800s. It just keeps getting faster and faster and the retailers can’t wait for you to
make a decision any longer, they’ll put a decision into your head – NOW. We used to look forward to cartoons on Saturday morning, a trip to Grandma’s on the weekend and my dad enjoyed getting an occasional book from the Book of the Month Club. But it has to go faster, everything consumed until it blows up.

Reply

 gwb said:

June 29, 2020 at 11:16 am

It must be consumed. Some day, it will be called No Top Mountain.

The U.S. Needs China For Rare Earth Minerals? Not For Long, Thanks To This Mountain

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimvinoski/2020/04/07/the-us-needs-china-for-rare-earth-minerals-not-for-long-thanks-to-this-mountain/#5a64133228b9

Reply

 Ken Barrows said:

June 29, 2020 at 11:58 am

What’s the net energy on that? How much fossil fuel will be used to extract that bounty? I wait with bated breath for the follow up article.

Reply

 james said:

June 29, 2020 at 12:48 pm

It reads like a prospectus to pull-in unwary investors. Either that or aliens surely did concentrate all of the rare earths we’ll ever need in a single metallic dung heap.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

June 29, 2020 at 7:34 pm

It also reads like every industry, we need a subsidy, tax break & enviro regs free pass, propaganda piece I’ve ever read. They didn’t miss anything – China’s evil, national security, war industry jobs, extraction & processing jobs & China is evil.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 29, 2020 at 3:09 pm

Another mountain to level?!

You see, there is always Hope!

Reply

 Apneaman said:

June 29, 2020 at 2:13 pm

Since about 1900, N Americans went from an average of 9hrs of sleep per night to the current 7hrs per night. That’s huge. Sleep deprivation is similar to obesity in that it’ll make existing health issues worse, trigger new ones & decrease life quality. If we went back to 9hrs a night & lowered BMI’s to below 25 the
sick care industry would collapse.

“Even just one night of sleep loss could lead to epigenetic changes that tweak our metabolism and regulation of gene expression, a new study suggests. Researchers at Uppsala University found that one night without sleep was linked to alteration of the human epigenome, weight gain, and the loss of lean muscle
mass.

Previous research has shown that skipping sleep lowers the body’s protective antioxidant levels and leads to epigenetic changes. Sleep deprivation can also impact histone modifications and impair memory. Now, a recent studied published in Science Advances sheds light on the molecular mechanisms connected to
the disruption of our circadian clock, which is connected to an increase in fat and metabolic issues.

Lack of sleep in humans has been linked with weight gain, a reduction of lean muscle mass, and an increased risk for metabolic syndrome and diabetes, the authors mentioned. “Even minor weekly shifts in sleep timing, or as few as five consecutive nights of short sleep, have been associated with an increased risk of
weight gain in healthy humans.” The mechanisms behind this process, however, aren’t well understood.”

https://www.whatisepigenetics.com/one-night-without-sleep-could-trigger-epigenetic-changes-and-weight-gain/

Good reasons why sleep deprivation has long been used for torture & psychological warfare.

Reply

 james said:

June 29, 2020 at 4:14 pm

It is worse than the Chinese Covid Torture. But if you have to do your technological best to “get ‘er done” then it’s well worth sacrificing your health so that the investors in your cell of employment can take it easy while you crack open your peanuts at the end of the week. I never could stay-up all night to study
for tests in the nucleolus. Partly why I was never advanced to the highest paid RNA positions where the same information has to be used again and again to produce the same product – what a bore to be a cog in the machine. I slept about ten hours last night and that was just about right.

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 30, 2020 at 12:01 pm

Siestas are great too, James.

Trust a (half) Spaniard.

Reply

233.  james said:

June 29, 2020 at 8:06 pm

I think Steven Pinker got to this guy:

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/forbes-censors-award-winning-environmentalists-apology-over-three-decade-climate-scare-so

“The evidence is overwhelming that our high-energy civilization is better for people and nature than the low-energy civilization that climate alarmists would return us to.”

What he forgot to mention that not everyone can return to a low-energy civilization, which would be great for the ecosystem. Most people would have to die if the transition was fast enough. The globalists want to continue developing economies-of-scale in everything from government to banking to agriculture to people packed
densely into cities. That can only progress a limited distance and is already reversing itself. As the energy wanes, the globalists may still attempt to give money to some impoverished groups at the expense of others (the West), just as they are in favor of free immigration across borders with native populations picking up the tab
for new arrivals. The alternative to one-world government is likely to be extreme tribalism and nuclear war. Jump into the huge melting pot of matrix mediocrity or prepare your kids for the barbie, great choices. Make Rome Great Again isn’t going to suffice.

This message is already on the Right-wing radio shows proving that all of the environmental problems were just a hoax. If I write a Megacancer book proving that humans are simply RNA and a cancer too, will it make it onto Right-wing radio? I don’t think so.

Reply

234.  james said:

June 29, 2020 at 9:49 pm

You don’t think much about the thymus until a viral pandemic comes around and you’re over fifty years old. SARS-Cov-2 likes to disable T-cells as a way of doing business and the older you are, the less unprogrammed T-cells your thymus is going to give you to resond towards novel pathogens. In younger children the thymus
(site of naive T-cell production) is the size of a navel orange. By the time you hit 65 it’s all but gone, even though you will still have some old T-cells floating around that can divide. This paper summarized the degree of involution or fatification of the thymus in adults:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4847950/pdf/nihms-775309.pdf

I also found this paper that indicated that another type of T-cell is produced in other areas of the body in response to loss of thymic T-cells. The only drawback is that these tend to cause much more inflammation when excited. Sort of like what happens when old people without a thymus get SARS-Cov-2 and have a cytokine
storm.

https://www.cira.kyoto-u.ac.jp/e/pressrelease/news/180828-130000.html

It’s at times like these that I wish I were young again. I’m sure my thymus is fully fatified and I can’t even find a supplement that will make a difference (except for zinc). Antioxidants are supposed to be good too but I don’t see how they could help if all that remains is the dysfunctional navel of the original orange.

Found this paper investigating the use of melatonin and turmeric to ameliorate age related damage to the immune system. I’m already taking turmeric but may have to look into the melatonin.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5943606/

Review article on melatonin:

http://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/omcl/2012/670294.pdf

Another good article of melatonin:

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41419-019-1556-7

Reply

 Cynic said:

June 30, 2020 at 12:00 pm

Fascinating.

To die at 65 is no great tragedy, or even a minor one.

We have accomplished everything worthwhile of which we were potentially capable, (and that’s probably flattering ourselves) by that age, or ought to have done.

I mean, how many chicken burgers can a sapient ape want in life?

It has to stop someday……

Reply

 james said:

June 30, 2020 at 3:51 pm

Yea, but I’m going in for a thymus transplant, telomere extensions and then I’ll have my body frozen (if necessary) so I can come back later and watch the AI robots eating nuts and bolts salad while I consume yet more chickenburgers (after a good fight for the entertainment of the robots).

Reply

235.  james said:

June 29, 2020 at 11:24 pm

And here’s a new hit from the Growlers for all of the incels out there:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y506AqyFveo

Reply

236.  Apneaman said:

June 30, 2020 at 6:05 pm

This is fun chart & has great explanatory power.

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/cognitive-bias-infographic.html

Good for sending to freewill believer friends & family.

Reply

 james said:

June 30, 2020 at 8:23 pm

Exhaustive but not complete. Placed across the brain should be a half-cocked, short-circuiting neon sign flashing the word “EXTINCTION”.

Reply

237.  Apneaman said:

June 30, 2020 at 7:28 pm

“I have a foreboding of an America in my children’s or grandchildren’s time — when the United States is a service and information economy; when nearly all the manufacturing industries have slipped away to other countries; when awesome technological powers are in the hands of a very few, and no one representing
the public interest can even grasp the issues; when the people have lost the ability to set their own agendas or knowledgeably question those in authority; when, clutching our crystals and nervously consulting our horoscopes, our critical faculties in decline, unable to distinguish between what feels good and what’s true,
we slide, almost without noticing, back into superstition and darkness…

The dumbing down of American is most evident in the slow decay of substantive content in the enormously influential media, the 30 second sound bites (now down to 10 seconds or less), lowest common denominator programming, credulous presentations on pseudoscience and superstition, but especially a kind of
celebration of ignorance”

― Carl Sagan, The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark (1995)

Reply

 james said:

June 30, 2020 at 9:21 pm

“….we slide, almost without noticing, back into superstition and darkness…..”. Did we ever emerge from superstition and darkness? I was reading Rob’s blog today http://www.un-denial.com and he’s read Sabine Hossenfelder’s book “Lost in Math” which he highly recommends. I think the point of her book is that
physicists are even captive to the tendency to look for the divine in things, in their formulae and equations, even though it might not be that way in reality. In reality we might just be something messy, asymmetrical and maybe even bland. But everyone wants something that will satisfy their suspicions that there really is
something miraculous lurking behind it all.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

June 30, 2020 at 10:40 pm

“One cringes to hear scientists cooing over the universe or any part thereof like schoolgirls over-heated by their first crush. From the studies of Krafft-Ebbing onward, we know that it is possible to become excited about anything—from shins to shoehorns. But it would be nice if just one of these gushing
eggheads would step back and, as a concession to objectivity, speak the truth: THERE IS NOTHING INNATELY IMPRESSIVE ABOUT THE UNIVERSE OR ANYTHING IN IT.” 
― Thomas Ligotti, The Conspiracy Against the Human Race

Reply

 james said:

July 1, 2020 at 7:50 am

Surely there must be something impressive about the technological gradient-busting apparatus of mankind. What will we tell the school children, that we’ve been working on a very profitable suicide machine this whole time? When will they truly be “woke”?

Let’s examine some Genesis 3:19. “By the sweat of your brow you will eat your bread, until you return to the ground–because out of it were you taken. For dust you are, and to dust you shall return.”

By sweat of brow and fumes of internal combustion engine you will consume energy/resource gradient, until you’re just plain worn-out, you die and entropy disperses the atoms of your body (unless you stick them in a box under the ground). For dust (atoms) in non-random motion you are and to dust
(randomly distributed after some entropic decay) you shall return. So what kind of non-random motion will you participate in today wokeful beings? Did the white man take too much of the gradient? Not getting your share? There’s only one thing to do. Pull down some statues and spray paint some monuments.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 1, 2020 at 12:18 pm

James, why not become one of those new-style funeral hosts? (I forget the exact term they like to use).

Preach from the Book of James the Unconsoling: Humanists will just love it!

Reply

 james said:

July 1, 2020 at 7:14 pm

That will be my Plan B. “They Had It Coming To Them Home for Funerals”.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

July 1, 2020 at 7:51 pm

Were you thinking of “death doula”?

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 2, 2020 at 4:19 am

No, another term is used here in the UK, I juts can’t recall.

A funeral director told me that I had ‘all the right qualities’ and should consider it as a career move, I’d clean up financially.

It was meant as a compliment ,I think!

Reply

 james said:

July 1, 2020 at 7:11 pm

The magical money flows more freely into the hands of the fortune teller.

Reply

238.  Cynic said:

July 1, 2020 at 12:23 pm

Superb quote from Sagan. It couldn’t be more accurate.

Reply

239.  james said:

July 2, 2020 at 11:42 pm

Greg Hunter interviews Dr. Mark Skidmore. Ninety trillion dollars of debt. Who got it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z44Bg7kE9c4

Let’s cover it up with some Covid and some BLM. In January Biden will be propped-up in the oval nursing home office and we can continue our scam or bury the evidence deep.

Reply

240.  David Lysak said:

July 3, 2020 at 10:14 am

race to the bottom

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/07/03/race-to-the-bottom/

Reply

 james said:

July 3, 2020 at 1:29 pm

The United States is being sacrificed for the slimmer, sleeker, harder working Chinese system. The important U.S. corporations will be kept afloat and can move capital around the world wherever “conditions” are favorable. Actually they’ve already done that, it’s called globalism. I suppose that the bankers, needing
continuous growth for their Ponzi think that China is the answer. It has been the answer for a couple of decades. The citizens there seem to be willing to take all kinds of abuse, including the social credit system in order to earn the right to a little cubicle cell in an apartment block. But there’s not enough energy any longer to
keep all areas of the world vital, healthy and growing and keep the grift going too. The World Health Organization (WHO) is certainly all-in with the Chinese and you have to wonder who else? Lieber at Harvard certainly was cooperative with the Chinese. And when we look in our national prepper pantry we’ll find that it’s
already been cleaned-out by a bunch of rats.

And then they’re using the same old strategy of turning blacks against whites when they want to divert attention from what should be the real target – central banks, monopolistic corporations, banks, and the banana republic government. The Frankenstein virus the unleashed on us wasn’t enough. Human civilization can’t be
maintained without growth, be it Marxist, socialist, capitalist – doesn’t matter. The lust for continuously increasing amounts of wealth at the top and an exclusive, elite, tribalism that considers all others slaves will eventually kill the necrotic system.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 3, 2020 at 3:36 pm

Oppression is energy intense, old way or new way. It’s an accelerator, not that it’ll stop them from trying.

If you’re born & raised in China most of it probably seems normal. There’s probably hundreds of millions of Chinese Boomers for whom theses are the good ole days. I bet they tell some truly sad hard times, “when I was your age” stories to the sniveling grand-kids.

I bet they tell some scary cultural revolution stories too.

Q – “Grandfather, what were the Red Guards like?”

A – “American liberals”

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 4, 2020 at 10:37 am

I used to look at the few old Chinese tourists and wonder who they hounded to death in the Cultural Revolution.

Granny was a wolf once, Little Red Riding Hood…..

Anyway, none of them clogging up our two medieval streets this summer, and it’s simply wonderful!

Reply

 james said:

July 4, 2020 at 11:46 am

The Chinese are gone but so are some of the neighbors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcbR1J_4ICg

Reply

241.  james said:

July 3, 2020 at 5:17 pm

It’s our good luck to be born onto a planet with such drama, liberal and otherwise. Everything trying to eat everything else, scheming, deception, compromise, running, hiding, screaming, psychopaths, sociopaths, snowflakes, debt slaves, megacancer. Throw in some Wind of God and some Covid-19 as a bonus. “I call for a
supernatural heat wave straight out of hell.” And that’s exactly what we’re going to get. “Grandad, what was it like when there was snow and ice and the oceans had fish?” Don’t ask silly questions honey, we know that if it was God’s will we would still have those things.”

There’s nothin’ better than the pyhr of God to take care of human problems.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uY6INyOaLGs

I hope Ghislane Maxwell testimony can get things stirred-up even more just in time for the elections. They’ll have to release smallpox to counter that one.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 4, 2020 at 10:33 am

I can barely remember what is what like when England used to be densely foggy quite regularly, a delicious sensation both aurally and visually which made crumpets and jam taste even better. Fings ain’t wot they used to be. God is so changeable!

Reply

 james said:

July 4, 2020 at 12:46 pm

Yes, changeable. Instead of offering residency to Hong Kongers, why not do the same for the Wodaabe. Their culture seems so much more exciting.

http://upriser.com/posts/in-the-wodaabe-tribe-women-can-have-any-many-sexual-partners-as-they-wish-and-they-celebrate-an-annual-wife-stealing-festival

wodaabe

Contestant in Wodaabe beauty contest. The girls shack-up with the winners.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 4, 2020 at 4:15 pm

Didn’t Werner Herzog make a film about them?

‘The most beautiful people in the world ‘ I think they call themselves.

Reply

 james said:

July 4, 2020 at 4:53 pm

They do seem to be infatuated with beauty. I wonder how intelligent they are, or does it show in their unique application of adornments.

Reply

242.  james said:

July 5, 2020 at 12:06 pm

How do those with all the wealth deal with the unemployable slaves? Chip them into a 5g matrix with digital currency and monitor them in a permanent lock-down? Turn them against each other as the beefed-up police suppression model (knee on neck) fails? Drug them? The realization is dawning that growth is dead, dreams
will not be coming true, no matter how smart or talented, and a sociopathic, rentier class made off with everything.

I still can’t understand why blacks march against confederate symbols when the real current financial slave masters remain untargeted. Why not burn-up a few corporate and personal jets? Hmmm. Helps the environment too. What the slave masters don’t want to see is black militia and white militia marching together with a
common goal. At that point it will be time to start WWIII.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/were-your-house-lets-go-black-militia-challenges-white-militia-confederate-monument

Reply

 David Lysak said:

July 5, 2020 at 3:58 pm

slogans, statistic, virtue signaling of all sorts be damned. violence has always been the final arbitrator. always will be, as far as i can tell.

but if they really want a black nation here in north america, i have been officially authorized to offer them Fairfield county, CT, Westchester county, NY, and all five boroughs of NYC. they can have it all. i just need five boxes of wampum, any size box will do, to make it official.

Reply

 james said:

July 5, 2020 at 4:46 pm

They’re already equipping The ARK in Northern Kentucky. The banner says, “Liberia or Bust”. I told them they already did that a couple hundred years ago, but they wouldn’t listen. Said it was a lead-pipe cinch. They’ve already sold nearly a million tickets at $5,000. each (even thought the ARK can only hold one
family and two of every animal.) I figure it’s a better scam than the one they already had going. People are going to be real disappointed when they find out it’s permanently moored to a Kentucky knob right next to the Creation Museum.

Reply

 David said:

July 5, 2020 at 5:35 pm

Dave, what was the name of that old blog where you used to write? I ran across it one time in the megacancer archives, but lost it.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

July 6, 2020 at 7:50 am

me? The funny thing is that it’s not really my blog. the guy who owns it just let’s me write there.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 6, 2020 at 7:30 am

They haven’t really made off with everything -although they imagine so – as it’s all about to collapse.

Satisfying thought, perhaps. no one escapes this prison to live on Fantasy Island.

Aldous Huxley concluded that they would drug everyone. He went out on LSD.

I suppose marching in ranks with guns feels ‘powerful’, a kind of drug?

Just another distraction from reality masquerading as action. I noticed some were rather fat little women, just like those who still get worked up over Che Guevara no doubt.

They -we – should take a hint from those beautiful tribesmen and do mass male grooming and face-painting.

And don’t forget the prize for best feather to top it all off -if only we’d stuck to that sort of thing……

Reply

 james said:

July 6, 2020 at 9:47 am

I figure they just want to show-off the cool guns they just bought and flaunt the imagined power those guns represent. All of the BLDM people in Chicago have guns too, and they’re not afraid to use them, on each other.

Reply

243.  james said:

July 6, 2020 at 9:55 am

Just as heat will flow maximally through the most efficient conductors, energy will flow through life forms that are the most effective conduits. If there is the potential for a more effective conduit, mutations and reassortment of genes will likely find it.

It took evolution a while to access and begin burning biomass and then fossil fuels using hominids with preexisting adaptations that could be retasked. Homo sapiens eventually became the progenitor, the RNA, the creator and manipulator of information to specify arrangements of matter that could maximize energy flow. It took
an entirely new iteration of what can be considered the processes of life – new information, RNA and tools at a different scale and using different materials. I suppose we should pat ourselves on the back, but we are eating our own body, the ecosystem, to populate and sustain human RNA for the technological cells. The
technological cells are primarily involved in consuming the fossil fuels, uranium, but also biomass and with a less than impressive return on investment, wind and solar.

So many cool things produced for the chimps that are temporarily working in the tech cells. It’s a dopamine explosion only limited by our imaginations………oh yea, it’s limited by the supply of energy and the capacity of the waste sinks. Bummer.

Reply

244.  james said:

July 6, 2020 at 10:40 am

Dr. Tim Morgan has a new post up at:

http://www.surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com

I thought this comment was a pretty good one:

Steve Gwynne on July 6, 2020 at 2:56 pm said:

Hi Tim. This is a much needed analysis as everyone on this list very much knows but by way of a cross post, could I also elaborate the population dimension which I feel puts this whole debate into a much deeper context as well as explaining the perceived need for monetary adventurism. The ideas in this cross post
are not fully crystallised but unless my analysis is flawed, it does seem to point to an emerging human growth crisis.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2020/07/05/sunak-must-ignore-clamorous-deficit-deniers-japan-shows/?WT.mc_id=e_DM1263573&WT.tsrc=email&etype=Edi_FAM_New_ES-A&utmsource=email&utm_medium=Edi_FAM_New_ES-A20200706&utm_campaign=DM1263573

If I might offer an alternative outlook which takes into consideration the combination of a growing global human population and the fact that the increasing costs of surplus energy is constantly eroding per capita prosperity. See https://surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com/2020/06/19/175-the-surplus-energy-
economy/ for more detail.

Considering that the economy is at heart an energy system not a financial one, it soon becomes clear that the rising costs of surplus energy is dampening economic growth along with per capita prosperity. Whilst dampened organic economic growth can be to some extent be explained by low productivity increases
which may well require huge restructuring if new technologies are not forthcoming, in the main, the higher costs of surplus energy are reducing discretionary spending.

When population growth is factored in then we either see declining or steady gdp per capita with the only exceptions being the high growth Asiatic countries who have been systemically industrialising their countries. Debt is therefore required to shore up per capita and national incomes as a function of population
growth and increasing costs of surplus energy which are both acting to deteriorate per capita prosperity.

Essentially, population growth within an environment of decreasing per capita resource availability and decreasing per capita resource affordability needs to be subsidised by debt and monetary adventurism in general in order to superficially maintain accustomed levels of prosperity and avoid the social tensions that
will inevitably arise if gdp per capita starts to plummet.

In this regards, population growth can only make a bad situation worse unless government borrowing becomes the absolute norm and national economies become configured as the managers of increasing debt so that population increases within an increasingly per capita resource constrained world can be subsidised
by bringing to the present the future deployment of resource/energy availability.

In this respect, borrowing and debt not only enables bringing to the present the future availability of resources/energy for the sake of economic growth and increasing prosperity but is increasingly being deployed to merely sustain economic stability within an environment of runaway population growth whether at
national or global levels. In this context, Japan may have reached the optimum point by which a population can be subsidised without dramatically eroding discretionary income as a result of elevated private debt.

An oft repeated solution, beyond increasing the retirement age is to replenish an aging population with the more productive young, often through migration, but in an environment of per capita resource constraints, especially as a greater proportion of the global human population becomes more dependent on industrial
levels of consumption and the costs of surplus energy continue increasing, then all population growth will actually achieve is reducing per capita gdp and the requirement of more borrowing and debt to subsidise this growing population.

In short, it appears we have economically entered a human growth crisis whereby the size of the human population cannot be adequately supported by current economic capacity or current ecological capacity and as such, we need to increasingly borrow and elevate debt in order to subsidise economically and
ecologically unsustainable human population growth.

This perhaps explains why the Left’s tendency towards maximising material fulfillment is now underpinned by MMT and the illusion that human population growth can continue indefinitely as long as it subsidised by the magic money tree.

Reply ↓

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:13 pm

I noticed that cpmment, too.

Although I sense he still has some faith in finding a solution.

There is certainly much irony in the fact that the Left or Progressives want a Welfare State which requires a level of resource consumption that can only end in the elimination of true, ‘sustainable’, welfare.

Just another fast-burn dependent upon industrialism……

Reply

245.  Apneaman said:

July 7, 2020 at 1:37 am

“There is nothing uniquely human in the flicker of sentience that is commonly called consciousness. Dolphins delight in watching themselves in mirrors when they are having sex, while chimps react to the death of those they care for in much the same ways that humans do. It will be objected that these animals have no
clear understanding of the kind of creature they are or what it means to die. In this regard too, however, they are no different from humans.”

― John N. Gray, The Soul of the Marionette: A Short Inquiry into Human Freedom

Reply

 james said:

July 7, 2020 at 10:33 am

All animals, if they have a photoreceptor have the “lights on” to one extent or another. Humans are intelligent in that they can build a cerebral analog world and then pre-plan actions within it using that homuncular, virtual representation called self or I. But that “intelligence” seems mostly intended to serve a reptilian
master (brainstem) from which it cannot escape. For instance, instead of greatly reducing consumption and reproduction to save ourselves we will imagine in our comical brains the build-out of a green utopia, not because it’s rational, but because it satisfies the reptilian greed.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:18 pm

Or not even greed, perhaps; just the delight in doing – or merely planning to do – something

But yes for some it’s seen as ‘the next big investment’, certainly.

Reply

 james said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:39 pm

In time they will discover what negative Return on Investment (ROI) really means – starvation.

Reply

246.  gwb said:

July 7, 2020 at 10:48 am

The genius U.S. ambassador to Brazil, Todd Chapman, at a July 4th party to which he invited Jair Bolsonaro, who probably has COVID. He is seated to Bolsonaro’s left:

https://twitter.com/ernestofaraujo/status/1279475037574176768/photo/1

Duh… just a little flu.

Reply

 james said:

July 7, 2020 at 1:17 pm

Where are the masks? What’s a little flu amongst friends? The guy on the left seems to be trying to keep a little distance. When the rewards are potentially great or the social faux pas is too much to bear you just have to take a big swig of denial and get on with it.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:21 pm

When asked to sup with the Devil, or presidents…..

If you check out as a result, at least it’s at The Top!

Reply

247.  Apneaman said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:12 pm

Put the chimps under stress & watch their true nature exposed.

School worker who removed mask to cough on baby loses her job, California district says

https://www.sacbee.com/news/nation-world/national/article244033237.html

.

Mother of daughter with disability asks for kindness after being harassed for wearing mask

“Davis said she was shopping, while wearing a mask, when a woman jumped in front of her and intentionally breathed directly in her face.”

https://kutv.com/news/coronavirus/mother-of-sick-daughter-asks-for-kindness-after-being-harassed-for-wearing-face-mask

Equality at last.

Reply

 james said:

July 7, 2020 at 3:35 pm

Dr. Kevin McCairn would say they have the Covid crazies, like the Chinese person that was recorded spitting on elevator buttons. But I don’t think these people are infected, they don’t like having their denial challenged by mask wearing.people. I can imagine what the school worker thinks, “The only reason I have to wear
this f’ing mask is because you idiots think there’s a virus out there. Get a clue. See, I can cough on this baby and nothing happens.”

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 7, 2020 at 4:58 pm

She coughed on the baby to punish the mother for not social distancing & no mask.

I thought they were good examples demonstrating how when political extremists, left & right, go so far to extremes their behavior becomes indistinguishable from one another.

In addition to coughing there are plenty of incidences of spitting. These are acts of aggression intended to wound. Assault. As far as I’m concerned anyone defending themselves from one of these attacks is justified to defend themselves in whatever manner they are able to. If someone has preexisting conditions (me)
and becomes infected they could die. Me, I would not say a word & just start beating the shit out of them until they were no longer capable of spitting or coughing at & on me. I’ll make no exceptions for women & teens either.

Reply

 james said:

July 8, 2020 at 12:24 am

That’s pretty vile. 30/70-mask/no mask around here and no, they really don’t give a damn if you die. I tell the kids that if someone gets too close to hold their breath until they are clear. One of my kids hasn’t been anywhere for over four months, another one has been in a store once and the other twice (with
masks). Now they’re talking about going back to school which will just end-up like the re-openings in Florida, Arizona, California…………….I think I’ll just home school them for a while.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 9, 2020 at 5:06 am

I find comments I read from some Americans alarming – and it’s infecting Britain too.

The virus is a ‘hoax’, and you are a bold Freedom Fighter if you refuse to wear a mask or show consideration for, or courtesy to, those who are afraid.

Mask wearing here is about 1%,from what I see in the street, and I hear that many are evading the obligation to wear one on public transport, claiming to be asthmatic and therefore exempt.

At the root of this may be the unwillingness to acknowledge that life can depart from one’s preferred narrative and have an impact on one’s behaviour.

Totally immature as well as densely stupid.

Although I would add that al the flip-flopping by various authorities as to what the virus is and how it infects has not helped public perceptions.

Saying that masks ‘don’t work’ for several months merely because there were none available was frankly criminal.

Reply

 james said:

July 9, 2020 at 7:49 am

Since the World Health Organization and various governments have lied as a matter of policy there’s no reason to believe anything they say.They’re most interested in keeping the people in their cells cranking-out product to support GDP while scuppering the aged and infirm. If this virus is a policy
tool meant to achieve an end, then there may be some media exaggeration to help achieve those ends, but if it’s a hoax I expect to see those killed by the virus rise from the dead.

Reply

248.  james said:

July 7, 2020 at 10:32 pm

Interview of investigative journalist Harry Vox:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRausd6vLXY

Did the U.S. worker have to be sacrificed to maintain capital growth in China to keep the financial ponzi going? Now that Chinese growth is faltering how about a third world war to keep the system flush with new debt and borrowing. It is pretty much true that congress (especially deep state) dance to a Zionist tune.

https://jewishjournal.com/news/united-states/politics/14021/

Are Pelosi and Schumer really Israeli? I never could figure out how someone like Pelosi could remain in office for so long without a little extra help.

deep state

Who was behind the virus and the Antifa riots? Hmmm.

It used to be that I could only get this energetic enthusiasm from Dr. Paul Cottrell.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phBM5GEQZjI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHFCFOh2d98

Reply

249.  james said:

July 9, 2020 at 9:13 am

A comment I left on a Sam Harris and Eric Weinstein Youtube discussion:

Two human RNA sitting in a cell in their ergonomically designed chairs (human/technology interface) sharing linguistic code and trying to reshape or find resonance in each others analog minds. Come on boys, let’s take it up a notch. Do you really want to know what you are? http://www.megacancer.com

The biggest “portal” to understanding everything they encounter at our scale is open and waiting. If you are truly serious about being an intellectual – please walk through. Hope it doesn’t give you cognitive dissonance to know that your technological baby is on course to destroy itself and everything around it.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:24 pm

Subversive, James, subversive. 🙂

Reply

250.  james said:

July 9, 2020 at 10:26 am

Found this graphic in the comments over at http://www.theautomaticearth.com

masks

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:26 pm

Should make it crystal clear to the meanest intellect, but, wait, what’s this?

That graphic is a HOAX!

Because They Hate Our Way Of Life!

COWARDS!

Reply

251.  Apneaman said:

July 9, 2020 at 4:18 pm

Two arrested after coughing on Walmart employees, refusing to wear masks, AZ cops say

“The Department of Justice said in a March letter that COVID-19 “appears to meet” the “statutory definition of a �?biological agent’” and that people who try to infect people on purpose could face terrorism charges.

“Threats or attempts to use COVID-19 as a weapon against Americans will not be tolerated,” he wrote.“[Y]ou may encounter criminal activity ranging from malicious hoaxes, to threats targeting specific individuals or the general public, to the purposeful exposure and infection of others with COVID-19,” Deputy Attorney
General Jeffrey Rosen wrote in a statement. “Because coronavirus appears to meet the statutory definition of a �?biological agent’ under [federal law], such acts potentially could implicate the Nation’s terrorism-related statutes.”

Other people have been accused of intentionally coughing on others.”

https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article244107362.html

It’s ok to shoot terrorists who attack you with a biological terror weapon.

You are a complete stranger to them & are only being attacked so they can make a political statement.

Self defense is totally justified.

Reply

252.  james said:

July 9, 2020 at 7:00 pm

The cough is all that remained in their arsenal after hate speech was taken away. I’ve even seen them coughing in the faces of statues, ones that make them feel bad about their own scrambled genetic endowments, weakness and inferiority. They even tear down the mighty Elk statues and those of abolitionists because such
honorable and majestic beings only remind them that they were born just shy of being a teratological disaster. But God’s personal eugenics programs solve all problems, especially a build-up of low-IQ heathens that are just smart enough to copulate but can’t figure out wearing a mask can save your life.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:22 pm

The Elk is almost as funny as spraying ‘Racist’ on the Gandhi statue in London.

I’m waiting for the nude, male, Explorer outside the Scott Polar Institute here to be attacked.

Such a shameless expression of white male imperialist privilege, vaunting his perfect body!

Reply

253.  james said:

July 9, 2020 at 7:15 pm

This doesn’t look good.

Three Gorges Dam threatened by heavy rain and flooding.

https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/3951673

“Rather than commenting on the validity of the images showing the dam’s warping a year ago, Wang said a more serious concern is the cracks and substandard concrete discovered during its construction. He said a failure of the dam would have catastrophic consequences for individuals residing in the lower reaches of the
Yangtze River and that they should prepare for evacuation as soon as possible, reported CT Want.”

“In his interview with Radio France Internationale, the Chinese water expert also criticized the Chinese government and state media for refusing to acknowledge the potential danger of the reservoir. He said that scientists who have spoken the truth have been criminalized by Beijing, resulting in a society with no communication.”

Reply

254.  james said:

July 10, 2020 at 2:57 am

The World Against the Virus. The Great Reset.

Brought to you by the World Economic Forum.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rAiTDQ-NVY

Proactive disaster capitalism done on an international scale. There had to be some event that could rapidly advance the globalist corporate agenda and the virus was it. No wonder they want to get rid of Trump as he’s a nationalist. Eliminate the jobs and the businesses of the small operators and support and strengthen the large
corporate players. It’s time for something new and we won’t give you a choice since we’ve seen to it that you lose everything. You will surely like “new” as mega-corporations roll-out their technological matrix which will control every aspect of your life, underwritten by the big-daddy bankers who support the favored few. And
we’re going to improve you. No more useless eaters.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpW9JcWxKq0

“Our bodies will be so high tech we won’t really be able to distinguish what’s natural and what’s artificial.”

“Can we get to be super-humans?”

What a bunch of techno-fuckers, they have little money signs dancing in their heads as they roll out their tech matrix. More, better, faster with humans that are technologically improved to be super productive human RNA.

Ask them where they’re going and what are they progressing towards and you will see the little money signs in their eyes or they will point to Mars. What a bunch of idiots.

Here is a techno-fucker salesman:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZfUJuSmBAs.

“We’ve created a new branch to the tree of life called “Synthetica”. I guess that explains the origin of the coronavirus. Their technological stupidity will destroy a million times more life than they will create in their labs.

“Life is the only sustainable and reusable technology on this planet and damn it we’ve got to get good at it.”

Harry Vox index with some interesting information. Page one has Kaczynski’s Manifesto and a good video at the bottom.

http://www.voxnews.com/index.php/component/k2/itemlist/user/437-harryvox

Reply

255.  james said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:43 am

Harry Vox on Event 201.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=28&v=4tD0w86MTuA&feature=emb_logo

John’s Hopkins intertwined with the CIA. Same place that computational biologist James Taylor worked, creator of the galaxy system who died mysteriously in April.

Reply

256.  dave lysak said:

July 10, 2020 at 7:56 am

“..but can’t figure out wearing a mask can save your life.”

I’d probably have to say that nothing ever saved anybody’s life, ever.

Reply

 james said:

July 10, 2020 at 9:04 am

The final tally always ends at zero, but you can skew the statistics in your favor for a while. Like the tooth infection I’m currently experiencing. If I hadn’t stocked-up on fish Keflex I would have a jaw swollen to the size of a baseball and perhaps more fun sequelae. Now I don’t have to spend a thousand dollars, try to get
into see a dentist/oral surgeon, and then worry about being coughed-on. I don’t know why Keflex works for me, it’s not even recommended for oral abscesses, but less than 36 hours of treatment and it’s almost gone. Might buy some Fish Zole just in case the Fish Flex loses its punch. For sure I would add
hydroxychloroquine to the medicine cabinet (already have the Ivermectin) if it were available.

I feel a little guilty about killing-off billions of gut microbes, but I’ll restock. Always run the chance of giving Clostridium difficile an unfair advantage in the gut microbe competition.

Reply

257.  dave lysak said:

July 10, 2020 at 8:03 am

not that i would intentionally cough on anyone, ever.

Reply

258.  james said:

July 10, 2020 at 9:32 am

Kentucky governor mandates wearing of masks in retail establishments and judge immediately blocks order.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/09/politics/kentucky-circuit-judge-coronavirus-orders-masks/index.html

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:54 pm

CNN, yuck!

I don’t get it. Aren’t US retail establishments private businesses with the right to refuse service?

Remember the “No Shirt, No Shoes, No Service” signs? I always thought that was about hygiene.

Remember how bat shit crazy the political fools went when that conservative religious bakery owner refused to make a gay wedding cake? All the conservatives were loudly backing him & waving their private business freedum flags. Where are they now? Takings the exact opposite stance is where they are with a super
sized temper tantrum on the side. Phony pricks the lot of them. Flip floppers with no conviction – just out to wound each other.

Here’s another career/human destroyed/cancelled for comments he made 33 years ago.

“Boeing have announced that the companies communications chief Niel Golightly has resigned his position following complaints from employee’s over an article the former U.S. military pilot wrote 33 years ago arguing women should not serve in combat.”

https://airlinergs.com/boeing-communications-chief-niel-golightly-forced-to-resign/

I guess the legion of pandemicly unemployed neo Red Guards are using their free time to scour the cyber archives to find white men to destroy based on decades old comments.

I agree with Niel Golightly, but it’s a moot point since other than a few token female pilots there are no women in combat. They have contributed plenty in war efforts, but there’s no female grunts. Lets replace all the grunts & officers in Iraq & Afghanistan with female grunts & officers. Ok girls, this hill is called
‘hamburger hill’. The enemy is heavenly entrenched – bunkers & machine gun nests. Your job is to take the hill at great cost. Ladies first.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Hamburger_Hill

I’m wagering that when they run out of evil-bad white men to ruin they’ll start to eat each other.

Reply

 james said:

July 10, 2020 at 7:25 pm

I agree. Get him out of here. Don’t remind women that they have no place on the battlefield. The more of them going up Hammurder Hill the fewer of us persecuted white men need go. Have to keep the sex ratio even anyway.

After the white man has been defeated the burly women with chin whiskers will be excluding the soft spoken snowflake women from combat. What the hell?

Reply

 Phil said:

July 11, 2020 at 9:44 am

>>>I’m wagering that when they run out of evil-bad white men to ruin they’ll start to eat each other.

Fug it, speaking as an evil white man, I’m gonna beat the crowd and just cancel myself.

Reply

259.  Cynic said:

July 10, 2020 at 3:15 pm

Has your estimate of the rationality and general sense mankind fallen as a result of all of his, James, or does it all merely confirm what you suspected all along?

To my surprise, I can’t get rid of the feeling of being somewhat disillusioned and disappointed, and yet I thought that I expected nothing much of people anyway.

Difference between theory and direct experience I suppose…

Reply

 james said:

July 10, 2020 at 7:53 pm

From an early age I knew most people had a major deficit because they believed that a God made everything. But God has to be teased apart into the laws of thermodynamics and so on and the anthropomorphic guise has to be discarded, something very few get around to doing. I think I’m more amused now at their out-of-
control pinball like existence, their lives racking up dopamine/opioid scores with each trajectory. No need for complicated theories or models to do that, the brain is ready made to deliver the goods. But in the end you don’t get another play, you just drop through the hole and it’s someone else’s turn. The only important
thing about their lives wasn’t what they did or their score, it was the heat rising off the machine.

Reply

260.  dave lysak said:

July 10, 2020 at 4:34 pm

“If I hadn’t stocked-up on fish Keflex I would have a jaw swollen to the size of a baseball and perhaps more fun sequelae. Now I don’t have to spend a thousand dollars, try to get into see a dentist/oral surgeon, and then worry about being coughed-on.”

I would just go to the dentist. but that’s just me.

Reply

 james said:

July 10, 2020 at 7:55 pm

That’s my Plan B after I get done playing survivor.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

July 11, 2020 at 5:26 pm

When my SIL had a dental infection, they just put her on abx anyway. Wouldn’t intervene until the swelling went down. So at least he saved himself one step…

Reply

 james said:

July 11, 2020 at 8:57 pm

They hate to start cutting with an active infection because it sometimes likes to set-up on the heart valves. My friend’s father died that way.

Reply

261.  gwb said:

July 10, 2020 at 7:41 pm

Fox News posted an exclusive interview with a Chinese virologist who had been collecting information in secret on SARS-CoV-2, then escaped to the U.S.

https://www.foxnews.com/world/chinese-virologist-coronavirus-cover-up-flee-hong-kong-whistleblower

Reply

 james said:

July 10, 2020 at 8:13 pm

That seems to be the way things are done in China. Don’t make the boss look bad at any cost. But who really released the virus? The MSM stories are what they want you to believe, like the use of chemical weapons in Syria attributed to Assad who was scratching his head wondering where the chemical weapons came
from.

Reply

262.  Apneaman said:

July 11, 2020 at 7:38 pm

News Feature: How air pollution threatens brain health

“Now, mounting evidence seems to link a variety of neurological problems to dirty air. Troubling recent findings include hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease found in the brains of children living in Mexico City (1) and a nearly doubled risk of dementias for older women in highly polluted parts of the United States (2). Costa’s own
research has identified autism-like social and behavioral issues in mice exposed to diesel exhaust (3). Today, Costa is among a growing cadre of biologists, toxicologists, and doctors raising the alarm over this pervasive yet overlooked menace to our memory, attention, and behavior.”

https://www.pnas.org/content/117/25/13856

Bad behavior – The Devil diesel made me do it.

Reply

 james said:

July 11, 2020 at 8:53 pm

You have to wonder how all of that technosphere pollution interferes with everyday cellular metabolism and how it alters the germ cell DNA. There are so many reason we ain’t gonna make it, but I do put my hope in the Green New Deal. 🙂

Reply

263.  james said:

July 12, 2020 at 8:54 am

In relation to the World Economic Forum links provided above a new article elaborates greatly on their role in bringing human RNA new technology and great change whether they like it or not.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/world-economic-forum-institution-behind-great-reset

Hopefully after the Covid demolition virus is done they can get to work building their new technological utopia. It may even be likely that humans will never have to think again, not that they did much of that anyway. But as Arctic ice hits a new record low for July they had better hurry, like those filling a bucket list before their
inevitable demise.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 12, 2020 at 12:33 pm

Sure, but put these ‘global planners’ in context. It’s not just one international group & they started last week. It’s power doing what it always does – national & internationally. I’ll wager many power players are involved in a number of groups & schemes. As long as it suits their purpose, but they’ll just as easily fuck each
other if they can benefit & get away with it.

5 seconds after the ink was dry on the new deal legislation they were scheming to undo it. It’s an elite multi generational project & it worked. No matter how much power & wealth they have they never stop. Not for huge natural disasters, not for wars, not for economic crashes, not for pandemics. These are their favorite
times to strike. I don’t see anything note worthy this time. Same shit, different disaster.

I used to take this shit personal, but realized that it’s a form of self flattery – I’m just a number to them. Like cattle with a yellow plastic ear tag with a number on it. They are not waking up at 4am just to get one over on me. They’re paying some functionary to get up at 7am & count & organize the entire herd. There’s no
maniacal laughter & hand rubbing. Clinical, matter of fact, boring bureaucratic bean counting. & favorable legislative changes one by one, year after year over decades. Power junkies are the only addicts who practice patience.

No matter what happens, whatever scenario pops up, there’s probably an expensive study & response plan in some gov or university or corporation plan of action/response repository that generations of taxpayers funded. I’ve helped fund them in two countries.

This one alone has more ready made plans for every scenario under the Sun than we could read in a lifetime.

The Rand Corporation: The Think Tank That Controls America

“If you think the Internet came out of Silicon Valley, that NASA planned the first satellite to orbit Earth, or that IBM created the modern computer—think again. Each one of these breakthroughs was conceived at RAND, a shadowy think tank in Santa Monica, California.”

https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/22120/rand-corporation-think-tank-controls-america

Taxpayer funded, but mostly benefit power.

Reply

 james said:

July 12, 2020 at 5:02 pm

This has been going on for billions of years. Thermodynamics and natural selection create some nasty shit. But when the nasty shit goes cancerous (tool-making, weapons of natural plunder) then the shit is doubly nasty and lethal. Witness almost constant deception issuing from every orifice of the human and their
laser beam focus on making money and seeking growth even as the Arctic melts away and the Amazon forest goes up in flames. Yep, God makes some nasty shit. They think they have ultimate power controlling minds and now with Crispr they can conjure-up pathogen du jour to keep the sheep corralled, controlled
and trembling in fear. If the sheep don’t like having everything taken away, being chipped and monitored, then drop another Coronavirus on them, we have three-thousand different deadly varieties and if that’s not enough we can make more. Look to the Palestinians if you want to see the future for most of mankind.

Reply

264.  james said:

July 12, 2020 at 10:08 am

Harry Vox Deconstructs the BioTerror Paradigm Lillian McDermott – July 8 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkYPfrQ-pkU

World Economic Forum – Seems pre-planned to me.

https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000006O6EHUA0?tab=publications

Reply

265.  Apneaman said:

July 12, 2020 at 1:07 pm

Who is the bigger threat to you & yours, the PTB or your fellow sheep?

Two-Thirds of U.S. Christians Believe COVID-19 Is a Message From God

https://goodmenproject.com/featured-content/two-thirds-of-u-s-christians-believe-covid-19-is-a-message-from-god/

EXCLUSIVE: Cleaner seen ‘spit shining’ shopping baskets at Toronto FreshCo

“A Toronto woman says she was left shocked and disgusted after she saw a cleaner at a grocery store spitting on a towel and then wiping down grocery baskets with it.

The incident was recorded on July 5 at a FreshCo location on Bathurst and Nassau. In the video exclusively obtained by CityNews, a cleaner is seen using a small white towel to wipe down baskets. At one point, he appears to spit into the towel and continues wiping down the baskets.”

https://toronto.citynews.ca/2020/07/08/freshco-cleaner-spit-shine/

Avoidance, as much as us possible, is pretty much my main strategy option. PPE for the virus.

I’m open to suggestions.

Reply

266.  james said:

July 12, 2020 at 1:25 pm

“Ralph Drollinger — the pastor who leads a weekly bible study group for members of President Donald Trump’s Cabinet — has a few ideas. In a blog post entitled “Is God Judging America Today?” Drollinger appeared to blame the coronavirus pandemic on several groups, including those who have “a proclivity toward
lesbianism and homosexuality,” environmentalists and those who deny the existence of God for igniting “God’s wrath.”

GOD’S WRATH IS COMING FOR ALL HUMANS – FOR THEY ARE THE CANCER, THE DESTROYER OF CREATION.

If I had to squeeze all of the thermodynamics back down into an anthropomorphic God that can listen/talk and so on, so the the average moron could understand, that’s what I would say.

As for spit-shining grocery baskets what can I say. God works in mysterious ways?

Reply

267.  james said:

July 12, 2020 at 5:12 pm

America: Freedom to Fascism. Aaron Russo film.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngLkUicUhrg

Reply

268.  Apneaman said:

July 13, 2020 at 3:06 pm

How Well Do Masks Work? (Schlieren Imaging In Slow Motion!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Tp0zB904Mc

Reply

 james said:

July 13, 2020 at 9:10 pm

Good video. We should probably wear masks even without Covid. Masks in shops became mandatory today in Kentucky. The governor told the judge that it was an “executive order” and that he could take a hike if he didn’t like it.

Reply

 Lidia17 said:

July 13, 2020 at 10:31 pm

How long may these “executive orders” last? What are the parameters? Can they last for years? Decades? This seems like unclear legal territory.

Reply

 james said:

July 14, 2020 at 8:35 am

I think the idea is that the KY Supreme Court will eventually figure it out, but in the meantime everyone wears masks.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 14, 2020 at 2:30 pm

Similar questions are being asked in Spain: lock-downs were country-wide under ‘State of Alarm’ legislation, but are they permissible and how may they be regulated, when that is no longer in force?

Apparently about 100 ‘local’ lock-downs in force in the UK at present.

Reply

269.  Apneaman said:

July 14, 2020 at 5:11 pm

“Facemasks are back in the news this morning as the UK government attempts to spin its messaging through 360 degrees. Back in the early days of the Covid-19 outbreak, you will remember, the government was keen to explain that facemasks made absolutely no difference to anything. This was puzzling to those of us
who were old enough to remember a time when everyone carried – and used – handkerchiefs. Masks cannot guarantee that we won’t get infected. But if everyone wears one – particularly in enclosed spaces – we reduce the chance of spreading the virus to others. Why, then, were public health officials so hostile to people
wearing masks?

The answer came a few weeks later when it emerged that Britain had privatised the company responsible for maintaining its stock of protective equipment and that – as is the wont of private companies – the stock had been sold to the highest bidder. As a consequence, UK public health managers found themselves
desperately searching the internet for, among other things, supplies of facemasks. The very last thing they needed was 68 million Britons competing with them for this increasingly scarce resource. And so they lied.”

https://consciousnessofsheep.co.uk/2020/07/13/the-coming-pensions-pandemic/

Entire managerial class – “Why don’t they trust us anymore???”

Reply

 james said:

July 14, 2020 at 8:20 pm

I’m just glad that our future is in good hands. There can be no doubt that our government has taken all precautions and preparations on the citizen’s behalf in case of catastrophe or calamity. The level of expertise and preparedness is most impressive. In the future, as in the past I’ll look forward to paying my taxes in support
of such stellar operations and flawless execution of duties.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 17, 2020 at 9:52 am

What can you mean: THEIR bunkers are fine and beautifully equipped …..

Reply

270.  james said:

July 14, 2020 at 11:55 pm

Another Harry Vox interview with an Israeli:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xDyJfnWjKw

Also good Vernon Coleman video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vTM1NU6NZU

Reply

271.  james said:

July 15, 2020 at 7:29 am

Entertaining short video by Harry Vox:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AbNBhWtvf4

Reply

272.  james said:

July 15, 2020 at 8:57 am

Agenda 21:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGA18p_XerE

You human RNA are not good enough. We will help you get better with technological implants, genetic manipulation and life management. The Maximum Power Principle must be obeyed and greater productivity is our goal.

The thing they don’t understand (because they’re not conscious) is that technological life is no better than biological life. It will simply seek energy and resources to grow, become tribal (speciate) and evolve. It won’t result in nirvana, everlasting life, the magic singularity or anything else. It will not transcend anything. It has
already sucked humans into technological cells to slave for most of their lives until they get fifteen disease ridden years of retirement.

How about a new movement, Biological Life Matters (BLM). Instead of ripping down statues participants could destroy CRISPR and chip factories. Someone in the military will have to use tomahawk missiles to take-out Chinese tech factories and will have to nail their own drone factories. Then we all go Amish with bicycles.

Reply

273.  james said:

July 15, 2020 at 10:20 am

One thing is for certain, you must be poorer so that the technological overlords can become richer and continue the evolution of technological society. Bezos, Zuckerberg and Pinker will take care of you and manage your lives for your own good and the good of the planet. Things are getting better every day. Even Smachtenberger
thinks the reset is long overdue. More cancerous growth for the techies and more shrinkage for you low-tech morons and useless eaters.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7l4eH4ClHHM

Reply

274.  dave lysak said:

July 15, 2020 at 10:26 am

just some thoughts on suicide.

https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2020/07/15/suicide/

Reply

 james said:

July 15, 2020 at 12:01 pm

That sums it up Dave. Muppets and puppets make the world go round. I don’t think most people are really conscious of what their brains are doing, they’ve just evolved and are conditioned to do what they do. There has to be a serious dopamine/serotonin deficiency or some very serious pain to want to put the lights out,
especially in a Pinker world. I’m preparing for the “reset” and put on my Lowe Alpine backpack and walked four miles to the local Walmart yesterday. Really wasn’t too bad but since it was in the nineties my wife insisted I call a taxi for the ride back home. Life is a challenge and full of pain. The best attitude is to suck it
up and see what else life can challenge you with. Then, when it’s time to go you can welcome the relief.

Next month I think I’ll buy a Salsa Marrakesh or a Surly LHT bike to speed things up.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

July 16, 2020 at 1:25 pm

I do a lot of my day-to-day getting around on a bike. Here, in CT, it works pretty good, at least from May Through October. Nov through April is kinda cold. Pretty much anything I could ever want is less than 10 miles away. Also there’s an old rail line, that has been converted to a walking/bike path, that leads me to
a lot of the places I need to go.

It was nice during the covid lockdown, no cars on the road.

when I was in VA, it was a different story. the nearest store of any sort, real basic groceries was 10 miles. Any type of “real” shopping was like 35 miles.

Reply

 Peter said:

July 16, 2020 at 1:45 pm

Dave, I made just the opposite move-the “Quiet Corner” of CT to Short Pump-everything is in walking distance, except job-a 60 mile commute to C-Ville. I do miss the bucolic beauty of Brooklyn, CT.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

July 16, 2020 at 3:47 pm

Short Pump? I think that’s a Richmond suburb. not sure. I was in Lunenburg. World’s apart. if you’re looking for “bucolic”, look no further than Lunenburg. in many ways, the world has passed it by. which is not necessarily a bad thing.

I can’t imagine going back to VA. Too hot, May – Oct. anyway.

I lived in Lisbon, CT some years back. Close to Brooklyn.

I guess that my only real problem with CT is that my politics lean to the right. I feel like a red dot stuck in a sea of blue. meh.

I hope it works out for you down there.

Reply

 dave lysak said:

July 16, 2020 at 3:59 pm

yeah, short pump to c-ville, long ride.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 17, 2020 at 9:51 am

Big panniers for that bike, James, cycling with a backpack is really crap.

Watch out for heat exhaustion, it’s pretty sneaky: I thought I was invulnerable but got a touch the other day and felt rotten for days.

Reply

275.  james said:

July 15, 2020 at 11:39 am

This technology will let you know how screwed you are at faster speeds and from anywhere on the planet.

https://www.youtube.com/post/UgwEvTpPvaL64JxF_wB4AaABCQ

Reply

276.  Apneaman said:

July 15, 2020 at 9:11 pm

Yes James there is no benefit to dwelling, internally or vocally, on ones aches & pains & such too often. It makes it worse IMO/experience. Better to lightly mock yourself (gimpy) & solider on as best you can. Drugs help too if you don’t let it run away on you. I use Gabapentin, Tylenol 1 W/8mg codeine – over the counter in
Canada, Volteran anti inflammatory gel/rub & when it’s really bad Tramadol (synthetic opioid Rx). I cycle them & go at least 1 week a month with nothing. I take them cause I can & they’re easy to obtain. When they’re gone it won’t be the death of me, but it’ll suck more.

Reply

 james said:

July 16, 2020 at 7:33 am

Pain relievers – a science worth its weight in gold.

Instead of taking what life throws at you it’s always best to duck and avoid what life throws at you, if possible.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 17, 2020 at 9:47 am

For some reason, medics seem to resist the role of pain reliever as a principal duty; but to me, it seems almost divine.

Ease or kill it (us) , just don’t tinker with us!

For now, strong red wine from the South of Italy is my consoling friend -and I need very little.

What the Chinese sages recommended: wine, poetry, a nice place to sit, and maybe some painting or music.

Reply

277.  Apneaman said:

July 15, 2020 at 9:12 pm

A self reinforcing stupidity loop

Air pollution exposure linked to higher COVID-19 cases and deaths – new study

“Research has shown that long term exposure to pollutants such as fine particulate matter (often called PM2.5, as these are particles smaller than 2.5 micrometres), nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) and sulphur dioxide (SO₂) can reduce lung function and cause respiratory illness. These pollutants have also been shown to cause a persistent
inflammatory response even in the relatively young and to increase the risk of infection by viruses that target the respiratory tract.

The pathogen that causes COVID-19 – SARS-CoV-2 – is one such virus. Several studies have already suggested that poor air quality can leave people at greater risk of contracting the virus, and at greater risk of serious illness and death. A study of the US found that even a small increase in PM2.5 concentrations of 1 microgram
per cubic metre is associated with an 8% increase in the COVID-19 death rate. Our new research looked at the relationship between COVID-19 cases and exposure to air pollution in the Netherlands and found that the equivalent figure for that country could be up to 16.6%.”

https://theconversation.com/air-pollution-exposure-linked-to-higher-covid-19-cases-and-deaths-new-study-141620

Reply

 james said:

July 16, 2020 at 7:29 am

There’s room for some innovation here. The new HEPA, battery powered face mask, removes both Covid and air pollution from your gradient burning oxygen feed. A must for all human dissipatives living in the combustion zone.

I often wonder about people running and walking on city streets and by highways. You have to wonder if it wouldn’t be healthier to just stay at home.

Reply

278.  james said:

July 16, 2020 at 2:49 pm

Good article on believing things that aren’t true:

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/why-do-people-believe-con-artists?utm_source=pocket-newtab

Reply

279.  Apneaman said:

July 16, 2020 at 3:17 pm

It’s Official — Steven Pinker Is Full of Shit

When Steven Pinker insists that the world is getting better and better, much of his case is based on claims about declining global poverty. But a new report from the UN’s top poverty expert dismantles that argument, showing that global poverty has gone nearly unchanged over the last forty years.

https://www.jacobinmag.com/2020/07/international-poverty-line-ipl-world-bank-philip-alston

Reply

 james said:

July 17, 2020 at 11:13 am

This will all change with “The Great Reset”. Poverty will decrease at the expense of the middle-classes of the world. Equality and sameness are just around the corner. Most people, the ones that survive, won’t need to own anything either.They’ll just sleep, eat and work for the machine. Therefore what is the meaning of
poverty?

Reply

280.  klklk said:

July 16, 2020 at 6:42 pm

“One-third of children in Florida tested for COVID-19 yield positive results

State data indicates that out of 54,022 Florida children tested, 31.1 percent have returned positive results on average. This is higher than the statewide positivity rate, which reads in at about 11 percent.

Aside from the staggering figure indicating the transmission of the virus, health experts fear it can cause potential lifelong damage in children. Alina Alonso, the health department director of Palm Beach County, reportedly told county commissioners on Tuesday that the long-term consequences of coronavirus in children are
unknown.

Alonso described X-rays that reveal damage caused to human lungs by the coronavirus, even for people without severe symptoms.”

https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/507442-almost-one-third-of-florida-children-tested-are

Reply

 james said:

July 16, 2020 at 7:09 pm

Around here I’ve heard that they’re going to send kids back to school for a couple of days a week and I think, “Why bother?” If they go back there’s no way they’re not going to get it. And if antibodies only stick around for three months, at best, they’ll get it again and again with cumulative damage. Then they’ll take it
home to mom and dad and grandma. Eventually everyone is stuck in bed and can barely muster the strength to get to the bathroom. I would like to think that children would have long or life-long immunity but that’s never been the case with cold Coronaviruses.

There’s a new soup being served in China. It’s called Thymi Gumbo. Coincidentally many children have disappeared from local playgrounds. The only good news is that it’s taken the pressure off of the rhinoceros’ and pangolins. 🙂

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 17, 2020 at 9:42 am

It is a family legend that, when I was about 5, I addressed my parents thus:

‘I hope you don’t die before I am older, a lot older, because I won’t be able to look after myself if you do.’

A clarity of observation and reasoning I have rarely equaled since….

‘

Reply

 james said:

July 17, 2020 at 11:21 am

No mind control for you. And speaking of mind control, wouldn’t it be best in this “Great Reset” to eliminate the older, set-in-their-ways generation in favor of having a more malleable and impressionable younger generation with which to work?

Reply

281.  james said:

July 17, 2020 at 11:41 am

Evidently The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation was simply implementing a vaccnine headstart program in Africa and India to prepare them for advancement in the New World Order. The Gates Foundation, the World Economic Forum and Johns Hopkins are all joined at the hip on this one. The WHO facilitated the Covid plan
by not calling it a pandemic until it had spread sufficiently to accomplish its goal. The charge was set, the explosion happened and now we’ll watch the floors of the economy pancake.

The New World Order takes humans that have already evolved imperfectly to become the RNA of the technological system and it “improves” upon them, making them more “technological” and better able to function like programmed robots. It’s not about saving the environment. If that were the case we would move in the
opposite direction towards less technology. It is about having power over people and making them the ultimate slaves without tribal identity, property, freedom or the ability to contest participation. It is also about eliminating people that don’t fit in. I have little doubt that euthanasia will be the future for older, malfunctioning
RNA. The impulse for wealth accumulation will be stripped from the human RNA and will be fully invested in the tech panopticon.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6pzXrEBqR0

pyramid

Annuit coeptis – favors our undertakings.

Novus ordo seclorum – new order of the ages.

The slaves build the tech pyramid and then put the panopticon cherry on top.

See what you can do kids when you control the money supply.

Reply

282.  dave lysak said:

July 17, 2020 at 2:12 pm

i kinda liked this cartoon.

https://i.redd.it/tj5x85k9ydb51.jpg

Reply

 james said:

July 17, 2020 at 3:13 pm

LOL. That was good. Followed by sun swallowing earth and then collapse of the Universe.

Reply

283.  Cynic said:

July 17, 2020 at 3:07 pm

Had to share this gem from a Youtube comment:

‘Everyone with common sense knows that wearing a mask is detrimental to health: or we would have evolved a face with protection…’

Reply

 james said:

July 17, 2020 at 3:26 pm

We did evolve a mask of sorts.

http://scienceline.ucsb.edu/getkey.php?key=3221

All but the hirsute buccal cavity mouth breathers are out of luck.

Reply

284.  Apneaman said:

July 17, 2020 at 10:51 pm

The Evidence which Suggests that This Is No Naturally Evolved Virus

A Reconstructed Historical Aetiology of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike

https://www.minervanett.no/files/2020/07/13/TheEvidenceNoNaturalEvol.pdf

Reply

 james said:

July 18, 2020 at 7:26 am

So you have to wonder, was it an accident? Or was intelligence shadowing every development, ready to harvest the virus at the right moment. Was the Gates Foundation, Johns Hopkins and the World Economic Forum proactive or were they just waiting for something they knew would eventually happen to implement their
plans? If they were so certain it would happen, shouldn’t they have been more vocal in warning us? I think Gates did warn us. In any case it just goes to show you that the technological chimp will destroy itself. I’ll surmise that there will be many more preppers from now on. Never know when a virus will get out. Those
that are supposed to be monitoring the situation are also politically corrupt, so we can’t count on them for advance warning.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 18, 2020 at 12:53 pm

Prepping is allowable because you’re still mass consuming.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 18, 2020 at 2:27 pm

Quit a few governments -certainly in Europe – are now advising stocks of food and water for emergencies, so prepping is not quite so demonised.

Reply

285.  Apneaman said:

July 18, 2020 at 12:32 am

Looks like Trumpy has unleashed the secret police.

Federal Law Enforcement Use Unmarked Vehicles To Grab Protesters Off Portland Streets

“Federal law enforcement officers have been using unmarked vehicles to drive around downtown Portland and detain protesters since at least July 14. Personal accounts and multiple videos posted online show the officers driving up to people, detaining individuals with no explanation of why they are being arrested, and driving
off.”

Mayor Ted Wheeler’s office declined to offer comment on the latest events involving federal officers, but reiterated a statement from earlier in the week, saying federal officers should be restricted to guarding federal property.

“We do not need or want their help,” Wheeler said. “The best thing they can do is stay inside their building, or leave Portland altogether.”

Oregon Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkely said if Wolf is coming to inflame the situation in Portland so the President can “look tough,” the acting DHS leader should leave.

“Federal forces shot an unarmed protester in the face,” Merkely said in a tweet. “These shadowy forces have been escalating, not preventing, violence.”

Oregon Gov. Kate Brown similarly called for federal law enforcement officers to leave Portland. She added, Wolf is on a “mission to provoke confrontation for political purposes.”

https://www.opb.org/news/article/federal-law-enforcement-unmarked-vehicles-portland-protesters/

At least they’re not disappearing them….yet.

Reply

 james said:

July 18, 2020 at 7:14 am

And he’s redirecting the CDC infection numbers. Got to get this country back to work. Regular consumption with little production eventually depletes the inventory. Maybe we should set-up an Abu Ghraib and sell tickets or fly a few of them over the ocean and throw them out of airplanes. That would get their attention.

Reply

 gwb said:

July 18, 2020 at 1:05 pm

The right-wing militias parade around in full battle rattle, too. These unidentified feds are no different in appearance and behavior. This will turn into a free-for-all.

Reply

286.  Apneaman said:

July 18, 2020 at 5:32 pm

A New Map Shows the Inescapable Creep of Surveillance

The Atlas of Surveillance shows which tech law enforcement agencies across the country have acquired. It’s a sobering look at the present-day panopticon.

https://www.wired.com/story/atlas-of-surveillance-eff-law-enforcement-map/

Reply

 james said:

July 19, 2020 at 9:30 pm

The technologists want to put the lockdown on all the slave chimps before their lives deteriorate too much and they go feral and endanger the emerging technotopia. The future human RNA will be made to order depending upon what the system needs. Pipe the instructions right into your brain and watch your muscles
twitch, your eyes roll, and your fingers start complex tasks that your old brain never could have mastered. And the system really doesn’t need old, worn-out RNA so it’s off the soylent recycler. “Hey, has any one seen the Covid-X?”

Reply

287.  james said:

July 19, 2020 at 9:14 am

Generally speaking, organisms that are best at acquiring energy/resources and converting them into “self” remain extant upon the planet. There is no choice for humans, physics and evolution will choose the successful, usually by making them survivors of temporary famine which wipes out all less resilient individuals. This time
however, having been led astray by evolution to release the energy trapped in fossil fuels, the previously successful greed will not result in passage beyond a famine but rather the famine will be permanent. Even the resilient will be unable to outlast the absence of fossil fuels and ecological damage. The fossil fuel prey will not
bounce back like in the ecosystem to allow for another flourishing of complex technological human population. Humans cannot help themselves because they’re not meant to be able to help themselves. Their loss will go unnoticed in the massive entropic enterprise of the Universe.

The energy/power/money grab is on-going in the struggle for existence both individually and tribally. Some of us know in an intellectual sense what needs to be done while most have no intellectual sense at all. Given the opportunity and the tools, most people will augment their position, garner more wealth, consume more.
Evolution has given them greed, not intellect, to assure their survival, to see who can populate the earth and control enough resources to survive the lean times. You have to wonder if the expanding corruption and riots are simply desperation on the part of those without resources hoping to scare the “white man” into handing over
more of the loot necessary to survive the “lean” times along with the greatly accelerated purchases of the imagined token of empowerment – the gun.

Who will be the 70-90% of the population that will prematurely go away as scarcity hits? The 70-90% loss in population might have been the case in a typical Lotka-Volterra cycle, but we’re not in a cycle any longer, we’re in a dead-end. More like 100% are unprepared for what is coming, including those planning on entering
well-stocked government bunkers in the ultimate display of greed and corruption, saving their own asses with taxpayer monies while the befuddled slaves up above spend their last days smashing statues and each other.

Reply

 Cynic said:

July 20, 2020 at 3:32 pm

Yes, we are probably beyond all cycles.

I like to picture them going mad, sodomising and cannibalising one another in those bunkers.

‘Event Horizon’-ish sort of thing. And serve ’em right.

Anticipated revenge is very sweet.

Reply

 james said:

July 20, 2020 at 7:06 pm

Yes, revenge can get you out of the bed in the morning and put a smile on your face.

Reply

288.  james said:

July 19, 2020 at 9:04 pm

Tag ’em, vaccinate them and manage every aspect of their lives with the new Gates-hRNA Crisprmatic.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BUXhgv7KjM

Sometimes you just have to create a disaster to get what you want. And with a little help from you friends at Deepstate Inc., Mastercard, Johns Hopkins and the World Economic Forum the future can be yours.

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 19, 2020 at 11:17 pm

It’s just extra or updated tags. We e-taged ourselves when we got home computers & the internet. The next level tag was smart phones.

Pretty much every bit of technology is eventually used to kill & control.

My favorite techno industry myth is the one about owning a car is freedom.

Did way back grandpa have to pay a license fee & pass a government horse riding test & if he passed get horse insurance & a horse license plate? Did his horse have to pass an emissions test?

If you can’t live without it, it’s domesticated you.

Reply

 james said:

July 20, 2020 at 11:39 am

That’s why I’m liking bikes and eating fresh food out of the garden more and more. They’ll probably find some way to regulate and control those in the future.

Reply

289.  Apneaman said:

July 20, 2020 at 5:18 pm

Anti-maskers are pissed off & pissed drunk.

Woman Urinates On Floor After Refusing To Leave Verizon Store For Not Wearing Mask

https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/07/17/roseville-urination-verizon-arrest/

Kentucky Bar Defies Mask Order: ‘We Are Americans—We’re Going to Do What We Want’

“What we’re saying right now is, f*ck you, we’re not wearing any masks. We are Americans—we’re going to do what we want and we want to have fun.”

https://www.newsweek.com/kentucky-bar-defies-mask-order-we-are-americanswere-going-do-what-we-want-1517533

If it was up to me I’d negate seat belt laws, decriminalize drunk driving, make motor cycle & bicycle helmets optional (for sissy’s) & eliminate those bunk no smoking rules which are clearly a libtard/Soros hoax to steal our freedum-N-fun.

Reply

 james said:

July 20, 2020 at 6:36 pm

Rob would like that one. Great example of denial. Let nothing stand in the way of a human and their dopamine/opioid rewards. I don’t know if Kentucky is number one in denial or stupidity or maybe both as we lead the nation in so many metrics. People shouldn’t say the virus is a hoax. They should say it’s a “plandemic”
which means it really is out there and it really is killing people. Numbers might be slightly exaggerated for effect but the risk is real. Covid party, hurricane party………….

wake

Abby: “There dear, now let us tuck you in.” 
Tish: “Poor William, he loved his drink at the pub. Should have been wearin’ his mask.” 
Abby: “Yes, but he was a hard head and look at him now. Dead as a door nail.” 
Tish: “And he was hammered when he got hammered.” 
Abby: “Oh well, such is life and death. Bring me the nails and we’ll hammer him one more time, may his soul rest in peace.”

Reply

 Apneaman said:

July 20, 2020 at 10:11 pm

It’s irrational to expect the tribal plebs to behave rationally this deep into Overshoot. The competing PTB are not letting the animosity between the tribal plebs go to waste & they are doing all they can to jack it up & benefit from the chaos. Bad faith all around. There are no good guys.

In a primitive sort of way, anti-maskers & BLM iconoclasts, etc are behaving rationally. It’s all about tribal power & anti-masking & BLM are pretexts for a fight that was/is going to happen no matter what. Sure there are some legit concerns, but if their was no BLM & Covid was not airborne, they would just find
another ideological point to blow out of proportion & rally the troops around.

I have a particular fondness for the anti-maskers because I’m such a big fan of the Darwin awards. Tis true their actions are spreading it to others, some who may die or be permanently damaged, but it’s better to just look out for you & yours. Only fools jump into unwinnable fights. This type of behavior was expected
(you can’t call yourself a doomer if you weren’t expecting) & there is more & worse to come. Prepping/self reliance & avoidance is the best strategy.

The Masks Masquerade

Nassim Nicholas Taleb

Incompetence and Errors in Reasoning Around Face Covering

“SIX ERRORS: 1) missing the compounding effects of masks, 2) missing the nonlinearity of the probability of infection to viral exposures, 3) missing absence of evidence (of benefits of mask wearing) for evidence of absence (of benefits of mask wearing), 4) missing the point that people do not need governments to
produce facial covering: they can make their own, 5) missing the compounding effects of statistical signals, 6) ignoring the Non-Aggression Principle by pseudolibertarians (masks are also to protect others from you; it’s a multiplicative process: every person you infect will infect others).

In fact masks (and faceshields) supplemented with constraints of superspreader events can save us trillions of dollars in future lockdowns (and lawsuits) and be potentially sufficient (under adequate compliance) to stem the pandemic. Bureaucrats do not like simple solutions. 
Image for post”

https://medium.com/incerto/the-masks-masquerade-7de897b517b7

La la la we’re not listening……

Reply

290.  Apneaman said:

July 20, 2020 at 5:33 pm

Why Our Intuition About Sea-Level Rise Is Wrong

A geologist explains that climate change is not just about a global average sea rise.

“Some of your recent research follows from the attraction of ocean water to ice sheets. That seems surprising.

This is just Newton’s law of gravitation applied to the Earth. An ice sheet, like the sun and the moon, produces a gravitational attraction on the surrounding water. There’s no doubt about that.

What happens when a big glacier like the Greenland Ice Sheet melts?

Three things happen. One is that you’re dumping all of this melt water into the ocean. So the mass of the entire ocean would definitely be going up if ice sheets were melting—as they are today. The second thing that happens is that this gravitational attraction that the ice sheet exerts on the surrounding water diminishes. As a
consequence, water migrates away from the ice sheet. The third thing is, as the ice sheet melts, the land underneath the ice sheet pops up; it rebounds.

So what is the combined impact of the ice-sheet melt, water flow, and diminished gravity?

Gravity has a very strong effect. So what happens when an ice sheet melts is sea level falls in the vicinity of the melting ice sheet. That is counterintuitive. The question is, how far from the ice sheet do you have to go before the effects of diminished gravity and uplifting crust are small enough that you start to raise sea level?
That’s also counterintuitive. It’s 2,000 kilometers away from the ice sheet. So if the Greenland ice sheet were to catastrophically collapse tomorrow, the sea level in Iceland, Newfoundland, Sweden, Norway—all within this 2,000 kilometer radius of the Greenland ice sheet—would fall. It might have a 30 to 50 meter drop at the
shore of Greenland. But the farther you get away from Greenland, the greater the price you pay. If the Greenland ice sheet melts, sea level in most of the Southern Hemisphere will increase about 30 percent more than the global average. So this is no small effect.”

http://oceans.nautil.us/feature/564/why-our-intuition-about-sea-level-rise-is-wrong
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 james said:

July 20, 2020 at 7:04 pm

And then you have to wonder if all of this shifting around is having an effect on the circulations inside the earth and the wandering magnetic north pole. I think the eastern seaboard of the U.S. is supposed to get some of the extra water. Where are we going to get the money to build seawalls when one easily contrived virus
is going to end the dollar? Slave labor no doubt.
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 Apneaman said:

July 20, 2020 at 10:28 pm

They’re already getting it & it’s costing. South Florida is hooped. Much of the geology is porous, rendering seawalls useless.

With Sea Level Rise, High-tide Flooding Spikes Along U.S. Coasts

Fifteen communities set records for the number of days with such floods last year

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/with-sea-level-rise-high-tide-flooding-spikes-along-u-s-coasts/

Miami broke an all-time record for high tide floods in 2019, NOAA says

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/environment/article244217807.html

If you do a news search for “sunny day flooding” you’ll get articles from all up & down the Eastern seaboard from little towns to major cities.
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July 21, 2020 at 12:11 am

If we have some major damage from hurricanes and high water this year I wonder if the fix-it cost will be put on the national tab. A fifty-billion dollar hurricane will be peanuts compared to the Covid metabolic shutdown.

The dollar can’t last for long, except there’s nothing else out there that can supplant it. I sorta figure a strong currency has to be backed by energy. Even gold is a marker for energy expenditure.

With all of the strange explosions happening in Iran you have to wonder if Israel is getting nervous about a collapsing United States. They may just have to bring things to a head before the fateful event which will likely witness a U.S.withdrawal from the Middle East. But if another 9/11 can be conducted with
nuclear weapons on U.S. cities then the U.S. may be willing to exact revenge upon the perpetrator. Maybe Iran? Replay of the 9/11, weapons of mass destruction drama. The thirty million people that will be evicted from their homes and have their cars repo’ed should be ready to sign-up to kill just about
anything.
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July 21, 2020 at 10:23 am

“..ready to sign-up to kill just about anything.”

Sure, but IMO tptb need to promise all that testosterone something in return. The main driver/purpose for those would be soldiers is still a place in society & a woman, most of whom will want children too. This is what life does & the humans are not exempt from these drives.

TPTB don’t have to really deliver. They can string them along for a time, but eventually something’s got to give. Population reduction or find a way to get them more pie.

It’s no coincidence that most of the violence from the BLM iconoclasts & Proud boys & other right-wing protest groups is perpetrated by younger men. They’re just bursting with energy & one way or another it’s getting dissipated. On/at who or what exactly remains to be seen, but there’s much fighting
& pain coming.

Jay Hanson’s OVERSHOOT LOOP:Evolution Under The Maximum Power Principle is bang on.

“The inevitable “overshoot” eventually leads to decreasing power attainable for the group with lower-ranking members suffering first. Low-rank members will form subgroups and coalitions to demand a greater share of power from higher-ranking individuals who will resist by forming their own
coalitions to maintain it. Meanwhile, social conflict will intensify as available power continues to fall.

Here is a synopsis of the behavioral loop described above:

Step 1. Individuals and groups evolved a bias to maximize fitness by maximizing power, which requires over-reproduction and/or over-consumption of natural resources (overshoot), whenever systemic constraints allow it. Differential power generation and accumulation result in a hierarchical group
structure.

Step 2. Energy is always limited, so overshoot eventually leads to decreasing power available to the group, with lower-ranking members suffering first.

Step 3. Diminishing power availability creates divisive subgroups within the original group. Low-rank members will form subgroups and coalitions to demand a greater share of power from higher-ranking individuals, who will resist by forming their own coalitions to maintain power.

Step 4. Violent social strife eventually occurs among subgroups who demand a greater share of the remaining power.

Step 5. The weakest subgroups (high or low rank) are either forced to disperse to a new territory, are killed, enslaved, or imprisoned.

Step 6. Go back to step 1.

The above loop was repeated countless thousands of times during the millions of years that we were evolving[9]. This behavior is inherent in the architecture of our minds — is entrained in our biological material — and will be repeated until we go extinct.

http://www.jayhanson.org/loop.htm

Give me pie freedom or give me death!

The ideological details do not matter – pretexts. The details of the schemes TPTB have or are planning to unleash don’t matter either. Made it happen, let it happen, turn ‘shit happens’ to their advantage don’t matter either. It’s going down. We’re trapped, they’re trapped. Everyone is trapped. Ordinary
folks like us have a few less cards to play is all. Chance is ever with us & will be more of a decider the further things unwind.
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 james said:

July 22, 2020 at 5:17 pm

More stimulus checks or we………Oh yea, we tear down more statues. Wish Jay and William Catton were around to provide commentary and George Carlin for comic relief.
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July 21, 2020 at 10:46 am

Study claims hydroxychloroquine is safe, effective to cure Covid-19 
Updated 21 Jul, 2020

https://www.dawn.com/news/1570211/study-claims-hydroxychloroquine-is-safe-effective-to-cure-covid-19
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July 21, 2020 at 12:03 pm

Even without the zinc it increased the survival rate. Hmmm. I would add some zinc and some Ivermectin. But these doctors are so managed and regulated they have to go with the “approved” protocols. Guess who influences what is approved. Big Pharma. Whatever makes the most money is approved.

When it comes right down to it, by the hand of evolution, humans are lying, murderous, competitive dissipative structures. The idea is to put an image in other people’s heads that favors your own goals. I’ve never seen so much lying, grifting, mind-bending bullshit as I see now from governments, individuals and companies
trying to sell their crap and programs. For many countries it’s a national strategy and a favored means of human RNA livestock control. People don’t even bother to take stock of the world so that they’re not so easily manipulated. The end result is that they’ll be goin’ to their Jesus on a flaming chariot of hell’s climate change fire.
But in the meantime they’ll tend to appearances, turn-up the AC and use every device available to tip the balance in their favor.
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July 21, 2020 at 2:22 pm

“I’ve never seen so much lying, grifting, mind-bending bullshit as I see now from governments, individuals and companies trying to sell their crap and programs.”

Ditto. This just emboldens anti-masker types. They may be dumb, but they’re not stupid. They take note of the flip flopping & lies. Is it any wonder their level of anti authoritarianism & contrarianism is past absurd & is hurting the things they hold dear?

I get the attitude because I’ve had that Fu*k You, I Don’t Care anti authoritarian inclination my whole life except it’s always been ‘all about me’ since I’m not hyper tribal. There’s a clear pattern. The anger that drives it has always reared it’s head when I feel I’m being treated unfairly – taken advantage of. It’s cost plenty.
Fading as I age.

This short clip nicely represents the attitude.

https://youtu.be/FJf8puSIXTg?t=40
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 james said:

July 22, 2020 at 5:26 pm

You could fight them with reason, but in the end you are correct, you just have to cut their heads off.
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When scams start unraveling, the scammers become increasingly frantic to maintain the illusion of legitimacy and the delusion of guaranteed gains that are the lifeblood of every scam. One sure sign that the flim-flam is about to collapse is the manic rise of FOMO, fear of missing out, as the scammers jam the Ponzi
scheme’s stellar returns to new extremes. 
What greedy human can resist guaranteed gains, especially of the enviously grandiose variety?

The greatest scam of the past century is unraveling before our eyes. I’m calling it finance capitalism as a general descriptor of the dominant form of what’s called “capitalism” because calling it what it actually is–a fraud that’s destroyed the foundations of our economy and society–is, well, a much more difficult sell
than “capitalism,” which still has some faint echoes of the open markets, etc. that characterized traditional capitalism, which I call naive capitalism because it is incapable of differentiating between the parasitic, predatory finance version cloaking itself as “capitalism” and actual capitalism, in which capital is put at
risk, markets are transparent, etc.

http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2020/07/welcome-to-crazed-frantic-demise-of.html
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July 21, 2020 at 1:14 pm

High priests getting nervous

Economists on the Run

Paul Krugman and other mainstream trade experts are now admitting that they were wrong about globalization: It hurt American workers far more than they thought it would. 

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/economists-on-the-run?utm_source=pocket-newtab

Repent and save your ass from the mob soul.
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July 21, 2020 at 2:46 pm

But it sure increased the profits of our corporate sponsors and provided a lot of cheap stuff at Walmart. The Chinese serfs were also big winners, but all things must come to an end. Undoubtedly those who said globalization was bad were professionally obliterated or locked in dungeons, because it wasn’t what the
corporations or their lackey government wanted to hear.
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July 21, 2020 at 5:37 pm

I recall these 3 intellectuals predicting failure of globalization.

Morris Berman – USA

John Gray – UK

Ronald Wright (A Short History of Progress) – Canada

They’ve all kept working/writing, but their book sales couldn’t match the cheerleading likes of Thomas Friedman et al & the oligarch & corporate owned media empires they work for. They can outshout anyone. with a counter narrative.

Hopey narratives of endless prosperity emanating from history’s most powerful bullhorn VS an it’s all going to end and badly narrative from a few academics. No contest.

It’s the whistle blowers, Snowden, Manning, Assange, etc who are paying the price, because they were providing direct evidence of malfeasance as opposed to a counter narrative.

I think that’s one of the big differences between the West & China. Whistle blowers get hammered there too, but they also squash counter narratives, past & present & criticism.

They would never allow a Chinese Howard Zinn to write “A Peoples History of China” or a Morris Berman “Why China Failed”.

“Morris Berman talks about the third book in his trilogy on the decline of the American empire. Mr. Berman argues that self-interest trumping the common good has led the U.S. astray.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zP6tjkTXZE
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 james said:

July 21, 2020 at 6:52 pm

That looks like a Guy McPherson presentation with six people in the audience. Happy messages sell.

I like this comment:

David Carpenter

4 years ago

“Mr. Berman appears to be an arrogant, self-satisfied man. Not too interested in his ideas. I am sure he would just consider me stoopid anyway, so why bother with him?”

Biological dissipatives make hay while the sun shines – until they can’t. The fossil fuel sun is going down behind the horizon now and darkness is coming.
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July 21, 2020 at 7:42 pm

Berman is arrogant at times. I guess he couldn’t escape the cultural programming either;)

He taught up here for a time & fled to Mexico a few years ago. I suspect he’ll be joined by others soon.

I may be getting new neighbors too.

Americans looking to move to Canada as COVID-19 numbers spike in the U.S.

Summary

More Americans are looking to make the move north and make it permanent: immigration lawyers

One lawyer says he’s getting more calls and requests than normal from people looking to put down roots in Canada

Cross-border couples are getting married sooner than planned for permanent resident status, says lawyer

“A lot of these people, in order to get immediate status, what they’re doing is they’re getting married at Peace Arch Park. Because if you’re a partner or a fiancé(e) of a Canadian, it doesn’t give you the ability to use the immediate family loophole to come in as an immediate relative of a Canadian,”
he said.

“I was at the Peace Arch Park this weekend and I saw cars from all over the country on the American side from Mississippi, from New Jersey, from California, from Texas, and a lot of them are using the park for a very quick wedding ceremony. They’re going down to Bellingham in Whatcom
County to get their marriage license registered which can be done immediately and then they’re turning around and heading to Canada. You’re seeing these, almost, shotgun weddings of Americans so they can enter Canada as immediate relatives of Canadians.”

https://www.citynews1130.com/2020/07/20/americans-looking-to-move-to-canada-as-covid-19-numbers-spike-in-the-u-s/
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 Cynic said:

July 22, 2020 at 3:41 pm

Did Chomsky ever predict the end of globalisation, as such?

I once started to watch a video featuring him , but he made so many basic historical errors in only the first few minutes that I gave up on him as a pious windbag and ideologue.
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Peace Arch Park is a kind of a unique place. 10-15minute drive from my place.

“Peace Arch Park is an international park consisting of Peace Arch Historical State Park in the United States and Peace Arch Provincial Park in Canada. The park straddles the international boundary between the two countries at the extreme western end of the main contiguous section of the two countries’ land border, between
Blaine, Washington, United States, and Surrey, British Columbia, Canada, where it reaches Semiahmoo Bay of the Salish Sea on the continent’s Pacific Coast.[1] The park’s central feature is the Peace Arch.

History

Border inspection services at what is now known as the Peace Arch Border Crossing long predated the 1921 construction of the Peace Arch.[4]

The Peace Arch, dedicated in 1921, commemorates the Treaty of Ghent and the Rush-Bagot agreement, which “provided for peaceful resolution of U.S.–British disputes and an unguarded U.S./Canadian border.” The United States side was established as a state park in 1931.[3] The Canadian side was established as a provincial
park on November 7, 1939.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peace_Arch_Park

I wonder how long it will last.

Treaty signed in 1814 allows Canadians, U.S. citizens to still meet at Peace Arch Park

“A treaty signed more than 200 years ago in what is now modern-day Belgium is causing a current headache for the B.C. government.

The government ordered the closure of Peace Arch Park for the second time on June 18 after what they said was a major spike in visitors.

The park has served as a popular meeting spot for loved ones who are separated by the border and have been unable to visit each other because of a ban on non-essential travel due to COVID-19.

The area was closed on April 8 as the novel coronavirus spread around the world and reopened on May 14 as cases began to dwindle in B.C.

However, as the park straddles the Canadian and U.S. border, the American side of the park was never closed.”

https://globalnews.ca/news/7129956/treaty-ghent-loophole-peace-arch-park-open/
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July 22, 2020 at 10:18 am

If the newlyweds there can improve their lot in life and escape the insane slave state of the United States then I say go for it. Don’t wait until the window closes.

Reminds me of my favorite pen reviewer Stephen B.R.E. Brown, a transplant from Amsterdam to Red Deer, Alberta where he is a professor.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mn1u8X8oxMM

I would head for the arch if I weren’t old, maybe I’ll send the kids up that way if we survive the rest of this year.
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July 22, 2020 at 1:06 pm

Go for it indeed. I’m only here because my paternal grandparents went for it to escape an insane slave state – Soviet Ukraine 1932. Many of their family & friends & neighbors who did not get out died of disease/famine or were shot. The Holodomor.

It’s understandable why people flee bad situations. So is anti immigration from folks who’s lives have been getting worse every year going on two decades. I get it, but anti immigration is a side show. Immigrants are not law makers, corporations or oligarchs, so what good will abusing them do? They are more
powerless than the deplorables who hate/blame them. Funny how that works – being screwed by your ‘betters’, so take it out on the weaker guy. It’s not peculiar to humans. Sapolsky’s Baboon studies showed the exact same thing within the baboon hierarchy. The abuse starts at the top & every level takes it out on the
one below them in status. The baboons who suffer the most have much higher levels of stress hormones & live sicker & shorter lives. Same as humans. Sapolsky said if you want good health, less stress & a long life, don’t be born poor.
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 Cynic said:

July 22, 2020 at 3:36 pm

If you are poor, do be decent enough to die as quickly and as quietly as possible: it’s in your own interest, in a way – less suffering.
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 james said:

July 22, 2020 at 4:38 pm

The only answer to being poor is to take from the rich. Nature will not censure you if you’re successful.
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 Lidia17 said:

July 22, 2020 at 7:10 pm

Seems to me like the options are: being poor with rich people, or being even poorer without them.

The hierarchy intrinsic to civilization is key to the extraction engine that got us all here.
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July 22, 2020 at 8:05 pm

True. “And after you slaves are done building my roads and pyramids (God bless you all) I want you to lavish me with the greatest wealth imaginable, even greater then Jeff Bezos and there will extra wheat for you to make bread (and I’ll throw in some beer).
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Another good post from Charles Hugh Smith yesterday: 
http://www.oftwominds.com (Blog)

TUESDAY, JULY 21, 2020 
Inequality Is America’s Monster Id
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Give the big zombie corporations money at zero-percent interest and then they can lend it to the slaves at twenty-percent. That’s a pretty sweet deal.

I was thinking about Charles’ financial extinction metaphor and how appropriate it is. When we discovered the fossil fuels we decided to go straight to building the T. rex, our massive energy guzzling civilization without anything resembling an energy pyramid for it to feed upon. We should have built the equivalent of
plants and voles and mice and other similar energy sippers first and then decided if a T. rex was supportable or not. The comet was on its way from the very beginning, eventual depletion of the fossil fuels, but we built the T. rex anyway with the hallmark optimism of the human that we would always find another source of
energy to keep things going. Well now we can see the flaming ball of fire in the sky (depletion/climate change) and we just don’t know what the hell to do next. It seems quite evident that at this late date the T. rex is going extinct but no one wants to give-up on the project.

Maybe we had no choice but to build the T. rex because the chimps a few valleys over were also building a T. rex and a T. rex will eat your lunch if yournot big and mean enough to defend it. Oh well, extinction in any case.
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July 22, 2020 at 7:05 pm

And yet with the sweetest of deals, they somehow still can’t manage to stay afloat.

—
We “built” (I would say “ate”) the T-Rex because that is what was permitted at the time. To build a T-Rex, you need to eat two T-Rex’s worth.

Outside of human civilization (and even within it oftentimes), you snooze, you lose. You “wolf down” as much as you can because you don’t know for sure when/if you’ll be getting another meal. This is wired in.
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July 22, 2020 at 8:23 pm

The fossil fuels let us go straight to T. rex. unlike the biological system that had to spend billions of years going from one cell to two cells to four cells and testing the combos for sustainability along the way. With our new fossil energy we exploded with growth like metastatic mongoloids without any concern
about how it might end-up.

Most of humanity dislikes being thrown into the loser pot by hyper-greedy, aggressive, sociopathic a-holes. But that seems to be the system people like so that one day they can have a chance to be hyper-greedy, aggressive, sociopathic a-holes. It is in the genes. No one starts out believing they will be dragging a
financial ball and chain for most of their lives. But there’s hope of freedom in the form of lottery tickets and pump-and-dump stock bubbles right to the end.
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Fresh off the press. The always interesting & insightful John Gray.

A cautionary tale for today’s �?woke’ movement

A superb film about the NYT man who lied for Stalin casts light on today’s cultural convulsions

“Ukrainians starved not because there was no food, but because the food they produced was taken from them at gunpoint.”

“Mr Jones is a rich, vivid and irresistibly gripping film. At times one cannot bear to look; but neither can you turn away.”

“The film reveals a kind of horror that can hardly be spoken, only shown”

“Yet it is doubtful whether this or any similar film will have much impact in the current climate of opinion. In the 1930s the western Left resisted the facts regarding Soviet crimes because it undermined the hopes of a new society. Today the woke movement questions the very idea of truth. Intermixed with millenarian frenzy and
American Puritanism, Maoist mob rule and hyper-liberal culture war, there is a strand that echoes Duranty’s crypto-Nietzschean philosophy.

Probably Duranty’s style of active nihilism is confined to a small minority. Some may be using the movement as a career strategy, as Duranty used communism; the ignorant, mis-educated woke masses may actually believe they can shape an undefined new society. What all share with Duranty is their contempt for ordinary
humankind.

Here another difference from the leftism of the ’30s emerges. With all its lies and crimes, communism was a universal movement. In contrast, woke movements are pretty much confined to decaying liberal societies. The demonstrations of the past months have had few serious reverberations beyond the post-Reformation West,
and cancel culture is largely limited to the English-speaking world.”

https://unherd.com/2020/07/what-the-woke-movement-shares-with-communism/
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The “woke” aren’t woke at all, they just animals, American ISIS, and would like nothing less than to cut the heads off as many wealthy white people as possible so they can usurp their wealth and power. Jay’s Overshoot Loop in action.

“Ukrainians starved not because there was no food, but because the food they produced was taken from them at gunpoint.”

There’s a reason gun stores are empty as we devolve into a negative-sum situation. The truth is that other tribes will eagerly kill you to abscond with your wealth.
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Stumbled across this site

Darwinian Medicine

An Evolutionary Approach to Health and Disease

The Struggle for Existence

“One of the most important realizations the scientific giant Charles Robert Darwin made whilst exploring the natural world is that nature is in many ways a harsh and brutal place. At first glance, it looks peaceful and harmonious, with birds singing, insects buzzing, and rodents running about; however, upon closer inspection, it
becomes clear that there’s a war going on beneath the surface. As part of this war, organisms fight for limited resources, kill and eat one another, and compete for potential mates. Basically, they struggle to survive and reproduce. It’s this struggle, often referred to as the struggle for existence, that forms the basis for natural
selection. 
Evolution is essentially a game of survival

If it weren’t for the struggle described above, evolution would be a very different game than the one we’re familiar with. The fact that there is a bloody battle going on means that there’s a constant pressure to adapt, so as to remain viable in the face of evolving competition. At every point in time, there’ll be some creatures that
possess biological weaponry and defense systems that work better under the existing conditions of life than the arsenal that certain other life forms are equipped with.

These organisms are at an advantage in the struggle for existence, in the sense that they are more likely to survive and reproduce than organisms that score poorer on the chart depicting the current standings in the evolutionary arms race. Given that they are more likely to be successful at reproducing, perhaps getting many
offspring, they are also more likely to pass on whatever heritable features they are equipped with. As a result, features that have proven to work well under the existing conditions of life perpetuate, whereas features that don’t work as well are weeded out. This is evolution via natural selection in a nutshell.

Ultimately, these features are produced by genes. Seeing as the biological instructions that organisms pass on to their offspring come in the form of genetic information, it’s these genes that survive (or fail to survive) through time. In other words, one could argue that evolution is a survival competition, in which elements of
genetic information are stacked up against one another. Those genes that contribute to producing fit organisms are more likely to remain in existence over time than those genes that somehow undermine organismal fitness under the current conditions of life.

There’s beauty in the struggle

The fact that a somewhat brutal struggle is at the root of evolution has led some people, including many creationists, to perceive the evolutionary, Darwinian view of life as cold and bleak, inviting little love, compassion, or warmth. It’s easy to see where these people are coming from. With that being said, there’s arguably a kind
of beauty in the struggle for existence. At the very least, the outcome of the struggle – a sense of natural equilibrium and a pleasing, bordering on divine, integration of organism and environment featuring magnificent biological adaptations of all colors, shapes, and sizes – can be said to be beautiful.

Furthermore, it’s important to recognize that evolution is as much about cooperation and kinship as it is about conflict. Many organisms maintain tight, friendly bonds with other life forms in which there is exchange of services. Both parties benefit from such mutually beneficial agreements; hence, this aspect of life by no means
conflict with the idea that evolution is a game of survival in which it pays to look after one’s own interests; however, it certainly shows a different, less hostile side to evolution.”

Key points:

-The beauty of nature disguises its brutality

-When viewed under Darwinian light, the true nature of nature is revealed

-The struggle for existence engenders natural selection

-There’s a sort of elegance and balance to Darwinian evolution

http://darwinian-medicine.com/the-struggle-for-existence/
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July 23, 2020 at 7:17 am

Free energy is a target wherever it is. Something’s going to find the tools to access it and digest it and turn it into more of themselves. I could sit and watch pelicans dropping into the scintillating waters for fish all day with the waves crashing on the beach and the blue crabs scuttling through the tide pools while tiny oyster
drills rasp their way into the shells of helpless bivalves. Humans and their tech are the same thing, seeking free energy to grow and profit. Humans trapped in cells, their lives turned into metabolic tasks, have no clue of what they are or what they’re doing. It’s all God’s will including the coming extinction of the whole shit-
show for lack of free energy and a toxic bath of tech excrement.
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Top Scientists Just Ruled Out Best-Case Global Warming Scenarios

“A major new study of the relationship between carbon dioxide and global warming lowers the odds on worst-case climate change scenarios while also ruling out the most optimistic estimates nations have been counting on as they attempt to implement the Paris Agreement. A group of 25 leading scientists now conclude that
catastrophic warming is almost inevitable if emissions continue at their current rate, even if there’s less reason to anticipate a totally uninhabitable Earth in coming centuries.

The research, published Wednesday in the journal Reviews of Geophysics, narrows the answer to a question that’s as old as climate science itself: How much would the planet warm if humanity doubled the amount of CO₂ in the atmosphere? That number, known as “equilibrium climate sensitivity,” is typically expressed as a
range. The scientists behind this new study have narrowed the climate-sensitivity window to between 2.6° Celsius and 3.9°C.”

https://financialpost.com/pmn/business-pmn/top-scientists-just-ruled-out-best-case-global-warming-scenarios

Big Whoop. Top Doomers (me) Ruled Out Best-Case Global Warming Scenarios over a decade ago. The MPP + evolution guaranteed the humans would never stop.
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I’m not so sure, since we still have energy to burn let’s commission some more studies and hedge the situation by buying gold and silver. As the entire thing dies we can trade our precious metals for additional consumption privilege. We have this situation well under control.
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